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Aelerator Systems and Instrumentation forthe NuMI Neutrino BeamPubliation No.Robert Miles Zwaska, Ph.D.The University of Texas at Austin, 2005Supervisor: Saha Kopp
The Neutrinos at the Main Injetor (NuMI) neutrino beam faility be-gan operating at the Fermi National Aelerator Laboratory in 2005. NuMIprodues an intense, muon-neutrino beam to a number of experiments. Fore-most of these experiments is MINOS { the Main Injetor Neutrino OsillationSearh { that uses two neutrino detetors in the beam, one at Fermilab and onein northern Minnesota, to investigate the phenomenon of neutrino osillations.NuMI is a onventional, horn-foused neutrino beam. It is designedto aept a 400 kW, 120 GeV proton beam from the Fermilab Main Injetoraelerator. The proton beam is steered onto a target, produing a seondarybeam of mesons whih are foused into a long evauated volume where theydeay to muons and neutrinos. Pulsed toroidal magnets (horns) fous an ad-justable meson momentum range. Design of the beamline and its omponentsvii



is hallenged by the 400 kW average proton beam power.To ahieve suh high proton power, the Fermilab Main Injetor (MI)must store and aelerate � 4�1013 protons per aeleration yle. This re-quires the MI to be loaded with 6 or more bathes of protons from the 8 GeVBooster aelerator. Suh multiple-bath injetion involves a synhronizationof the two mahines not previously required by the Fermilab aelerators. Inthis dissertation, we investigate timing errors that an arise between the twoaelerators, and a feedbak system whih enables multiple Booster transfersinto the Main Injetor without signi�ant loss of beam. Using this methodof synhronous transfer, the Main Injetor has delivered as many as 3�1013protons per pulse to the NuMI beam.The instrumentation to asses the quality of the neutrino beam inludesarrays of radiation-tolerant ionization hambers downstream of the deay vol-ume. These arrays detet the remnant hadrons and tertiary muons produedwith the neutrinos. This thesis disusses measurements using the arrays, in-luding diagnostis of potential beam errors and initial alignment of the beam-line elements. In addition, we desribe theoretial alulations and experimen-tal tests whih demonstrate that the ionization hambers an withstand theintense partile uxes in the beamline without signal loss due to spae-hargebuild up in the detetors.
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Chapter 1
The NuMI Beam

Aelerator-based neutrino beams are used as ontrolled, high-energy, andhigh-ux soures of neutrinos. Other soures of neutrinos (solar, atmospheri,supernova, reator, geo) depend on knowledge of the underlying physis anddetails of the soure; details whih often annot be measured. Aeleratorbeams, however, involve better ontrol of the underlying proesses, and thusof the neutrino beam.An aelerator-based neutrino beam was �rst used to disover neu-trino avor [1℄; that is, that muon-neutrinos interat di�erently than eletron-neutrinos. Aelerator-based neutrino beams an be predominantly of themuon type, and an be delivered quikly (� �s), suh that bakground re-jetion is not as ruial. Furthermore, aelerator-based neutrino beams o�erhigher-energy neutrinos (up to 600 GeV) and an be on�gured to produewell-ontrolled spetra of neutrinos (e.g., [2℄).Several high-intensity aelerator-based neutrino beams are being de-signed with long baselines (> 100 km) to investigate the phenomena of neutrinomixing and osillations. While neutrino mixing was initially observed with1



solar [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9℄ and atmospheri [10, 11, 12, 13℄ neutrinos, aelerator-based soures are neessary to more preisely measure the fundamental pa-rameters of neutrino mixings and masses, as well as to de�nitively eliminatealternative theories (e.g., [14, 15, 16℄). Aelerator-based beams allow diretmeasurement of the neutrino ux near the soure, followed by another mea-surement after the beam traverses the baseline. Changes in the neutrino uxthrough energy-dependent appearane and disappearane of neutrino typesprovide disrimination between theories, and preision in the measurements offundamental parameters.1.1 NuMI OverviewNuMI (Neutrinos at the Main Injetor) is a onventional, two-horn foused,aelerator neutrino beam intended for short and long baseline neutrino ex-periments. The neutrino beam provides an intense, high-energy (2-20 GeV)ux of muon-neutrinos, with low ontamination of eletron-neutrinos.NuMI is designed to use the 120 GeV/ proton beam provided by theFermilab Main Injetor at an average power of up to 400 kW (instantaneouspower of � 1 TW). The primary beamline bends the beam downward, toahieve a 58 mrad vertial angle that direts the beam toward the Soudan minein northern Minnesota, as shown in Fig. 1.1. The primary proton beamline(x1.2) inludes instrumentation to measure the intensity, trajetory, and sizeof the proton beam.The NuMI beamline onverts the intense proton beam into a fousedneutrino beam; the major omponents are illustrated in Fig. 1.2. The protonsare steered into a solid arbon target to produe mesons through hadroni in-terations. The prodution of mesons from the target is not diretly measured2



Figure 1.1: Maps of the Upper Midwest and Fermilab, with the NuMI beamsuperimposed. The NuMI beam is reated underground and at a 58 mradvertial angle, downstream of a Main Injetor extration region. The neutrinobeam travels largely unimpeded through the earth, passing through the Soudanmine in Minnesota, and exiting the earth in Canada.3



in the experiment, but is estimated through the use of standard Monte Carloodes. Suh estimates use input from separate partile prodution experiments(among others: [17, 18, 19℄). The most relevant mesons for the prodution ofneutrino beams are pions (�+, ��) and kaons (K+, K�, K0); those mesons areprodued in the greatest numbers and are likely to deay into neutrinos.After prodution, the harged mesons are foused by a pair of pulsed,toroidal magnets alled horns. A horn is a oaxial, transmission-line magnetwith an air gap between the ondutors. The inner ondutors of the NuMIhorns have paraboli pro�les, suh that they allow momentum seletion of thepions through fousing (see x1.4).Subsequent to the horns is a ylindrial evauated volume into whihforward-foused mesons are onduted. In the volume, the mesons deay intoa muon and a muon-neutrino { establishing the neutrino beam. An additionalfousing system, known as the Hadron Hose [20℄, was proposed for inlusionwithin the deay volume, but not ultimately built. The Hose would havefurther foused the mesons in the deay volume to redue interations withthe wall.The Hadron Monitor detetor rests at the end of the deay pipe andmeasures the remnant beam of uninterated protons and undeayed mesons;the Hadron Monitor is further desribed in Ch. 6. Immediately followingthe Hadron Monitor is the Hadron Absorber { a mass of steel, onrete, andaluminum that stops the hadrons. Muons penetrate the absorber and ontinueinto unexavated rok, where they range out over a distane proportionalto their energy (up to � 170 m). Before the start of the rok, and in twoexavations into the rok, Muon Monitor detetors are installed to measurethe spatial distributions of three energy ranges of the muon beam; the MuonMonitors are desribed further in Ch. 6.4
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1000 m downstream of the target, and 300 m downstream of the end ofthe deay volume sits the MINOS (Main Injetor Neutrino Osillation Searh)near detetor. It measures the neutrino beam shortly after prodution in theNuMI line, and presumably before any osillations our. 735 km from thetarget is the MINOS far detetor at the Soudan Underground Laboratory, inSoudan, Minnesota. The far detetor measures the neutrino beam again, afterthe hypothesized neutrino osillations shall have fored some portion of themuon-neutrinos to disappear.
1.2 The Primary Proton BeamThe NuMI primary beam extrats and transfers 120 GeV/ protons from theMain Injetor to the meson prodution target. The transfer line is omposedof main dipole and quadrupole magnets to steer and fous the beam onto thetarget. Redundant instrumentation along the beamline measure the intensity,position, and size of the beam (for further information, see App. B). A \BeamPermit System" monitors the operation of the beam omponents, and preventsbeam whenever it might have been delivered inorretly [21℄.Extration from the Main Injetor is performed in a single turn througha fast kiker and lambertson magnet system. The kiker magnets are ferrite-loaded transmission line magnets, suh that the beam pipe lies within a gap inthe ferrite and between the ondutors. The kiker is designed with a fast (<1.6 �s) risetime, setting the minimum abort gap length. The beam is kikedhorizontally, suh that after one-quarter of a betatron osillation it arrivesat the opposite aperture of a lambertson magnet than the irulating beampasses through. Now in the magneti �eld, the beam is bent vertially, out of6



the Main Injetor1.The transfer line onsists of a strong fousing lattie that direts thebeam to the target. The proton beam must be over-bent vertially to avoidhaving an extended tunnel at the level of a loal aquifer. Furthermore, thetunnel had to be small during that portion and ould not ontain many om-ponents. The large vertial bends and restrited loations of the magnets leadto a line with vertial dispersion as large as 6 m. The magnet apertures andbeam pipe were hosen to be very large so as to allow a maximum aeptaneof 500� mm�mrad; preventing beam halo or aidents from ausing any signi�-ant loss in the primary line. The urrents through eah of the main dipole andquadrupole magnets are independently adjustable. Fig. 1.3 shows alulationsof beam size throughout the NuMI primary line, as well as measurements atseveral loations.Trim dipole magnets in the transfer line are used to �ne-tune the beamposition2. Trim magnets an be adjusted manually to hange the beam po-sition at a loation, or to move the beam aross the target (see Ch. 11 &App. B). During operation, trim magnets are ontrolled by a program alledAUTOTUNE that adjusts eah magnet so as to maintain a desired trajetory.Current-transforming toroids measure the intensity of the proton beamat two loations: immediately after extration, and before the target. Theiralibration was performed with a diret urrent soure and empirially they arewithin 0.4% of the Main Injetor diret-urrent urrent-transformer (DCCT),whih provides a measurement of the beam intensity while still irulating inthe Main Injetor. The other beamline instrumentation desribed below an1Two of the lambertson magnets are atually oriented at a small angle from horizontal,suh that they apply a small horizontal bend to ounterat quadrupole bending.2Quadrupole trim magnet are not present, as the targeting of the proton beam does notrequire great preision in the lattie funtions.7



Figure 1.3: Measured beam widths (points with error bars) superimposed onlattie alulations of beam width along the NuMI primary line (solid lines).The widths are measured by Pro�le Monitors at eah station { the last twopoints in eah plot orrespond to the two stations just upstream of the target.The beam width waists in both planes at the target. (ourtesy Ming-Jen Yang)also give intensity measurements, but they are less preise.Beam Position Monitors (BPMs) are eletromagneti detetors whihmeasure the beam's horizontal or vertial position at that loation. EahBPM onsists of two eletrodes (replaing the beam pipe) that ouple to thebeam apaitively. Comparison of the harge indued on the plates providesthe position measurement of the beam; summation also provides an intensitymeasurement [22℄.Pro�le Monitors (PMs) are intereptive detetors that measure thebeam's horizontal and vertial beam position and width. Eah PM is om-posed of two sets of segmented titanium foils, oriented orthogonally to eahother and transverse to the beam axis. The foils at as seondary-emissionmonitors (SEMs); suh that the eletri harge measured on eah, from ele-8



tron ejetion, is proportional to the number of inident protons. The pro�leinformation is all reorded and an be plotted; the data are redued to in-tensity, position, and width information for the beam, as well as some valuesfor beam halo [23, 24, 25, 26℄. App. B disusses the relative alibration andpreision of the BPMs and PMs, as well as their ability to extrapolate beamposition into the target hall.The NuMI Beam Permit System (BPS) [21℄ monitors all of the primarybeam magnets to ensure that they reah the presribed urrent by the time ofthe beam spill. If any of the magnets fail to ramp orretly, the beam will beextrated to the Main Injetor dump instead. Additionally, the BPS monitorsseveral quantities from the target hall and Main Injetor that indiate or a�etbeam quality.1.3 Meson Prodution TargetNuMI uses a arbon target of almost 2 nulear interation lengths to maximizemeson prodution, while surviving the bombardment of the intense protonbeam. A shemati of the NuMI target assembly is shown in Fig. 1.4.The target body is segmented into 47 individual 2 m length graphiteplates. Eah plate is 6.4 mm wide and � 18 m tall and has rounded edgesto minimize the e�ets of strain. Graphite an sustain very high tempera-tures and is relatively strong. Tests showed that graphite ould survive theinstantaneous stress of beam heating [27℄. The graphite is � 20% porous andhas measured densities of 1.78 { 1.82 g/m3; we have used 1.81 g/m3 as thedensity in Monte Carlo alulations.The target segments are ontained between and sintered to a pair ofstainless steel ooling tubes. The tubes irulate hilled water to remove heat9



Figure 1.4: Shemati of the NuMI target assembly. The target is the lengthof forty-seven 2 m arbon segments along the axis of the assembly. The targetis ooled by water pipes along its length, all of whih is eletrially isolatedfrom the enlosing anister. The interior of the anister is either evauatedor over-pressured with helium. The horizontal �n is not shown, but would beat about the position of the disk where the water pipes ome together at thehead of the target. (from [27℄)deposited in the target, up to 16 kW at the design proton power. The tubes are6 mm diameter; they sit out of the beam suh that their enters are displaed9 mm vertially from the beam spot.The body of the target, inluding the graphite segments and oolingtubes, are eletrially isolated from the target anister so that it an at as a\Budal Monitor" [28℄. The proton beam will strip o� eletrons (Æ rays) as itpasses through the target, produing a urrent that is somewhat proportionalto the proton ux. An eletrial onnetion through a feedthrough brings thesignal from the target outside for measurement.10



The target anister onsists of a large barrel setion, and narrow snoutsetion. The barrel setion is upstream and ontains all of the feedthroughsfor water, helium, vauum and instrumentation. The snout setion is down-stream and is designed so that some portion of the target may extend intothe horn, within the inner ondutor. The snout is an aluminum ylinder of3 m diameter. The anister an be either evauated or �lled with helium.Initial tests of the Budal monitor [27℄ suggested better signal with vauum;however, the target's potential for water leaks requires a helium overpressure(see x10.3).1.3.1 Meson Prodution from the TargetThe spetrum of mesons reated from the target is the �rst step in alulatingthe neutrino ux and interation rates in the detetors. Various parametrizedforms for the resultant yields of pions and kaons have been produed (e.g.,see [29℄); however, detailed Monte Carlo simulations of partile interationsare neessary to alulate a more preise ux. These models an be inputsor omponents of traking Monte Carlos that alulate neutrino uxes. Whilethe Monte Carlo models generally have better orrespondene to measureddata, there still is signi�ant unertainty, whih we explore below (and moreso in [30℄). In this setion we provide meson yields using the FLUKA modelof 2001a [31℄, MARS V14 [32℄, and the GEANT 3 implementation of FLUKA(GFLUKA) [33℄.The predited positive pion (�+) yield is shown in Fig. 1.5. Dependingon the model, 3.7 { 4.1 �+ are reated per proton (p� > 500 MeV/). Theyields in momentum bins are within 30% of eah other until 60 GeV/.As disussed in the next setion, �+ mesons will be foused, while ��11



Figure 1.5: Yield of positive pions from the target, binned by pion energy, andas alulated by three di�erent Monte Carlo models. The above plot showsthe yield per proton, the below plot shows ratios of two hadron produtionmodels to the default one in the Monte Carlo.
12



mesons are defoused. The fousing preferentially selets pions within a par-tiular band of momentum and transverse momentum (pt). The transversemomentum range of interest is between 100 and 500 MeV/, where the mesondensity is large3. The range of total momentum foused varies with beamon�guration (see x1.4.2), and an be entered about 8, 18, or 25 GeV/.We have also explored the variation of hadron prodution with non-target material and with a detailed model of the target [34℄. The variationsof yield with non-target material is generally not as signi�ant as the hadronprodution simulations themselves. The unertainty in the neutrino ux andextrapolation between detetors may a�et the ultimate reah of the MINOSexperiment. While present hadron interation odes limit the preision withwhih the neutrino ux may be alulated, we expet that the preditions forhadron prodution will be better onstrained by data (e.g., see [35℄).1.4 Meson Fousing with Magneti HornsNuMI uses magneti horns to fous the harged mesons and substantially in-rease the neutrino ux at the detetors. Originally implemented at CERN[36℄, horns are pulsed transmission-line magnets that reate a fousing toroidal�eld. In the CERN implementations, as many as three horns were used alongthe length of the beamline { the later ones as \reetors" to refous the over-foused mesons, reating a type of strong fousing. In priniple a greaternumber of horns produe greater neutrino ux; though material interationswill eventually absorb some portion of the mesons. In x1.5.1 we disuss analternative fousing method for the length of the deay region.3The beam ux is maximal in the forward diretion (pt=0), but the density of pions intransverse momentum reahes a model-dependent maximum around 300 MeV/ beause ofthe growing solid angle. 13



Figure 1.6: Pro�les of the ondutors of the two NuMI horns (from [37℄). Thepulsed urrent of up to 200 kA travels along the inner ondutor and returnsalong the outer, produing a fousing magneti �eld. The inner ondutorshave paraboli pro�les.Fig. 1.6 shows pro�les of the NuMI horns [37℄. Eletri urrent travelsalong the inner ondutor (loser to the axis) and returns along the outer. Theurrent is the same along the length of the inner ondutor, so a magneti �eldof B(R) / R�1 is reated between the ondutors. Only a negligible magneti�eld is indued in the free spae inside the inner ondutor.Partiles pass from left-to-right through the horns in Fig. 1.6. Thoseprodued parallelly will pass through the nek region, where there is no ma-terial and no �eld, and will ontinue parallel to the beam axis. Those mesonsprodued at an angle will enounter the horns at a nonzero radius (R). Theythen pass through the upstream paraboli inner ondutor4, and beome sub-4The passage of beam partiles through the solid ondutors of the horn will neessarily14



jet to to the magneti �eld. The �eld bends the mesons through some angle {mesons with very high transverse momentum exit the horn through the outerondutor and do not beome part of the beam; those mesons that do onsti-tute the beam exit the inner ondutor on its downstream paraboli surfae.The mesons exiting the downstream fae of the horn are, ideally, fousedparallel with the beamline. Some number of underfoused and overfoused par-tiles will not fully ontribute to the beam, striking the beam enlosure beforedeaying to neutrinos. The ontributions of these partiles were explored fur-ther in [38℄. In the ase of NuMI, a seond horn further fouses the beam �10 m after the �rst horn; the seond horn also fouses some partiles that hadpassed through the nek of the �rst horn5.The paraboloid shape of the horn inner ondutor ats as a lens (in thethin-lens approximation); the foal length will be shown to be proportional tothe seondary partile's momentum, so momentum-seletive fousing is alsopossible. If we assume that a partile approahes the horn o�-axis by a distanex it will a experiene a magneti �eld of:B = �0I2�x (1.1)Where I is the urrent in the horn and �0 is the permeability of free spae.The foused partile will experiene this �eld for a distane, `, that dependsquadratially on x: ` = ax2 (1.2)Where a is the paraboli fator, and we have assumes that the partiles areinvolve some beam absorption and sattering. Aordingly, horns are unsuitable for multiplepasses of partiles, as in an aelerator ring. Additionally, they are made to present as littlesattering, absorbing, and heating as possible; the NuMI horn ondutors are fashioned offew mm thik aluminum.5The seond horn an be reloated an additional 10-20 m downstream of Horn 1 to foushigher energy mesons. 15



Horn 1 Horn 2Upstream Downstream Upstream DownstreamParaboliity (m�1) 7.05 2.18 .135 .272Foal Length 0.119p 0.381p 6.14p 3.05p(m/(GeV/)) 0.091p 2.03pTable 1.1: The paraboli parameters for the shapes of the NuMI horn in-ner ondutors, and the resulting foal lengths. Eah horn's upstream anddownstream portion have di�erent paraboli fators. The foal lengths werealulated using a thin lens approximation; similarly the foal lengths of thetwo portions of eah horn were summed harmonially to attain an aggregate fo-al length. All foal lengths are proportional to the momentum of the fousedpartile.parallel to the beam axis and the deetion angle is small. The lateral, trans-verse momentum kik is found by integrating the magneti �eld along thepath: �pT = Z`(x) d`B(x)= 0:3�0I2� ax: (1.3)The transverse kik is proportional to horn urrent, distane from the axis,and the paraboliity. Thus, the horn ats like a linear lens as the return foreis proportional to the distane from the axis. As suh, we an de�ne a foallength for the horns: f = 1=k = x�pT=p= 2�p0:3�0Ia= �1:67� 104 kAGeV=� pIa (1.4)
While, the NuMI horns have paraboli pro�les, the paraboli fator, a,di�ers for the two halves of the horn (see Fig. 1.6). The values for the hornsare enumerated in Table 1.1. We alulate the foal lengths for eah half of16



eah horn, as well as a foal length for the ombined horn; alulated assumingthat they are thin and immediately next to eah other. In eah ase, the foallength grows linearly with the momentum of the pion.In this setion, we have treated horns as thin lenses for the purposes ofillustration. However, the horns are not thin lenses by any reasonable approxi-mation: the 1 m target sits inside the 3 m Horn 1 and does not provide a pointsoure; the horns are extended objets with lengths approahing the alulatedfoal lengths; the bend of the partiles within the horn is not negligible (Eqn.(1.2) beomes a poor approximation); and the material of the horn ondutorsprovides substantial sattering and interation with the beam. As suh, usefuloptis alulations for neutrino spetra require traking Monte Carlos that ansimulate all of the above e�ets.1.4.1 Neutrino Beam SpetraThe NuMI beam onsists primarily of muon-neutrinos from the deays of pions:�+ �! �+�� (1.5)Additionally, kaon and muon deay reate neutrinos of other speies. Theantiipated spetra of neutrino interations at the detetors are alulatedusing a traking Monte Carlo. The primary beam simulation for NuMI isknown as GNUMI, as it is the GEANT [33℄ implementation of the NuMIbeamline (see [37℄ for some simulation). The traking portion of the simulationis onstruted suh that external models of hadron prodution (disussed inx1.3.1 and [30℄) an be used for the target region. In this setion, we will �rstdisuss the major features of pion deay, and then then the resulting neutrinospetra produed by the Monte Carlo simulation.17



The deay of relativisti pions results in a beam of neutrinos orientedin the diretion of the pion beam. The neutrino energy in the lab dependson the pion's initial energy and on the deay angle with respet to the pion'sdiretion (see [39℄ for details): E� � 0:43E�1 + 2�2 (1.6)� is the angle the emitted neutrino makes with the pion trajetory, and  isthe pion's relativisti boost. We take from this equation that the neutrino willarry at most 43% of the pion's energy, and that the energy rapidly dereasesif the they are not olinear. The muon will take the balane of the pion'senergy.The neutrino ux is onentrated in the forward diretion:� / 2l2(1 + 2�2)2 (1.7)l is the distane from the deay vertex. The neutrino ux thus falls o� as theinverse-square of detetion distane, is greater for high energy pions, and isonentrated in a forward one whose width varies inversely with the boost.The pions are produed at some angle from the target suh that theharateristi angle varies inversely with pion momentum. As desribed above,the horn fousing will hange these angles depending on the fousing details.For detailed alulation of the ux, the traking simulation is used to produemesons, fous them through the horns, and then let them deay at some point(or be lost in the shielding, if poorly foused). The deay is hosen to be in thediretion of the detetors, and orresponding neutrino energies and uxes forthe detetors loations are produed. The interation rates are the neutrinouxes multiplies by the interation ross setions on iron; the ross setion isgenerally proportional to neutrino energy, above E� � 1 GeV.18



1.4.2 Variable Energy BeamThe NuMI target and horns system is designed to allow prodution of di�er-ent energy neutrino beams with the same energy of inident protons. Thesedi�erent energy beams an be used to explore di�erent ranges of neutrino osil-lation parameters; additionally, the di�erent beams are useful in analyzing themeasurements of the Beam Monitoring System and the MINOS near detetor.There have been two modes of reon�guration that have been exten-sively studied: movement of both horns and target6 [27℄ to best fous highenergy pions, and movement of only the target upstream of the horn system[38℄. The �rst mode was onsidered in the design stages; it requires severalweeks for reon�guration and reommissioning. Three on�gurations of targetand horn spaings were de�ned as the low-energy (LE), medium-energy (ME),and high-energy (HE) beams. The higher-energy beams generally produeda greater number of total neutrino interations as the ross setion is higher.Ultimately, NuMI was at �rst on�gured as the LE beam to best optimize theneutrino osillation searh.The seond mode of energy variation involves moving only the target toa di�erent position upstream of the horns (see Fig. 1.7). The target is mountedon a remote-positioning module, so it an be moved in only a few minutes andwithout personnel entering the beam hall. In priniple, any loation of thetarget upstream of its nominal position is possible (within the � 2.5 m rangeset by the gantry); however, three nominal positions have been hosen. Twoare established by moving the target 100 or 250 m upstream of the nominalLE position, resulting in higher energy beams. These target positions aresimilar to the the medium- and high-energy beams, though have somewhat6Di�erently designed targets are also onsidered for di�erent energies of beam.19
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Figure 1.7: Four potential on�gurations of the target and horns to produedi�erent neutrino beams. In the LE beam, the target sits substantially insideof the inner ondutor of the �rst horn. The other beams are produed bymoving the target upstream of the horns, inreasing the average energy of thewell foused pions. The pME and pHE beams, 100 and 250 m upstream,produe \partial" medium- and high-energy beams.20



redued ux as Horn 2 is not reloated; as suh, they are alled semi, pseudo,or partial medium- and high-energy beams. More standardly, they are now aspME and pHE (instead of ME and HE).The �nal on�guration has the target 10 m upstream of the low-energyposition, but also a lower horn urrent of 185 kA. This beam was developeddue to the target issues (see x10.3), and is designed to have the same peakenergy as the LE beam, though with a few perent less ux. It has beomeknown as the LE10 beam, and is the standard operating mode for NuMI.The neutrino interation spetra at the far detetor are shown in Fig. 1.8for the LE10, pME, and pHE beams. The peak energies inrease as the target ismoved upstream of the horns. The neutrino ux inreases marginally, but theinteration rate inreases substantially as the ross setion grows with neutrinoenergy. NuMI has operated in eah of these modes for some time. Some of thebeam monitoring results from these runs are disussed in Ch. 10. The MINOSnear detetor has olleted a substantial number of neutrino events in eahrun whih are being used for alibration and analysis.The neutrino beam inludes anti-neutrinos and eletron-avor neutri-nos, as shown in Fig. 1.9. The muon anti-neutrinos are produed mostlythrough the deays of negative pions. At low-energies these pions are defo-used, leading to the large de�it as ompared to the muon-neutrinos. Athigher energies the fousing has no e�et, but negative pions are produedat only � 60% of the rate of positive pions, and the interation ross se-tion is substantially smaller. Eletron-neutrinos and eletron anti-neutrinosare produed by ertain types of kaon deay and the deays of muons. Theeletron-neutrinos provide an unwanted bakground to any searhes for aneletron appearane. In the NuMI LE beam, the eletron ontamination is� 0.4% at the peak. 21



Figure 1.8: Calulated neutrino interation rates at the MINOS far detetorfor three of the beam on�gurations shown in Fig. 1.7.
22



Figure 1.9: Calulated neutrino interations in the MINOS far detetor ofdi�erent neutrino speies (shown is LE beam without neutrino osillations).The muon anti-neutrinos ome from negative mesons that survive the horndefousing. The eletron-neutrinos are reated from muon and kaon deay.
23



1.4.3 Limitations of Flux CalulationsCalulation of the neutrino uxes at the near and far detetors requires a-urate knowledge of partile traking through the horns, and also the partileyields from the target. As noted in x1.3.1, suh yields and their dependene onpartile momentum and transverse momentum have substantial unertainties.Fig. 1.10 shows the alulated harged-urrent neutrino interation ratefor the MINOS near detetor (1 km from the meson prodution target) forfour di�erent models of partile prodution from the target and with the LEfousing. The spetra were alulated using the four models, but with thesame simulation of horn fousing. The beams all have a similar shape, butthe di�erene in meson yields and angular distributions lead to neutrino ratepreditions varying by � 10% in the peak and � 50 % in the high-energy tailof the spetra.The neutrino spetrum measured in the far detetor (in the abseneof osillations) will be similar in shape to that of the near detetor. Thesimilarity of the two spetra is quanti�ed in the far-over-near (F=N) ratio, asshown in Fig. 1.11; it is simply the ratio of the ux spetra alulated for thetwo detetors7. The F=N ratio does vary with energy, but the variation withhadron prodution model is only a few perent.The F=N ratio is expeted to vary with neutrino energy. Pion deaysprodue an extended soure of neutrinos (instead of a point soure); higherenergy pions will survive longer and deay loser to the near detetor, so itwill see relatively higher ux. This �rst e�et is indiated by the blak linesuperimposed on Fig. 1.11, whih is alulated by assuming that a penil beam7Due to limitations in the fousing apabilities of a two horn system, the F=N ratio doesnot follow the ideal urve shown in Fig. 1.11; it is alulated for perfetly foused pionstraveling parallel to and oinident with the beam axis down the deay volume.24



Figure 1.10: Calulated neutrino interation rate in the MINOS near detetorfor the low-energy (LE) beam. In this ase, 1 \year" orresponds to 3.8�1020protons delivered to the target. The four urves plotted orrespond to therates predited as a result of four di�erent models of hadron prodution in thetarget; all used the same traking algorithm thereafter. The preditions havea spread of � 10% in the peak, and � 50% in the high-energy tail.
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Figure 1.11: The ratio of predited uxes in the MINOS detetors as a fun-tion of energy (shown in the LE beam without neutrino osillations). Theplotted urve is a simple alulation in the (unrealisti) ase where pions arefoused parallel to and diretly on the beam axis. The Monte Carlo predi-tions onsistently lie above the urve as pions will generally have smaller deayangles to the far detetor than near. Note that while the model preditionsfor interation rate varied onsiderably in Fig. 1.10, their preditions for theratio lie within a few perent in the peak energies.
26



of pions were olinear and oinident with the beam axis. The seond e�etis that the pions generally have a smaller deay angle to the far detetor thannear detetor { produing relatively higher ux and neutrino energies in the fardetetor. The di�erent angles arise beause the pions are reated and fousedat small distanes from the beam axis, but while subsequently drifting in thedeay region the pion angle will generally produe a larger radial distane.This distane is highly orrelated with the angle. At the time of deay theangles to the detetors must inlude that radial o�set, suh that �r � r=L. Forthe far detetor L = 735 km, so the angle is near zero; for the near detetor,however, L is on the order of 500 m, so with a radial o�set of as muh as 1 m,an additional angle of 2 mrad ould be required. For a 10 GeV pion, this ouldredue the neutrino energy at the near detetor by 6%, and the solid-angle uxby 12%.
1.5 Deay Volume and Beam StopThe NuMI deay volume lies downstream of the target station and is theloation where the bulk of pion deays ours. The deay volume is a 675 mlong, 2 m diameter, evauated steel pipe. The pipe is enased in onrete forradiation protetion, and must be water-ooled to ondut away the energydeposited by beam partiles.The pions entering the deay volume y straight line paths until theirdeay. As mentioned above, these pions ould be further foused within thedeay volume to prevent wall interations { a devie to do this, known as theHadron Hose, is desribed below. 27
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Figure 1.12: Shemati of a Hadron Hose segment in the NuMI deay pipe.Eah segment onsists of a 1 kA urrent-arrying wire that must enter fromthe edge of the pipe, travel down the pipe for 9 m (with supports every meter),and exit at the edge of the pipe. Positive partiles are attrated to the hosewire and spiral about it.1.5.1 The Hadron HoseThe Hadron Hose was proposed as a pulsed magneti fousing devie thatextended for the entire length of the deay volume. The fousing �eld wouldbe produed with a 1 kA pulsed urrent arried by a wire, broken into segmentsalong the length of the deay pipe. The toroidal magneti �eld would fouspositive partiles, foring them to spiral about the wire. The fousing of thepions would inrease the neutrino rates at the detetors and make the spetramore similar in shape.The hose would physially onsist of an aluminum wire 2.4 mm in di-ameter, broken into segments of � 9 m, as shown in Fig. 1.12. Eah segmentwould be onneted in parallel via transformers to a transmission line, indu-ing the 1kA urrent. The hose wire was to be supported and positioned every28



1 m by a set of guide wires. Misalignment of the hose wire by more than 2 mmalong its length ould lead to neutrino ux loss and distortion [40℄.The hose's magneti �eld varies inversely with the radial distane, andpartiles experiene the �eld in the whole of the deay volume. As suh, thehose does not at like a linear lens, having a muh stronger fore on partilesnear it, and foring a spiraling motion. The fousing fore auses some portionof the pions to spiral around the wire, instead of oming to a stop in the wallof the deay pipe. Additionally, the spiraling motion redues the orrelationbetween transverse position and angle, making the deay angles to the twodetetors more similar. As a result, the shape of the neutrino spetra aremore similar, reduing the potential unertainties from suh e�ets [41℄.The e�et of the hose on alulated neutrino interation rates is shownin Fig. 1.13 for the low-energy beams. The hose fousing inreases the neutrinoux, partiularly in the high-energy tail. Additionally, the spetral shapes aremore similar.For higher-energy beams, the ux inrease is not as substantial, but thespetral shapes are made muh more similar. The angle-position orrelationof drifting pions results in a signi�ant de�it in the near detetor spetrum atthe falling edge of the energy peak. This de�it auses the predited ratio ofuxes to hange by a fator of three, and bak, over the range of a few GeV.Failure to preisely model the spetra ould results in a false-positive signal.The hose, by reduing the orrelations, makes the spetra muh more similarin shape, reduing utuations in the ratio by a fator of ten.Ultimately, the hose was not inluded in the NuMI beam. The researhand development toward an operational hose is reorded in [20℄.29



Figure 1.13: Calulated e�ets of the Hadron Hose on the low-energy (LE)beam spetra. The relative rates of the peak and tail are more omparable,and the peak energies loser as well. With the hose, the interation rate is �20% higher in the peak and 50% higher in the tail.
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1.5.2 Hadron AbsorberAt the end of the NuMI deay volume is a large beam dump known as theHadron Absorber. The Hadron Absorber stops the protons that do not interatin the target, as well as all hadrons that are produed but do not stop or deaybefore reahing the end. It is designed to stop beam at a rate of 160 kW in thesteady-state, and to be able to survive the full 400 kW beam power for up to anhour (in ase of emergeny situations). To fully stop the high energy hadronsand absorb the beam power, it is onstruted with a water-ooled aluminumore. The ore is surrounded by shielding steel, and further surrounded byonrete for neutron protetion.
1.5.3 Beam MonitorsThe NuMI Beam Monitoring System measures the remnant hadron and ter-tiary muon beams (produed with the neutrinos) at the end of the deayvolume. The Beam Monitors provide spill-to-spill information on target in-tegrity, proton beam plaement, and muon prodution; they an also be usedin speial runs for alignment purposes and other systemati rossheks (e.g.,horn saling). The Beam Monitors are omposed of a Hadron Monitor that sitsupstream of the absorber and measures the spatial distribution of the hadronbeam; and three sets of Muon Monitors that sit downstream of the absorberand in two other stations in the rok to measure the spatial distribution of themuon beam. The system is the subjet of Chs. 6-11 of this dissertation.31



1.6 MINOSThe NuMI beam's initial purpose is to provide a neutrino beam for a preisionmeasurement of the neutrino osillation parameters assoiated with muon-neutrino disappearane, and to eliminate alternative models of neutrino dis-appearane. The The Main Injetor Neutrino Osillation Searh (MINOS)experiment will measure the neutrinos in the beam to make suh a measure-ment. MINOS is omposed of two neutrino detetors, one at Fermilab and onein the Soudan mine in Minnesota. The detetors are designed to be similar inomposition and operation so as to redue unertainties in omparison. To ob-serve osillations, MINOS will measure the disappearane of muon-neutrinosover its 735 km baseline.In the ase of muon-neutrino disappearane, the dominant proess isexpeted to be transitions from muon to tau avor neutrinos, with negligibletransitions to eletron-neutrinos. The transition arises from the inferene thatmuon-neutrinos are omposed of a mixture of neutrino mas states. The massstates have di�erent masses and their phases advane at di�erent rates, thusthe mixture hanges. The di�erent mixture will then have the possibility tointerat as either a muon or tau neutrino. In this ontext, and in light ofthe experimental preision, neutrino osillations are onsidered as a two-avorapproximation with the transition probability:P���!�� = sin2 2�23 sin2 �1:27 (�m223 = (eV=2)2 )� (L= km)E� =GeV � (1.8)sin2 2�23 is the mixing fration of � and � avor neutrinos8; �m223 is the dif-ferene between the squares of the masses of the neutrino mass states9; L is8�23 is also the mixing angle in the unitary transformation matrix between mass and in-teration avor states. The mixing fration is a more empirial onept. Currently, maximalmixing is favored by atmospheri neutrino observations: sin2 2�23 � 1.9From atmospheri neutrino measurements, �m223 is on the order of 0.002 eV/2.32



the baseline length from neutrino prodution to interation10; E� is the energyof muon-neutrino in the lab frame. The results of the MINOS experimentwill be arrived at by measuring the energy-dependent disappearane of themuon-neutrinos.The MINOS detetors measure harged-urrent interations of the muon-neutrinos in the NuMI beam:�� +N �! �� +N� (1.9)Where N is a nuleon, and N� beomes a hadroni shower. The detetors atsimultaneously as spetrometers and sampling alorimeters to measure themomentum of the produed muon and the energy of the hadroni shower.The detetors are onstruted of onseutive planes of steel and seg-mented sintillator. The steel ats as a neutrino target, and the sintillatorstrips sample some portion of the deposited ionization energy. Energeti par-tiles will leave traks that an be reonstruted and the length used as ameasure of the muon's initial energy. Additionally, the steel is magnetizedby an eletri oil, suh that the muons are fored to bend. The bending ofthe the muon trak provides harge identi�ation and another measure of themuon momentum; this measure is partiularly useful for energeti muons thatmight leave the detetor. The total detetor mass is 980 tons for the neardetetor, and 5400 tons for the far detetor.Fig. 1.14 shows simulated data orresponding to the level of statistislikely used in MINOS's �rst analysis. The number of neutrinos simulated isfor 1020 protons delivered on target, whih should be ahieved by the end of2005. 1020 protons will provide several million measured neutrino interations10The NuMI baseline is the 735 km distane from the NuMI deay volume to the SoudanUnderground Laboratory. 33
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Figure 1.14: Predited sensitivity of the MINOS experiment to neutrino osil-lations when 1020 protons have been delivered to the NuMI target. The solidlines in the top plots show an extrapolated neutrino interation spetrum atthe far detetor, using near detetor data and beam simulation. The pointswith error bars show simulated data for di�erent osillation parameters. Theratio of eah pair of spetra are shown in the lower set of plots.in the near detetor, and several hundred in the far detetor (in absene ofosillations). The preision of the mass measurement should be omparableor greater than that of previous experiments. For higher mass di�erenes thesinusoidal variation with E�1 will also be apparent.Some eventual sensitivities expeted in MINOS are shown in Fig. 1.15.The total number of protons to be delivered to MINOS has not yet been de-termined, but the experiment an improve its measurements up to at least25�1020 protons. The eventual statistial preision will allow measurement ofneutrino disappearane to a high signi�ane and provide disrimination be-tween neutrino osillations and alternative models of neutrino disappearane.34



Figure 1.15: Simulated sensitivity of MINOS to osillations, and disriminationfrom alternative models using a value of �m223 = 2:95�10�3 eV2. The left plotsshow ratios of the simulated spetra to the ase of no osillations for di�erentlevels of statistis. Also shown are the ratios expeted for a di�erent setof parameters and two alternative models of neutrino disappearane. On theright is plotted the 90% and 99% on�dene levels ahieved with the simulatedMINOS data (solid lines), and the 90% on�dene level ahieved by SuperKwith their zenith angle analysis (dashed line).35



Additionally, in the ase of neutrino osillations, MINOS will make a preisionmeasurement of the mass parameter, �m223.In the future, the MINOS experiment is antiipated to perform otherosillation analyses than muon-neutrino disappearane. Neutral-urrent in-terations will be measured to establish whether neutrinos are hanging intoother avors. Also, eletron-neutrino interations will be measured to inves-tigate osillations through appearane. Furthermore, additional experimentsare possible using the NuMI beam. These other measurements will requirefurther understanding of the NuMI beam omposition.1.7 Outline of This DissertationThis dissertation is onerned with maximizing the potential of the NuMIbeam for osillation measurements. The e�orts detailed are split logially intotwo parts: (1) e�orts to synhronize the Booster and Main Injetor aeler-ators at Fermilab to produe high-intensity proton beams for NuMI; and (2)design and use of the seondary Beam Monitoring system in ommissioningand operating the NuMI beam.Chs. 2 { 5 make up the the aelerator synhronization portion of thedissertation. Known more olloquially as \Booster Cogging", this system al-lows the staking of multiple bathes of 8 GeV protons from the Booster intothe Main Injetor, so that they an be simultaneously aelerated to 120 GeV.Ch. 2 provides bakground on the Fermilab aelerator omplex, and Ch. 3disusses the Booster aelerator in detail (App. A also desribes the aeler-ator physis onepts in use). Ch. 4 is onerned with analysis of the Boosteraeleration yle, possible perturbations to it, and measurements of variation.Ch. 5 details the implementation of a system to ounterat variation in the36



Booster, and properly transfer beam to the Main Injetor.Chs. 6 { 11 onstitute the neutrino Beam Monitoring part of the disser-tation. Ch. 6 desribes the utility and design of the NuMI Beam Monitoringsystem. Ch. 7 reviews the priniples and data governing the operation ofionization detetors. Ch. 8 provides simulations of ion pulse formation in ion-ization hambers, as well as data from a prototype beam test (also: App. Cinludes alulations of pulse formation, App. D ontains the details of thenumerial simulation, and App. E provides additional simulation results). Ch.9 douments the initial performane of the Beam Monitoring detetors in theNuMI beam (App. F provides additional measurements). Ch. 10 desribes theuse of the Beam Monitors to monitor the neutrino beam. Ch. 11 details theuse of the Beam Monitors and other instrumentation to align the proton beamwith neutrino beam omponents (App. B provides additional information onthe proton beam and instrumentation).
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Chapter 2
The Fermilab Aelerators

Fermilab's partile aelerators onsist of a linear setion, six rings, severaltransfer lines, and other omponents. The aelerators aelerate, and in someases generate, the high-energy partiles used in the experiments. Di�erentexperiments plae di�erent demands on the aelerators { for MINOS thedemand is for the maximum number possible of 120 GeV protons, withinertain limits on beam parameters.NuMI uses 120 GeV protons from the Main Injetor (MI) aelerator.The protons are extrated in a single turn, delivering pulses of � 8.6 �s induration. NuMI is designed for as many as 4�1013 protons per pulse.As shown in Fig. 2.1, the MI is fed bathes of protons from the 8 GeVBooster aelerator. Beause of its larger irumferene, the MI an aept sixbathes of Booster beam, provided these bathes an be injeted with somelongitudinal separation1.The Main Injetor aelerates beam from 8 GeV to 120 GeV in � 1 s,whereas the Booster is a rapid-yling synhrotron, whih an deliver 4-5�10121The MI irumferene is atually 7 times that of the Booster; one Booster bath's spaemust be kept empty in the MI to allow the extration kikers to �re.39
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Figure 2.1: The Fermilab aelerators. Those used in generation of the NuMIproton beam are the Lina, Booster, and Main Injetor.protons every 67 ms. To make eÆient use of the MI aeleration time, the MIaelerates beam both for extration to the NuMI target and for the produtionof antiprotons. At MI at top, a set of kiker magnets extrats � 84 bunhesof beam for antiproton prodution, and another set of kikers delivers � 420bunhes to the NuMI beamline.A method of aelerating more than six Booster bathes has been de-veloped and is alled slip-staking [42℄. In this tehnique two Booster bathesare injeted into the MI, oalesed longitudinally into one double bath, and�ve additional 8 GeV bathes injeted. At present, this sheme is utilizedfor delivery of intense double bathes for antiproton prodution, but will bedeveloped to produe more intense NuMI beams in the future. A timeline of40



Aelerator Partile Extration Energy Np LengthPre-a H� 750 keV 1013 7 mLina H� 400 MeV 1013 � 300 mBooster p 8 GeV 5�1012 475 mMain Injetor p & �p 120-150 GeV 3�1013 3320 mTevatron p & �p 980 GeV 1013 6290 mTable 2.1: Fermilab aelerators, the partiles aelerated, the maximum en-ergy produed in eah mahine, a typial number for the number of protonsthat an be aelerated at one, and the length or irumferene of the ma-hine. All but the Tevatron are used to prepare NuMI protons.this slip-staking proess followed by injetion of beam for NuMI is shown inFig. 2.2.Table 2.1 ontains some basi information about the aelerators usedto aelerate beams2. All of the aelerators, exept for the Tevatron, areused to generate the NuMI beam. Eah mahine depends on the previousfor beam; sine the later mahines are longer than the previous mahinesseveral injetions of beam an be used to �ll a later mahine. Additionally,the operation of the other aelerators and experiments depend on some of thesame mahines, suh that inuenes are felt aross the entire hain.Chs. 4 { 5 of this dissertation desribes a method of synhronizingBooster bathes for transferal into the MI. Suh is essential for deliveringbeam pulses of six Booster bathes to NuMI. Beause the Booster and MainInjetor operate independently, a feedbak system was developed to measurethe loation of beam in the MI and Booster, and to time the arrival of newBooster bathes into the MI.This hapter provides an overview of all of Fermilab's aelerators. Ch.2One aelerator in the Antiproton Soure does not provide any overall aeleration tothe beam. This mahine, the Debunher, uses RF aeleration to longitudinally fous aseondary beam; the momentum spread is redued at the expense of bunhing, inreasingthe number of olleted partiles. 41



Figure 2.2: Injetion of the Booster beam in the Main Injetor for several MICyles. Overlaid on top of eah other are three traes: the Main Injetor harge(red) that inreases seven times in seven separate injetions from the Booster;the MI beam momentum (green) that is de�ned by the magnet urrents, itramps from 8 to 120 GeV/; and the RF voltage (blue) that is low initiallyfor mathing to the Booster longitudinal phase spae, but is inreased to itsmaximum during the start of aeleration.
42



3 disusses the Booster aelerator in partiular, sine it will be used to providethis feedbak. Ch. 4 desribes timing errors that arise between the Booster andthe Main Injetor. Ch. 5 desribes the fored synhronization that overomesthese errors. For referene, App. A de�nes many of the aelerator physisonepts used in these hapters.2.1 PreaeleratorThe preaelerator starts with hydrogen gas and provides an intense, DC H�beam to the Lina. The preaelerator has two primary omponents: an ionsoure that produes the H� ions from the gas, and a Cokroft-Walton ael-erator that aelerates the ions to 750 keV. Fermilab has two preaeleratorssuh that one an be servied without signi�antly a�eting operation. Anoutline of the preaelerator with the ion soure, potentials, and other equip-ment is reprodued in Fig. 2.3.Ion SoureThe Ion Soure produes H� beam pulses at 50 mA for 60 �s, at a repetitionrate of 15 Hz [43, 44, 45℄. The H� ions are generated in a magnetron plasmasoure (shown in Fig. 2.4). Eletrons are ulled from a low work funtionsurfae via �eld or thermioni emission and fored to gyrate in a magneti�eld, e�etively on�ning the eletrons near the surfae. Hydrogen gas isfed into the gyrating eletrons, ionizing the gas and reating a dense plasma.Hydrogen ions are attrated to the low work funtion athode and reatenegative hydrogen ions via a sputtering-like proess.The ions are extrated from the soure with a 20 kV eletri potentialand are passed through a 90Æ bending magnet. The magneti �eld removes free43



Figure 2.3: Diagram of the Fermilab Preaelerator. The dome is kept at +750keV from ground by the Cokroft-Walton. The ion soure within the domeprodues a 20 keV H� beam that is foused and transported down a olumnto ground, aelerating the beam to 750 keV. (from [43℄)

Figure 2.4: Shemati of a magnetron ion soure. A dense plasma is main-tained near a low work funtion athode by eletri and magneti �elds.Plasma protons bombarding the athode an beome negative ions. Nega-tive partiles leave the plasma via an eletri �eld, eletrons are �ltered out ofthe beam by a magneti �eld. (from [43℄)44



Figure 2.5: Cokroft-Walton voltage multiplier network. An eletri urrentsoure provides harge to the lowest stages. Current ows up the networkthrough swithes, Sx (diodes in more modern systems). The maximum po-tential di�erene available is the applied voltage multiplied by the number ofstages. (from [46℄)eletrons that are extrated along with the H� as well as fousing the beamsuh that it has a mostly round pro�le when passing through the aeleratingolumn; the normalized beam emittane is � 1 mm�mrad (90%). Some esiumand neutral hydrogen esape from the plasma (P � 0.4 torr)Cokroft-WaltonThe Cokroft-Walton is a DC aelerator that provides the -750 kV potentialthat aelerates the H� ions from the ion soure. It ahieves the 750 kVthrough a voltage multiplier network �rst disovered by Cokroft and Walton[46℄ and shown shematially in Fig. 2.5.The Fermilab Cokroft-Walton aelerates partiles by maintaining a\dome" at -750 kV from ground. The dome is onneted to ground via an45



evauated, glass ylinder. The ylinder is surrounded by �eld-shaping ele-trodes to maintain a uniform eletri �eld. H� ions are reated within thedome by the ion soure desribed above, and transported to the aeleratingolumn. Passing through the olumn they aquire the 750 keV of kineti en-ergy. On exiting the olumn the ions are transported to the next aeleratorby a magneti bending and fousing transfer line.2.2 LinaThe Fermilab Lina3 aelerates the H� beam from 750 keV to 400 MeV forinjetion into the Booster. It is omposed of two di�erent linear aelerators,two additional RF avities, a magneti fousing lattie, and numerous pieesof instrumentation. The two linear aelerators are in series and serve toprovide the bulk of the aeleration. The two avities are before and after theaelerator; the �rst avity bunhes the DC beam from the preaelerator, andthe the seond debunhes the beam for injetion to the Booster.Initial Energy Final Energy FrequenyLow-Energy Lina 750 keV 116 MeV 201.24 MHzHigh-Energy Lina 116 MeV 401 MeV 805 MHzTable 2.2: Parameters for the two omponents of the Fermilab Lina. Thetwo linear aelerators are onneted in series between the preaelerator andBooster.Some of the parameters of the linas are olleted in Table 2.2. The Low-Energy Lina (LEL) was initially the only linear aelerator, whih broughtbeam to 200 MeV for injetion into the Booster. In the 1990s the High-EnergyLina (HEL) was added to upgrade the lina to 400 MeV, allowing more beam3Short for Linear Aelerator 46



to be aelerated in the Booster. As part of the Lina Upgrade part of theLEL was removed and replaed by HEL omponents, suh that the transitionbetween mahines ours at 116 MeV.BunherThe Bunher is a single RF avity that introdues 200 MHz struture to the DCbeam produed by the preaelerator, dramatially inreasing the portion ofthe beam that is suessfully aelerated. Without bunhing some of the beamwill be at the wrong phase with respet to the main RF, not be aelerated,and lost at some point along the beamline.A single RF kik is delivered to the 750 keV beam at 202.24 MHz. Thisauses some to speed up, and some to slow down. A subsequent drift regionallows these piees of the beam to bunh together. By orretly hoosingthe bunhing voltage, phase, and drift region length the beam is mathedlongitudinally into the main Lina. Use of the Bunher allows � 75% aptureeÆieny, whereas only � 25% would be aptured from the laminar beam.Low-Energy LinaThe Low-Energy Lina (LEL) is an Alvarez-type drift-tube lina (DTL) [47℄. Ithas several RF \tanks". Eah tank ats as an RF resonator and is supplied bya single vauum-tube power ampli�er. Within the tanks there are \drift tubes"plaed periodially; the beam passes through their enters and is shielded fromoppositely direted eletri �eld.The avities are operated at roughly 200 MHz. When the beam reahes116 MeV it has been ompressed longitudinally to a small portion of the wave-form, whih will allow the onversion to higher frequeny RF.47



High-Energy LinaThe High-Energy Lina (HEL) is a side-oupled lina (SCL) [48℄. A SCL ismade up of a string of avities that are lowest-order resonators of the suppliedRF frequeny. The aelerating avities are oupled to eah other by auxiliaryavities that at to slow down the phase veloity of the RF wave, and allowadjaent avities to be at opposite phases with respet to eah other.As mentioned above, the beam has shrunk signi�antly on enteringthe HEL, so 800 MHz is used to aelerate the beam { exatly four timesthat of the LEL. The beam is still 200 MHz, however, so three out of four RFbukets are empty of beam. The higher frequeny provides several advantages:smaller avity size, higher gradients, and the freedom to use Klystron RF powersupplies [49, 50℄ instead of vauum-tube power ampli�ers.
DebunherThe Debunher does the opposite job as the bunher. The Debunher avitysits on the transfer line between the Lina and Booster. The beam has driftedfor some distane, allowing its longitudinal position within the RF bukets tobeome orrelated with momentum. The Debunher avity provides a kikthat redues the momentum of the fast portion of the beam , and inreasesmomentum of the slow portion. The debunhing proess thus redues momen-tum spread at the expense of lost bunhing. The bunhing, however, wouldserve no purpose as the Booster operated at a muh lower RF frequeny thanthe Lina. 48



2.3 BoosterBeause of its entral role in the upoming hapters, the Booster is desribedmore fully in Ch. 3. For the purposes of this setion we note that the Boosteris a synhrotron that aptures the debunhed beam from the Lina after on-verting the H� ions to protons and aelerates them to 8 GeV [51, 52℄. TheBooster yle lasts 33 ms and the Booster magnets yle at 15 Hz { only someportion of whih atually aelerate beam.The Booster beam is extrated to the Main Injetor in a single turnby a series of fast kiker magnets. The Booster RF frequeny at extration is52.8114 MHz (\53 MHz") and must be mathed preisely to the Main Injetorfrequeny and phase as the beam will be injeted diretly into the Main InjetorRF bukets.2.4 Main InjetorThe Main Injetor (MI) [53℄ aepts beam from the Booster, Reyler, andAntiproton Soure. The MI delivers beam to NuMI, Reyler, AntiprotonSoure, Tevatron, and Swithyard. Most frequently, it aepts 8 GeV protonsfrom Booster and aelerates them to 120 GeV for antiproton or neutrino pro-dution. The Main Injetor is optimized for its entral role by being designedto aelerate beam as quikly as possible: the magnets ramp as quikly as 240GeV/s and the RF an supply up to 4 MV/turn. The Main Injetor lattie isa separated-funtion strong-fousing lattie; the quadrupoles are reused fromthe Fermilab Main Ring [54℄ and the dipoles were made newly.The Main Injetor aepts protons from the Booster and inreases theirenergy 15 times (to 120 GeV). The MI is exatly seven times the irumfer-49



Figure 2.6: Overview of the Main Injetor. The majority of the irumfereneis �lled with bending and fousing magnets. The straight setions (usuallynumbered MI-XX) serve the purposes of injetion, extration, and aeleration.
ene of the Booster, allowing a larger bending radius so onventional magnetsan provide the bending �eld. The irumferene also allows the MI to a-ept multiple injetions from the Booster and aelerate them simultaneously.Staking is the general term used in aelerators for a proess that inreasesthe beam urrent in the mahine by adding more partiles. In the MI thereare several methods of staking, all of whih ombine multiple Booster bathesinto one beam; doing so requires preise synhronization of the Booster andMI, whih will be the subjet of the subsequent hapters of this thesis.50



Figure 2.7: Data from the slip-staking proess. The two Booster bathes aremerged together in time (longitudinal position) over a period of � 130 ms.Shown here is a series of sope traes during the proess; the traes are sepa-rated by � 1 ms.Slip-StakingThere are primarily two ways to inrease the beam urrent in the MI: boxar-staking and slip-staking. Boxar-staking is the simpler and more ommonof the two, pratied at many aelerator omplexes and neessary for othertypes of staking. In boxar-staking, a very fast kiker magnet is pulsed to laybeam from the Booster into the MI suh that suessive pulses of beam fromare adjaent to eah other longitudinally (azimuthally). Boxar-staking thusinreases the total urrent in the ring while not inreasing the instantaneousurrent { i.e. the number of partiles in an RF buket (measurements fromthis proess in the MI are shown in Fig. 2.2.Slip-staking uses boxar staking to lay in two or more bathes adja-ent to eah other, but then slightly aelerates the rear bath and deeleratesthe front bath. The two bathes of beam pass through eah other, until they51



are oinident; then, a muh larger RF voltage is turned on to apture eahpair of partile bunhes into one larger buket. Slip-staking does inreasethe number of partiles within a single RF buket. In the proess, the lon-gitudinal emittane of eah bunh is neessarily inreased to more than thesum of the two preursor bunhes. The proedure was initially proposed anddemonstrated at CERN [55℄. The slip-staking in the Main Injetor is the �rstoperational use of slip-staking [42℄; measurements from the proess are shownin Fig. 2.7. Currently, slip-staking is used in the MI to enhane the protonurrent on the antiproton prodution target; expanded use of slip-staking forthe NuMI beam is under study.53 MHz AelerationThe primary RF system in the Main Injetor operates at 53 MHz and ansupply up to � 4 MV of maximum voltage (V0) per turn (revolution). Thefrequeny atually hanges from 52.8114 MHz to 53.103 MHz as the protonsspeed up somewhat; ferrite tuners are used to hange the resonant frequenyfor the RF avities.A typial aeleration urve for NuMI operation is shown in Fig. 2.2.The yle starts � 15 ms before any beam is aelerated. The MI takes seveninjetions of Booster beam at a redued RF voltage. The voltage must be atthis lower level to properly math the beam longitudinally - otherwise the RFbuket would be too large in momentum aeptane and emittane dilutionwould our. The �rst two bathes are used for slip-staking; these bathesare bunh-rtoated in the Booster so that they have espeially ong bunhes,and reqire a low RF voltage. The utuation seen in the RF orrespondsto beam-indued �elds in the avities that are damped by the beam-loading52



ompensation system [56℄. Aeleration onsists of two paraboli regions anda linear region where the lattie magnets are ramped near the limit of thepower supplies.2.5 Antiproton Soure & ReylerAntiproton prodution and storage is a major omponent of Fermilab's olliderprogram. While the NuMI beam does not use antiprotons, they must oexistand share some resoures. Three rings are used for antiproton prodution:the Debunher, Aumulator and Reyler. The Debunher and Aumulatorshare a single tunnel and make up the antiproton soure. The Reyler is anew storage ring for antiprotons.Antiprotons are reated by the interations of 120 GeV protons with asolid target { similar to reation of the NuMI beam, only di�erent seondarypartiles are olleted. The protons are steered onto an Inonel target whihprodues seondaries. The seondaries are foused by a lithium lens, whih isa mass of lithium with a urrent parallel to and entered on the beam axis.The urrent is distributed uniformly, leading to lens-like fousing similar to ahorn. The seondaries are direted into the Debunher. The Debunher isan aelerator with the same irumferene as the Booster, whih sets thelength of the proton pulse at one Booster bath. The seondary beam has avery broad momentum spetrum, but a narrow width in time for eah bunhas the beam is \rotated" in phase spae before hitting the target. The De-bunher then applies RF that redues the momentum spread of the beam atthe expense of the bunhing. After a few ms all unstable partiles deay andonly antiprotons reamin. The Debunher's magnets are set to ollet negative53



partiles of 8.9 GeV/ momentum, whih are all antiprotons. The Debunherollets on the order of one antiproton for every 100,000 protons delivered tothe target.One the beam is debunhed it is transferred to the Aumulator, an8 GeV storage ring. Multiple beam bathes are olleted into a \ore". Eahnew bath is injeted at a high dispersion region where it is transversely sep-arated from the lower momentum ore. The newly injeted bath is thendeelerated and merged with the ore through stohasti ooling [57℄. Themaximum number of antiprotons that an be stored in the Aumulator is �2�1012, whih must be aumulated over � 20 hours.The Reyler is a new ring that aepts beam from the Aumulator.The Reyler is in the same tunnel as the Main Injetor and is thus seventimes the irumferene of the Booster or Aumulator. The Reyler oolsits beam through use of both stohasti ooling and eletron ooling [58℄. Itis antiipated that the Reyler will be able to store 6�1012 antiprotons.Antiprotons are extrated from the Aumulator or Reyler in 2.5 MHzoalesed bukets. The beam is then transferred to the MI where it is aeler-ated to 150 GeV and sent to the Tevatron.The primary interation of NuMI and the antiproton soure is the om-bined slip-staking/NuMI Main Injetor yle. Both beamlines have theirbeam aelerated together to 120 GeV; the slip-staked beam is extrated tothe antiproton soure; then the rest of the beam is extrated to NuMI. Therepetition rate of this proess is set by the time required to stohastially ooleah new bath of antiprotons injeted into into the Aumulator ore. Themaximum rate the MI an deliver beam is about 0.5 Hz, but the antiprotonooling an require a time as long as 5 s; this time inreases with the numberof antiprotons in the ore. 54



2.6 TimingThe timing of the Fermilab aelerator omplex is ontrolled by TCLK { whihsends outs signals at a maximum rate of 10 MHz around the site. Most deviesthat require only �s timing run o� of TCLK and a timer, but eah mahinehas its own additional timing proess, and individual systems an require theirdediated timing.The TCLK signals are deoded as hex bytes (e.g. $1D), eah with apartiular meaning. Overall sheduling of lok events is set with a masterlok and programmed with a Time-Line Generator (TLG). Events assoiatedwith aelerator operation are inserted via modules that are olletions ofevents separated by spei�ed time intervals; an example module is shown inFig. 2.8. Timing of partiular devies are typially set by at TCLK signal plusa timer good to �s. As the generation of signals is serial, during ongestion asignal may be delayed by several 10 MHz tiks. TCLK is thus used only forevents that do not require timing better than the �s level. Typially, TCLKevents arm devies well ahead of their atual triggering, or signify the start ofa slow event.Additionally, eah mahine has its own timing system, usually fousedon extration; e.g. BES is the Booster Extration Synhronization system.Whereas the TCLK provides a general-use, but \slow" system, these systemsprovide fast but proprietary ommuniation. For examples of Fermilab timingsystems see [59, 60℄.
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Figure 2.8: Shemati showing some of the timing struture of a Main Injetoryle that provides slip-staked protons for antiprotons prodution and �veBooster bathes for NuMI. Booster events are $14 for the start of a yle tobe slip-staked, $19 for the start of NuMI-destined yle, and $1F at the endof every Booster yle; the diagram shows only one $19, but typially thereare four more. $23 is the MI yle that ours previous to the Booster yles,along with a number of other resets. The antiproton extration is previous tothe NuMI extration by � 1 ms, and there is another extration to the MIdump at the very end in ase there is any beam left in the mahine. (Plotfrom Greg Vogel)
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Chapter 3
The Fermilab Booster

The Fermilab Booster is an intermediate aelerator in the Fermilab ael-erator hain. It has a strong fousing lattie made up of ombined funtiongradient magnets. The magnets yle at 15 Hz, setting the maximum rate;other omponents limit the aelerator's operational rate to more like 7 Hz.The Booster aepts 400 MeV H� ions, onverts them to protons, and ael-erates them to 8 GeV for passage to the next aelerator or experiment.The Fermilab neutrino program has alled upon the Booster to aeler-ate far greater quantities of protons than in the past. Previously, the Fermilab�xed-target program was based on 200, 400, or 800 GeV protons from theMain Ring or Tevatron. The throughput of protons was limited by the MainRing or Tevatron ramp time and the length of the spill time. The shorter,1.5 seond, ramp time of the Main Injetor allows it to aept and aeleratealmost an order of magnitude more protons than in the past. Most of theurrent program of Booster upgrades is foused on e�orts to improve the rateof proton prodution; the limits on proton throughput will be disussed at theend of this setion. 57



This hapter provides a review of the Booster aelerator and systemsthat are relevant for the forthoming hapters:� The magnet lattie, its properties, and how it is powered.� Multiple-turn injetion whereby a long-pulse of H� ions is onverted toa shorter pulse of protons.� The Boosters RF aeleration system, its apabilities, and the proessof adiabati apture of the laminar beam into RF bukets.� The low-level RF (LLRF) system that maintains aeleration stability,the assoiated dampers, and the systems used when aelerating throughtransition.� Corretion magnet systems used to �ne-tune the orbit, inluding dipoles,quadrupoles, skew quadrupoles, and sextupoles.� Beam instrumentation: position monitors, loss monitors, and the ioniza-tion pro�le monitor.� The extration system, inluding kikers, septa, the noth, phase-lok,and timing.� The Booster performane in terms of proton throughput, and what lim-itations there have been.3.1 Magnet LattieThe Booster magnet lattie has 24-fold periodiity made up of 96 gradientmagnets. The layout of the the Booster is shown in Fig. 3.1. The lattie also58



ontains magneti elements for injeting and extrating beam; these elementshave distortive e�ets on the lattie that will be disussed below.The ross-setions of the Booster magnets are shown in Fig. 3.2. Themagnet design is taken from the Cornell synhrotron. Eah magnet is om-posed hiey of water-ooled opper oils and an iron yoke with shaped poles.The tilted pole shape give the magneti �eld horizontal and vertial gradients,as desribed in xA.1. There is no beam pipe within the magnets; instead theentire magnet is within a vauum vessel, suh that the pole piees de�ne theavailable physial aperture [51℄.The layout of a ell is shown in Fig. 3.3. Two F and Two D magnets arearranged in a modi�ed FODO lattie (desribed in xA.1) { the FOFDOOD. Itis so alled as the F and D magnets are adjaent to eah other, and there aretwo straight setions of unequal length { the longer earning the \OO". The longstraight setion allow major devies suh as RF avities, kiker magnets, andinjetion or extration areas, and ollimators. Instrumentation and orretionpakages (disussed below) are on both the short and long straight setions.In Booster terminology Lxx or Sxx refers to the long or short straight setionof period xx.The alulated lattie funtions for the ideal Booster lattie is alsoshown in Fig. 3.3. The maximum � funtions are 32 m in the horizontaland 21 m in the vertial; the maximum horizontal dispersion is 3.2 m, whilevertial dispersion is always � 1 m. The beam is wide and dispersive in theshort setions, while tall in the long setions. As the beam is larger vertially inthe D-magnets they have larger vertial apertures and more urrent-arryingoils, as shown in Fig. 3.2. As disussed below, injetion and extration sys-tems distort the envelope funtions about the ring, and orretion magnetsare used to �ne-tune the beam. 59
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The nominal tunes of the Booster are 6.6 horizontally, and 6.7 verti-ally; however, measurements indiate that the tune varies by � .1 duringaeleration and there is a alulated spae-harge tune shift of as muh as0.6 at injetion. The tr of the lattie is 5.45, though early in the yle the trmight be a little di�erent due to DC magneti distortions.3.1.1 Magnet Power SystemThe Booster's 96 primary bending and fousing magnets are powered by a sys-tem known as the Gradient Magnet Power Supply (GMPS). This system feedsAC and DC eletrial urrent into the Booster magnet systems. The Boostermagnets are aompanied by large apaitor banks and indutors mountedon eah magnet's girder (visible in Fig. 3.3). The apaitors, indutors, andBooster magnets form an LC iruit that allows the AC omponent of theenergy to be stored with a Q � 20, reduing power onsumption.The AC power is loked to the wallsoket power to redue power dis-ruptions. It had been found that if a power supply is not synhronized to thewallsoket frequeny its maximum voltage will hange with the relative phase.To maintain energy onsisteny GMPS was synhronized with the wallsoketfrequeny and varies with it1. The loking is suh that the atual GMPS fre-queny is 1/4th of the wallsoket frequeny2 suh that it is nominally 15 Hz,but hanges by as muh as 10 mHz.The urrents in the magnets follow a sinusoid with a DC o�set. BeamInjetion and extration our at the extremes of the sinusoid suh that theaeleration is near zero at those times. The momentum varies diretly with1As we disuss below, this synhronization a�ets the Booster beam in other ways.2the Booster magnets were designed so that they ould also run at 7.5 or 30 Hz withsuitable modi�ation of the apaitors and indutor63



the urrent suh that: p(t) = p0 � p1 os(2�ft) (3.1)Where p0 = (pi + pe)=2 = 4:9223 GeV/, p1 = (pe � pi)=2 = 3:9666 GeV/,f = 15Hz, and t is the time in the yle; pi and pe are the injetion andextration momentums, respetively. The aeleration period is thus lose to33 ms, varying by where exatly on the sinusoid beam is injeted and extrated{ generally beam is injeted shortly before the minimum urrent, and extratedshortly after the maximum urrent.3.1.2 Injetion & Extration ChianesA series of four dipole magnets with equal bending power an be arrangedsuh that the �rst and last bend in one diretion, while the middle two bendin the opposite diretion to produe an o�set in position without distortingthe rest of the orbit (e.g. see 3.4). Suh a on�guration of magnets is knownas a hiane, double-dogleg, or 4-bump and is used for a variety of purposes indi�erent aelerators. In the Booster, �ve sets of hianes are used to reateo�sets in the orbit for injetion and extration. While a hiane's losed-orbite�ets to the lattie are loal, they have distortive seond-order e�ets: thedipoles lead to vertial edge fousing that alters the � and dispersion funtionsaround the entire ring.ORBUMP is a system of four pulsed magnets used for injetion, lo-ated in the Long-1 straight setion (L1). Shown in Fig. 3.4, they are allpulsed dipoles designed to turn o� in a few �s. The dipoles are used in themerging of protons and H� beams and in deeting them into the strippingfoil. However, the magnets' edge fousing and slewing time ause distortionsin the Booster orbit during and immediately after injetion. Additionally, the64



magnets generate a great amount of heat; power dissipation limits their op-eration to a sustained rate of 7.5 Hz. In the near future the system will gaina new on�guration [61℄ and new magnets [62℄ whih will redue the negativee�ets of the system and allow it to operate at 15 Hz.There are two extration regions loated at L3 and L13, a shemati ofwhih is shown in Fig. 3.12. Eah region ontains two hianes: BEXBumpsand the Dogleg system. The BEXBumps are pulsed dipoles that turn o� at theend of aeleration and keep the beam away from the extration septum untilextration is desired. The Dogleg is a DC hiane that moves beam away fromthe septum: the deetion away from the septum beomes smaller as the beamaelerates and beomes sti�er. The Dogleg allows the septum to atuallyreah into where the beam would otherwise irulate, simplifying extration.As the beam aelerates its width dereases due to adiabati damping, xA.3,allowing it to beome loser to the septum without interseting it. The Doglegswere found to ause severe distortions to the Booster's lattie at injetion,inreasing dispersion by as muh as a fator of two in some loations [63℄.E�orts have been underway in the Booster to minimize the negative e�ets ofthe Doglegs.3.2 Multiple-Turn InjetionMultiple-turn injetion is a tool used at most modern proton synhrotron fail-ities to injet additional harge into already oupied phase spae. Typially,the proton density in a portion of phase-spae annot be inreased { more beamannot be injeted into the beamline without deeting some beam. Multiple-turn injetion of protons involves bending [64℄ H� ions to be olinear andoinident with irulating protons, and then stripped of their eletrons [64℄.65
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between 12 and 15 turns to �ll ompletely. More harge is ounter-produtivebeause either the exess beam is lost during apture or at transition. In bothases the eÆieny is very low and beam power lost in the Booster is exessive{ limiting the total throughput. In tests, as many as 8�1012 protons wereinjeted into the Booster, but only 6.4�1012 survived to extration. Moretypially, 5.5-6�1012 are injeted and 4.5-5�1012 are extrated.3.3 RF AelerationRF aeleration in the Booster is provided by 19 RF stations, eah providing� 50 kV of voltage. The Booster an aelerate beam reliably with as few as16 stations, but eÆieny su�ers. The RF stations are individually tuned tobe in phase with the beam, and are then divided into two groups: A & B; abalaning system tries to keep an equal amount of voltage on eah group.The RF power (� V0) at eah point of the yle is programmable, andan be tuned for best operation. An example RF urve is shown in Fig. 3.5.The total RF is kept at is maximum until the end of the yle where notas muh is needed. The synhronous phase is slightly larger at those times,but it also stabilizes the beam by allowing a slightly longer bunh. Fig. 3.5also shows that the synhronous phase grows to as muh as 50Æ at maximumaeleration; with more beam this angle an beome even larger and the RFbuket shrinks, leading to beam loss. The synhrotron frequeny an be asmuh as 40 kHz early, but settles to a value of � 2.5 kHz after transition.The frequeny of the RF also hanges substantially during aelerationfrom 37.94 MHz to 52.8114 MHz. The resonant frequeny of eah avity andthe RF frequeny of the driver must be adjusted in a predetermined way.The avities are tuned via ferrite tuners: a magnet �eld indued by a large67



Figure 3.5: Parameters of the Booster beam during the aeleration yle;quantities plotted are: the measured maximum RF voltage per turn (V0) inkV, the measured harge in the mahine in units of 1012 protons, the measuredsynhrotron phase in degrees, the alulated synhrotron frequeny in kHz, thealulated buket area in eV�s, the measured bunh length in ns, the beam areain eV�s, and the momentum width of the beam (Æp) in MeV.
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eletri urrent hanges how near the ferrite is to saturation, and thus thepermeability of the ferrite. The phase veloity of RF waves through the ferritesis thus altered, hanging the resonant frequeny of the avity. The Q of eahavity is about 400 inluding frequeny-dependent losses to the ferrite, so theRF drivers must ontinually provide power. The phase of the RF system isontrolled by the low-level RF system (LLRF), disussed below in x3.4.3.3.1 RF CaptureThe beam injeted into the Booster is partially debunhed 200 MHz beam,not the initial 38 MHz of the RF system; so the beam must be aptured intoRF bukets. This is aomplished by ramping up the RF power applied tothe beam over a few hundred �s. As the power inreases the synhrotronfrequeny inreases, the RF buket area inreases, and beam is swept into thebukets with an eÆieny of 96-98%. The initial RF frequeny of the beam isthus imposed upon it and has no relation to the beam's energy.The RF drivers and Q of the avities prevent the RF from being rampedthat quikly, so a proedure known as paraphrasing is used to rapidly inreasethe e�etive V0. Paraphrasing uses the two iruits A & B mentioned earlier.They eah make up one half of the RF power and there phases are individuallytuned suh that they are 180Æ apart. The phase an be adjusted rapidly enoughallowing V0 to be adjusted more quikly.3.4 RF FeedbakThe horizontal aperture of the Booster, � 2.5", is muh smaller than its radius,so the beam energy must be ontrolled preisely during aeleration to keep it69



in that aperture. This ontrol is provided by the low-level RF (LLRF) system.The LLRF system has many tasks, but its entral goal is providing an RFphase at whih to stably aelerate the beam (in ontrast to the \high-level"RF that provides the power to the beam)..A diagram of the LLRF system is shown in Fig. 3.6. The LLRF has anumber of preset \urves" that desribe standard settings for di�erent timesof the yle, inluding RF frequeny and synhronous phase. These are justused as a baseline, however, the atual values are found dynamially. As thebeam aelerates its position is read bak through BPMs, as desribed belowin x3.6, one of whih is part of the radial loop: it measures the radial3 position(RPOS) of the beam and uses it for RF feedbak4.The measured RPOS is ompared to a predetermined radial o�set (ROFF)urve. The ROFF urve presents the desired position of the beam at eah mo-ment of the yle; this urve is tuned to maximize eÆieny of the aelerator.The measured RPOS, following the ROFF urve, for several Booster yles isshown in Fig. 3.7. In a synhrotron, radial position ats as a proxy for momen-tum: a hange in the horizontal entroid of the irulating beam represents adeviation of the momentum from the �rst-order approximation in Eqn. (3.1);the position deviation is proportional to the dispersion and momentum devi-ation (see xA.1. Thus, by hanging the rate of aeleration the momentumdeviation and radial position of the beam an be hanged. The LLRF doesthis by adjusting the phase of the RF that must be applied to beam. TheRF phase is thus the atual synhronous phase plus some amount to pushthe beam toward its preferred radial position. As the synhronous phase is3This is atually just a horizontal position, but is ustomarily known as radial in theLLRF ontext as it onerns the irumferene of the mahine.4The partiular BPM used as RPOS has hanged over time. It is always a BPM in oneof the long setions, and has most reently been L18.70
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Figure 3.7: Plot of measured radial position (RPOS) throughout the Boosteryle, for multiple bathes of Booster beam. The Booster LLRF maintainsRPOS at a preprogrammed trajetory. In absene of synhronization with theMain Injetor, all yles follow losely the same trajetory, as shown here.not exatly predetermined, the LLRF uses a PID loop to approah the properphase. By hanging the phase onsistently the LLRF also e�etively hangesthe RF frequeny of the beam through out the yle.3.4.1 Transition CrossingThe LLRF must be aware of transition rossing as it e�ets where on theRF waveform the synhronous phase is, and also whih diretion the phase72



should be adjusted to get the desired hange in momentum. The preise timeof transition annot be measured well dynamially, and is instead set by atunable timer. When that timer is reahed the RF system must hange theRF phase as rapidly as possible to reah the other side of the waveform { ajump of 180Æ� 2�S. This jump indues osillations into the beam and dilutesthe longitudinal emittane.To improve the transition rossing, the beam is typially fored to arapid hange in radial position at that time (visible in Fig. 3.7). This is aresult of seond-order fousing e�ets in the lattie known as hromatiity:di�erent radial positions reeive a di�erent amount of fousing around thering and thus have di�erent tunes and tr. Changing the radial position takesadvantage of this and minimizes the time the beam spends near transition.Another strategy is to redue V0 through transition so the synhronous phaseis larger and the phase jump smaller. A third method for dealing with transi-tion: a gamma-t system (urrently unused, but has been implemented at otheraelerators). This is a system of pulsed quadrupoles that rapidly hanges thefousing around the ring, and thus the tr { similar to, but more substantialthan the radial swing desribed above.3.4.2 RF DampersAnother feedbak system to the RF is omposed of dampers that deal withosillations of the beam that are not of the natural synhrotron or RF fre-quenies. Typially, these are harmonis of higher-order modes (HOMs) inthe RF avities or rational sums of the revolution and betatron or synhrotronfrequenies. Only limited feedbak an be applied diretly through the mainRF system due to the limited bandwidth of the RF avities. The Booster73



has several dampers for spei� modes of osillation, but ontinues to haveissues with other modes. One suh mode is a quadrupole mode assoiatedwith the transition jump that is essentially proton bunhes �tting poorly intotheir RF bukets and tumbling. The osillation is at twie the synhrotron fre-queny and eventually damps out through nonlinear osillations { inreasingthe longitudinal emittane.3.5 Orbit ControlThe Booster orbit varies throughout the yle due to misalignments and vary-ing strengths of the magnets. An example of suh motion is shown in Fig.3.8. Whereas the radial motion disussed in the previous setion is orrelatedaround the entire ring and ontrolled by the RF (see Fig. 3.7), this motionvaries from loation to loation and must have other orretion methods. Cur-rently, the improvements in the lattie are gained by regular re-alignment ofthe Booster, tweaking of the hianes disussed above and the use of orretormagnets.3.5.1 Corretion MagnetsCorretion magnets are auxiliary magnets, smaller and less powerful than themain bending magnets. Eah setor of the Booster ontains a pair of orretionpakages. The pakages are a set of four air-ore overlaid magnets: vertialand horizontal dipoles, a quadrupole, and a skew quadrupole. These allow�ne tuning of the beam about the ring. The dipoles are used for moving theentroid of the beam, the quadrupoles for adjusting the fousing, and the skewquadrupoles for the oupling between planes. The quadrupoles were important74



Figure 3.8: Example of beam motion during the Booster yle. Plotted is themeasured position of the beam at 48 loations (two for eah period) aroundthe irumferene of the Booster. The �ve traes are from di�erent times inthe yle; approximately: 2, 10, 16, 24, and 33 ms. Note that the hange inpositions at di�erent loations are not always orrelated.
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in mitigating the distortive e�ets of the doglegs before modi�ation (see x3.1).The orretor magnets were reently upgraded with a programmable ontrolsystem that allow them to have di�erent urrents throughout the yle. Thissystem has had only limited use, however, as the magnets are not powerfulenough to substantially a�et the beam later in the yle (the orbits in �g.3.8 are with orretion from the orretor pakages) and annot slew urrentquikly enough. A new orretor system onsisting of new magnets, powersupplies, and ontrollers is planned [66℄.Another set of auxiliary magnets are sextupoles. Twenty-four sex-tupoles about the ring are split into two iruits: the SEXTL and SEXTR, de-pending on whether they are loated in the long or short regions, respetively.The sextupoles substantially a�et the hromatiities whih are important fortransition-rossing, the operation of the LLRF, and stability of the beam. O-tupole magnets were also installed in the Booster, but were not substantiallyused and were later removed to install other omponents.
3.6 InstrumentationThe Booster has a large number of instruments for measuring the propertiesof the aelerating beam. Below, we disuss in some detail the Booster BeamPosition Monitors (BPMs), Beam Loss Monitors (BLMs) and Ionization Pro�leMonitor (IPM). Other instrumentation that is not disussed below: toroids forbeam intensity, resistive wall monitor for longitudinal measurements, total lossmonitors, veloity monitor, phase monitor, and ying beam.76
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and thus have no natural resonant frequeny. The signals on eah striplineare brought out and measured in pairs { the top and bottom for vertialmeasurement, and the left and right for horizontal measurement. The standardmeasurement is to divide the di�erene of measurements by the sum; theresulting number (between -1 and 1) is to �rst order where the beam is inunits of the stripline spaing. Some orretions for nonlinearity are applied atlarger distanes.The Booster eletronis digitize and store position information for theentire yle, but the network bakbone annot handle this data in a sustainedmanner. Typially, The BPMs are all read out � 25 times during a spei�yle. The orbits an be displayed individually, Fig. 3.8 is suh a display with�ve time snapshots hosen. The one BPM out�tted as RPOS is measured outontinuously into the low-level and a ADC that allows it to be plotted overtime for every yle.3.6.2 Beam Loss MonitorsBeam Loss Monitors (BLMs) are sealed ionization hambers that respond tothe passage of high-energy partiles by produing a urrent { the urrent in-reases with inreased harged partile ux. The BLMs are plaed outside ofthe aelerator, usually on a magnet or beam pipe and measure only partilesand showers assoiated with beam loss.The Booster has � 66 loss monitors; two per period, six for eah of twoextration regions, and six extra for the ollimation region. There are moreBLMs on the injetion and extration lines, but they are not part of the BoosterBLM system. The signal from eah BLM is direted into an integrator wherethe harge is held on an RC iruit. The integrated harge for eah BLM, for78



Figure 3.10: Measured beam loss around the Booster. There are two BLMs perperiod and additional ones at the extration regions and ollimators. Plottedis the sum of losses from all yles in a 100 s period; eah loss is normalizedto the administratively set loss limit for that loation.eah yle an be plotted as a funtion of time. This is onvenient for loatingbeam loss and understanding the beam loss mehanism by when it happens inthe yle and how quikly.The BLMs in the Booster are used not only to loate beam loss, but alsoto limit Booster operation. The harge of every BLM at the end of the yleis reorded as a measure of the total beam loss in that area. A running sum oflosses is maintained for the last 100 s. Eah BPM has a limit assoiated with itsrunning sum. The limit is an administratively set level arrived at by orrelatingthe measured beam loss during yles with the measured residual ativationat that site, and deiding upon what is the maximum residual radiation levelallowable. If the beam loss at a partiular loation exeeds its limit the beam istemporarily disabled until the running sum falls below the limit [67℄. Frequent79



bean inhibitions will ause operators to adjust the tuning of the Booster atthat loation or to redue the rate at whih the Booster is operating.3.6.3 Ionization Pro�le MonitorThe ionization pro�le monitor (IPM) is a devie designed to measure the pro�leof the proton beam while it is being aelerated. It is the only devie thatprovides a measurement of beam width during aeleration. There is one IPMomposed of two parts for vertial and horizontal measurements.The IPM depends on ionization of the residual gas in the vauum vessel;Booster vauum is on the order of 10�7 torr. The ions then drift in an appliedeletri �eld to a miro-hannel plate (MCP) where the harge is ampli�edand read out of the hannels individually to reate a pro�le. The pro�leis orreted for the e�ets of the beam's eletromagneti �eld and a beamentroid and width is produed [68℄. The beam with an also be divided bythe square root of the boost to produe an emittane.Fig. 3.11 shows some typial beam width measurements from the IPM.The beam widths generally shrink during the yle due to adiabati damping.The vertial beam width grows rapidly during injetion due to lattie issues atlow �eld. The horizontal beam width has ontributions from both horizontalemittane and dispersion; near transition the Æp=p grows and so does the beamwidth temporarily. Also, fast osillations in the beam an also be measured asbeam width, beause the IPM's resolution is only a few �s. After transitionthe transverse emittanes are notieably larger; there is some longitudinalemittane dilution and osillations at transition that leaks to the horizontalplane through synhro-beta oupling, and then through transverse oupling tothe vertial plane. 80



Figure 3.11: Beam width measured by the IPM during the Booster yle. Thehorizontal beam width grows near transition, beause the Æp=p is large anddispersion inreases the beam width.
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(BEX 13)Figure 3.12: Layout of the Booster extration regions (both are similar).Kiker magnets in the previous period give a vertial kik to the beam thatbeomes a vertial o�set at the septum magnet. A set of four DC dipolesmake up a double-dogleg about the septum. The septum magnet is pulsedand bends the beam vertially into the extration hannel. (from [52℄)3.7 ExtrationThe Booster has two nearly idential extration regions, at L3 and L13, Asshown in Fig. 3.1, the L3 extration heads towards the Main Injetor andMiniBooNE, while L13 heads toward the Booster dump.The Booster extration omponents are shown in Fig. 3.12. As disussedabove, there are two four-dipole hianes that steer the beam in the extrationregion. The �rst is alled the DC Dogleg, whih steers the beam away fromthe extration septum, but less so at high momentum than low. The seond,the pulsed BEXBump system, holds the beam away from the septum untilimmediately before extration. A set of four kiker magnets in the previouslong setion indue a large betatron osillation into the beam that translatesinto a vertial o�set at the septum magnet of � 20 mm, though that numberis tuned substantially5. The vertial o�set moves it to a position on a septummagnet suh that it passes through an area of magneti �eld that bends thebeam upward, away from the Booster, and into the extration hannel.5With a phase advane of about 97Æ the beam is atually slightly angled toward theenter of the beamline { away from extration. However, the vertial bend indued by theseptum is muh greater than the osillation.82



3.7.1 KikersThe kiker are fast pulsed vertial magnets in the straight setions. The rise-time of the pulse is � 30 ns. To ahieve that fast risetime the magnet musthave only 1 ondutor (i.e. have low indutane), be loaded with ferrite tosharpen the pulse, have short length (� 1.2 m) to minimize �lling time, andbe powered by a high-voltage (� 50 kV) pulse-forming network (PFN). Ex-tration is ahieved by the pulsing of four kikers, so there are a total of eightin the Booster tunnel. If one kiker fails, a single magnet of the other setan be used to ompensate { the betatron osillation of a single kiker is notenough to ause the beam to fall outside of the available vertial aperture atextration.
3.7.2 Septum MagnetsA piture of a Booster septum magnet is shown in Fig. 3.13. The bottom,larger aperture is where the beam irulates during aeleration. The top,smaller aperture is where the beam is plaed by the kikers. Between themis the septum that is a opper plate that arries urrent; with urrent returnalong the top a horizontally-oriented magneti �eld is produed above theseptum that will bend the beam vertially. The bottom aperture is known asthe �eld-free region, but the magneti �eld is not zero so the magnet is pulsedover � 100 �s so that the irulating beam is not a�eted by it. If beam onlyreeived a partial kik it will interset the septum and be lost. Additionally,any large amplitude beam that ould revolve in the large aperture of theBooster will be ollimated by the small extration hannel, resulting in beamloss at extration. 83



Figure 3.13: View inside a Booster extration septum magnet. The irulatingbeam travels through the large horizontal region where there is no magneti�eld. The extrated beam exits through the smaller aperture above the opperplate where the magneti �eld is pulsed.
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3.7.3 Phase LokThe proess of phase lok makes possible synhronous RF transfer betweenthe Booster and Main Injetor. The beam in the Booster is bunhed into 8453 MHz bukets and will be aepted by the Main Injetor into its RF bukets.If the harge from the Booster enters the Main Injetor at the wrong phasewith respet to its RF bukets, then the beam will osillate longitudinally,eventually being damped out and resulting in emittane dilution. Additionally,if the frequeny is inorret then only a few bunhes an have the orret phaseupon entering the Main Injetor. The phase lok system mathes the BoosterRF phase to the Main Injetor RF; in the proess, the frequenies are alsomathed as a result of the phase-mathing proess. The original Booster phaselok system, still in use today, was designed for transfers to the Main Ring[69℄, but transfers to the Main Injetor are governed by the same priniples.Phase lok begins about 2 ms before Booster extration. Its preisetrigger is based on frequeny: when the Booster's RF frequeny is � 7 kHzbelow the referene frequeny sent by the MI. Then, the Booster LLRF uses aphase omparator between the MI and Booster RF frequenies, resulting in anerror signal. Phase lok then sends a signal to the LLRF indiating a hangein desired radial position of the beam (RPOS). This hanges the revolutionfrequeny of the beam and is manipulated until both the frequeny and phaseof the beam are mathed that of the MI.The frequeny of the Booster beam is then held �xed as the magnetsreah their maximum value. The Booster's gradient magnets vary sinusoidally,so there is no time of onstant magneti �eld and beam energy. Instead, the� 1 ms around the maximum is used as a pseudo-attop for extration. Thefrequeny is �xed by the phase lok and LLRF and the beams radial position85



is allowed to vary to maintain the frequeny in the slightly varying magneti�eld. The frequeny is held onstant not the energy, so a variation in maximummagneti �eld leads to a variation in the extrated beam energy. This variationpersists into the Main Injetor as the MI will only maintain the frequeny untilaeleration { i.e. it performs no radial feedbak until the aeleration begins.3.7.4 NothSome of the Booster's beam must be removed to allow lean extration at fullenergy { the area of removed beam is known as the noth. As mentioned above,the risetime of the extration kikers is � 30 ns while the bunh spaing is only19 ns; additionally, any beam reeiving a partial kik will interset the septumplate of the extration magnet. Most of the beam interseting the septumplate will be lost and shower in that area, leading to residual ativation. Inlarger mahines with higher beam energy a similar tehnique is used to extratthe beam quikly. In those mahines it is typially known as an abort gap andis reated by not putting any beam into that loation in the �rst plae. Thedistintion between the two might be that the noth is shorter and is reatedby removing beam that had been injeted.The Booster ran for many years losing 1-2 bunhes of 8 GeV protons onits septa during extration. The radioativation was higher in those areas thanthe rest of the ring. The prospet for losses beame muh greater with theinrease in the number of protons used for antiproton prodution and for theNuMI and MiniBooNE beamlines. All-in-all, the inrease in extrated protonswas to be about a fator of ten. The resulting radiation would have resultedin damage to aelerator omponents, and the residual ativation would havelimited the time that workers ould approah the omponents.86



Figure 3.14: Noth reation within the Booster. Plotted are harge and losstraes from the �rst 10 ms of a Booster yle. After harge is injeted thereis a slow loss due to Booster apture and ollimation; the sharp loss is thereation of the noth whih removes � 4% of the beam. The noth is shownbeing reated at several di�erent times in the yle. The loss trae shows lossesmeasured at a downstream loation, aused by the noth reation.
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A remedy to the above onerns was to remove the harge from thebukets of beam that would be swept over the septum. A system was developedwhih used a single extration kiker to kik the beam vertially shortly afterinjetion. As the beam is less sti� at that momentum, the kik from a singlekiker is suÆient to put that portion of the beam entirely outside of theBooster's aperture. The pulse to this kiker is is tuned to remove � 3 bunhesof Booster beam, while leaving the adjaent bunhes as little disturbed aspossible. The three bunhes are still lost in the Booster, but at a lower energyof 400-600 MeV, instead of 8 GeV.
An example of the nothing proess as measured at the Booster is shownin Fig. 3.14. In that �gure, the nother is �red at either 2, 5.5, or 6.5 ms intothe yle. The loss of beam partiles is immediate, and auses partile showersdownstream. Fig. 3.15 shows the noth as measured in the MI by a resistivewall monitor.
The amount of radiation damage and residual ativation is approxi-mately proportional to the kineti energy of the lost partiles. Therefore, eventhough nothing auses losses in the Booster, the e�ets of those losses an beredued to 0.4 GeV � 8 GeV = 5%, by foring the loss at 400 MeV. Addi-tionally, the loation of the loss an be hosen: the nothing magnet (nother)was originally loated in a region where there were relatively few omponentsto damage or servie; later the nother was moved to a loation so the beamould be lost into a system of ollimators that were designed to absorb beamlosses. 88
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Figure 3.15: Measured beam harge of 16 RF bukets in the Main Injetor.The noth is evident at bukets 54-57. This noth was reated 5 ms intothe Booster yle. Two bunhes are redued in intensity by � 95%, andtwo satellite bunhes are partially redued in harge. Figure ourtesy: PhilAdamson.
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3.7.5 TimingThe Booster Extration Syn (BES) is the ultimate signal that triggers theBooster extration kiker magnets to transfer the beam from the mahine.How that signal is generated depends on several other systems. We will disussextration timing in terms of level of omplexity: asynhronous extration (e.g.to MiniBooNE), RF synhronous transfer to the MI, single bath to MI, andmulti-bath to MI.Common to all extration methods is the Booster revolution marker(BREV). BREV is a signal generated by the Booster one every revolution ofbeam. It must sale with the speed of the beam, so it is atually generated bya \divide by 84 module" (�84) whih is fed the RF diretly from the driversand emits a TTL pulse every 84 ounts6. The BREV marker orresponds to apartiular buket around the ring, usually the noth, or some o�set from thenoth. The BREV is used in some fashion for most types of extration.Asynhronous extration from the Booster is used when there is nodownstream aelerator to aept the beam; the Booster regularly performsthis type of extration to MiniBooNE and to the Booster beam dump. Ap-proximately 400 �s after the start of the yle the nother magnet is �red bya timer and the BREV ounter reset, so that BREV will be synhronized withthe noth for the whole of the yle. For extration, a TCLK event aroundthe time of the energy maximum7; this event signals the Booster extration6The Booster's harmoni number is 84, meaning that there are 84 bukets about theirumferene.7The Booster has en e�etive attop of � 100 �s. This is roughly the time that the beaman be held at the same frequeny without signi�ant hanges in beam position due to themagnet urrents hanging. Beause of the TCLK system's asynhronous nature and some ofthe wallsoket e�ets desribed in Ch. 4, the TCLK extration signal an only be within �20 �s of the maximum energy. However, this variability is far less than the e�etive attoptime. 90



system to extrat the beam. The extration system pulses all of the slowermagnets like the septum, waits a spei�ed period of time, then waits for aBREV marker, and then pulses the kiker magnets to extrat the beam8. Asthe BREV marker signi�es the noth, the extration is synhronized with itand no beam is lost on the septum magnet.RF synhronous transfer to the Main Injetor is a system whereby thebeam is delivered to a partiular loation in the Main Injetor without regardfor the noth. This system is used regularly for proton injetion to the Teva-tron; it also was previously the system for doing multiple-bath injetion andsome of the details are still shared. In this ase, beam must be delivered to apartiular loation in the Main Injetor, but the Booster noth is not synhro-nized with that position9. Instead, the noth is not reated at all; the BREVsignal is reated at the marker during injetion, but is not used for the extra-tion. Instead the Main Injetor sends a signal, known as the OAA10, whihthe booster extration should be synhronized to. As the beam nears extra-tion, phase lok is invoked so that the beam's frequeny and phase math thatof the MI. At the TCLK extration signal the Booster disregards its BREVand instead waits for an OAA signal whih it uses to trigger its kikers. 2-3bunhes of beam are lost on the septum magnet during the extration. Thistype of transfer is is aeptable only if it ours infrequently, suh as protonaeleration for the Tevatron. Suh losses, however, are not aeptable forproton delivery to NuMI.8Generally, every devie will have a spei�ed delay assoiated with it to aount for signalpropagation times. We will neglet mentioning them unless they have spei� relevane;however, setting and oordinating all the timing o�sets is one of the more e�ort-intensivetasks assoiated with the extration systems.9The natural state of the Booster is for this synhronization to not exist. The nexthapter will disuss the reasons for this.10OAA stands for \o�set AA", where AA is a hexadeimal signal orresponding to theMain Injetor revolution marker. 91



Single-bath operation of the Main Injetor does not require beam tobe delivered to a partiular loation of the MI, so the noth an be used. Inthis ase, the noth is reated � 400 �s after injetion and a BREV resetis performed. Near extration phase lok is performed, but the MI does notimmediately provide an OAA marker. Instead, the Booster sends its BREVmarker to the MI; the MI LLRF then uses the BREV marker to reset its OAAmarker so that they are synhronized11. The new OAA is then sent bak to theBooster and the Booster uses it to extrat as desribed above for synhronoustransfer. As the the OAA has been de�ned to be synhronous with the noth,no beam is lost on the septum during extration.Multiple-bath operation of the Main Injetor is the onern of Chs. 4- 5 where we implement a system that allows extration using the noth tobe used for all the Booster bathes in a bath train. Originally, however, themultiple-bath running onsisted of a single-bath transfer as above, followedby 1-6 RF synhronous transfers that did not use the noth. In this asethe �rst bath was leanly extrated, but every subsequent Booster extrationresulted in beam loss at the septum magnet. Suh an unsynhronized methodwas only used for beam experiments and ommissioning, but the radiatione�ets were still measurable in the Booster. Sustained operation for NuMIand antiproton prodution is only possible with lean extration from theBooster, as is desribed in the next two hapters.
11As far as the MI LLRF is onerned the Booster beam is still being delivered to apartiular loation within the MI. Essentially, the MI rede�nes the positions around thering to math the Booster beam. This rede�nition only works when there is no beam withinthe MI that would otherwise de�ne unique positions.92



3.8 PerformanePreise limits have been plaed on beam loss in the Booster as the demandfor protons has inreased. These limits de�ne the e�etive metris of Boosterperformane and determine the total number of protons deliverable to theexperiments. The primary limits on Booster throughput are set by two mea-surements of loss: beam loss monitors (BLMs), and the Booster \watt-meter".The operation of the BLMs was desribed above in x3.6.2. Here, wenote that the BLM permit system limits losses at partiular loations withinthe Booster. If the loss measured at a loation is too high the beam willbe inhibited until the 100 s running average falls below the aeptable level.Additionally, these trips often instigate operator tuning to redue the loss atthat loation.The Booster watt-meter uses beam loss information to alulate thetotal energy loss. The Booster harge is measured throughout the yle andthe derivative is taken as the loss at that time. The rate of loss is multipliedby the energy of the beam at that time and integrated to determine a totalenergy loss during the yle:Pl = Z 33ms0 dt dQdt E(t) (3.2)The energy loss of all Booster yles is kept in a 5 minute running sum. If therunning sum exeeds a spei� value then beam is inhibited until the runningsum is within limits; as above, this sometimes auses operator intervention toimprove the Booster tuning.The watt-meter is a measure of the total power loss around the ring, asopposed the loation spei� BLMs. The watt-meter limit is set in the area of 1W/m; this standard was developed from experiene at various laboratories and93



is only a rule-of-thumb. The initial Booster limit was set at 400 W. However,the level has been inreased to aommodate for the \ontrolled" losses intothe ollimator system. Today, the Booster typially runs around 450 W onthe watt-meter while providing � 30 kW of 8 GeV protons. Of note, is thatthe Booster eÆieny12 is 85-90%, but the energy loss is only 1-2%. This isaomplished as most of the beam loss ours with reation of the noth andthrough ollimation, when the beam energy is low (< 1 GeV).In the ase of extration losses, they our at one loation and arenot inluded in the measurement of the watt-meter, as the devie has noway to di�erentiate the zero harge of suessfully extrated beam from thezero harge of lost beam. Therefore, the loss monitors are the only limit onthese extration losses. As mentioned above, the extration region experienessigni�ant radiation from beam loss, so the loss monitors must be set arefullyto prevent inordinate radioativation, while allowing beam operations.The �gure of merit for evaluating the quality of extration in this disser-tation will be the loss monitors around the extration region. The loss ausedby beam being lost on the septum magnet is roughly 20� that of leanly ex-trated beam13; enduring this loss would limit Booster throughput of protonsto < 1016 / hour. That rate is insuÆient even for only antiproton prodution,muh less NuMI or MiniBooNE. Instead, the system desribed in the next twohapters allows the use of the noth in multi-bath mode so that extrationlosses are not limiting the mahine performane.12Booster eÆieny is de�ned as the ration of harge extrated to harge injeted.13This fator is redued at high intensities where other e�ets inrease the beam size,leading to ollimation losses on the septum. In that ase the ratio between nothed andunnothed loss an be as low as 5, so the noth is not as dominant. However, that typeof beam-quality loss at high intensity an potentially be redued; as suh, maintaining thenoth remains signi�ant. 94



Chapter 4
Longitudinal Evolution of theBooster Beam

4.1 MotivationExtration losses in the Booster an limit the number of protons delivered bythe aelerators; the losses an be ontrolled only through extration of thebeam with a noth (see disussion is x3.8). The noth onsists of 3 Boosterbukets empty of beam. When synhronized with extration the noth allowsthe kikers to reah full urrent without giving some bunhes partial kiks;those partially kiked bunhes would be lost on the septum of the extrationmagnet. The beam must be extrated at exatly the time that the noth is atthe kiker position on the irumferene of the Booster. However, if the beamis destined for the Main Injetor there might already be irulation beam inthe MI, and the new beam must be in the orret position relative to the MIbeam. As disussed below, suh dual synhronization between the Booster and95
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the beam transfer situation. Beam an be revolvingin both the Booster and Main Injetor. To transfer from the Booster to MI,extration must by synhronized with the noth and plae the beam in theorret position within the MI.Main Injetor does not intrinsially exist. The primary ulprit is the fat thatthe Booster RF frequeny spans the range from 37 to 53 MHz. Even thoughthe Booster's yle is only 33 ms long, the beam orbits � 20,000 times in thatperiod; � 1.6�106 RF bukets pass a given point. Furthermore, the di�erenebetween the RF frequenies of the Booster and MI means that the Boosterbeam travels � 100,000 fewer bukets during that time period. A hange of2 in the number of bukets is enough to make the Booster miss the nothompletely, meaning that having a fully repeatable timing struture betweenthe Booster and MI would require onsisteny in all systems a�eted by theRF frequeny to the 99.999% level. 96



This hapter will desribe the longitudinal progress of the Booster beam,and soures of variation in that progress. Ch. 5 will desribe the design andimplementation of a system to fore that synhronization. This hapter willprovide: alulations of the Booster beam's longitudinal properties (x4.2);desription of a hardware system to measure the beam's longitudinal progress(x4.3); initial measurements of Booster beam motion (x4.4); and an analysisof soures of variation in longitudinal beam motion, as well as methods tomitigate them where possible. Suh partial mitigation redues the demandson the synhronization methods of the next hapter.4.2 CalulationsThe slip fator is typially de�ned as the relative hange in revolution periodper relative hange in momentum:� = ��=��p=p (4.1)This an be interpreted as the slippage of the beam in revolutions, per revolu-tion, and per proportional hange in momentum. We will use a similar fator,but modi�ed to be more useful for our appliations:~� � fMI � fB (4.2)Where fMI and fB are the Main Injetor and Booster RF frequenies. We willall ~� the slip rate. ~� has units of bukets / se, and desribes the rate at whihthe Booster beam is falling behind the oasting Main Injetor beam. The MainInjetor frequeny is �xed, as its beam is not aelerating during the periodof Booster injetions. The Main Injetor injetion frequeny is fMI = 52.8114MHz. The Booster frequeny will start out muh lower than the MI frequeny97



(fB(t = 0) � 37.94 MHz), but equal it at the end of a Booster yle. The sliprate an also be expressed in terms of veloities and the Booster parameters:~� = fMI�1� �B�MI CMI7CB� (4.3)Where �MI and �B are the relativisti veloities of the beam in the Main Inje-tor and Booster. CMI and CB are the irumferenes of the MI and Booster.The speed of the Main Injetor beam is onstant: �MI = 0.994475. We anexpress �B in terms of momentum:�B = �1 + � pm��2��1=2 (4.4)Where p is the beam momentum, m is the mass of the proton, and  is thespeed of light. During the yle of the Booster, the momentum varies as ano�set sinusoid (see x3.1): p(t) = p0 � p1 os(2�ft) (4.5)Where p0 = (pi + pe)=2 = 4:9223 GeV/, p1 = (pe � pi)=2 = 3:9666 GeV/,f = 15Hz, and t is the time in the yle; pi and pe are the injetion andextration momentums, respetively. Combining the above we an express theslip rate as a funtion of time during the Booster aeleration yle:~�(t) = fMI 241� 1�MI CMI7CB 1q1 + m22[p0�p1 os(2�ft)℄235 (4.6)The rightmost quotient within the brakets is equal to �MI at t = 33.�3 ms, so~� goes to zero at extration. The Booster momentum and frequeny duringthe aeleration yle are plotted in Fig. 4.2 (slip rate is 52.8114 MHz - fB).We now de�ne the total slippage as the integrated number of bukets98



Figure 4.2: Idealized Booster beam momentum and RF frequeny during theaeleration yle. The slip rate, de�ned as fMI � fB starts at � 15 MHz andrapidly dereases, reahing zero at the end of the yle.
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slipped, up to a ertain time:S0(t) = Z t0 dt0 ~�(t0)= fMIt� Z t0 dt0 fB(t0) (4.7)This number is how muh further Main Injetor beam has traveled thanBooster beam during the time period (d = S0 � 5:645 m/buket). The valueof S0 is plotted for the Booster yle in Fig. 4.3. The Main Injetor beampasses � 103,000 more bukets in the time of Booster yle. If all Boosteraeleration yles slipped by preisely the same amount, the slip ould be an-tiipated in designing the Booster extration system. Unfortunately, ~� su�ersvariation yle-to-yle, requiring feedbak to orret it. A 0.001% hange in~�, for example, will results in a 1 buket hange in the total slippage. In thenext setions we examine potential hanges to ~� and the e�ets upon slippage.4.2.1 Cyle VariationsWe onsider variations in the Booster yle that an hange the total slippageamount. We take p0(t) for the Booster, as in Eqn. (4.5) and add variation:p(t) = p0(t) + Æp(t) (4.8)Then, we �nd the relative hange in slippage due to the hange:ÆS(t) = S(t)� S0(t)= Z t0 dt0 [~�(t0)� ~�0(t0)℄� Z t0 dt0 d~�dp (t0)Æp(t0) (4.9)where ÆS(t) is the yle-to-yle variation of the nominal slippage, S0(t). Be-low, we will onsider the variation of onstants that a�et p(t), so for a general100



Figure 4.3: Top: integrated RF in the MI and Booster during a Boosteryle; essentially, the number of bukets is a measure of how far the beam hastraveled. Bottom: the di�erene between the two above, or how muh furtherthe MI beam has traveled. This is also the result of integrating ~�(t).
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Figure 4.4: Calulated slippage due to various hanges to the Booster's mo-mentum parametrization, p(t). From left to right they are: injetion momen-tum (Æpi), timing o�set (Æt), magnet frequeny hange (Æf), and extrationmomentum (Æpe).variable � we an desribe the relative slippage as:ÆS(t)Æ� = Z t0 dt0 �~��� (t0) (4.10)The variables �, of whose e�ets on p(t) we onsider, are: a time o�set Æt inthe start time of the Booster yle, a Booster magnet frequeny hange Æf ,a hange in the minimum magnet urrent Æpi, and a hange in the maximummagnet urrent Æpe. Any parametrization of Æp is possible, but we will onsiderthese hanges, partiularly, in later setions.102



Time O�setsWe onsider �rst a variation in the momentum ramp, p(t), due to a timingerror, Æt, at the start time of the Booster yle:p(t) = p0 � p1 os[2�f(t� Æt)℄ (4.11)Then, we apply Eqn. (4.10):ÆSt(t)Æt = Z t0 dt0 �~��t0 (t0)= ~�(t)� ~�(0)= fB(t)� fB(0) (4.12)The shape of this funtion is plotted in Fig. 4.4 as the red urve. It rises from0 to a value of � 15 MHz. This means that a 1 �s hange in the start timeresults in a 15 buket hange in slippage by the end of the yle.Magnet Frequeny ChangesWe now onsider a variation in p(t) whih arises from a variation Æf in themagnet frequeny: p(t) = p0 � p1 os[2�(f � Æf)t℄ (4.13)Applying Eqn. (4.10):ÆSf(t)Æf = Z t0 dt0 �~��f (t0)= Z t0 dt0 fMI�MI CMI7CB 13B(t0) p1m(2�t0) sin(2�ft0) (4.14)B(t) is the relativisti booster of the booster beam during the yle. Theintegral was performed numerially and plotted in Fig. 4.4 as the green urve.The integrated hange at the end of the yle is � 6 bukets of relative slippagefor a 1 mHz hange in the Booster frequeny (out of 15 Hz).103



Magnet Current ChangesWe rewrite p(t) in terms of pi and pe:p(t) = pi + pe2 � pe � pi2 os(2�ft) (4.15)Again, we onsider variations in p(t) arising from Æpi and Æpe. Applying Eqn.(4.10) for eah ase:ÆSpi(t)Æpi = Z t0 dt0 �~��pi (t0)= Z t0 dt0 fMI�MI CMI7CB 13B(t0) 1m os2(�ft0) (4.16)ÆSpe(t)Æpe = Z t0 dt0 �~��pe (t0)= Z t0 dt0 fMI�MI CMI7CB 13B(t0) 1m sin2(�ft0) (4.17)These integrals are also performed numerially, and the results plotted in Fig.4.4 as the yellow urve (pi) and the blue urve (pe). Spi grows to the value of� 100 bukets for a part-per-thousand hange in pi. Spe grows to the value of� 70 bukets for a part-per-thousand hange in pe. While the magnitudes ofthese are similar, note that pe � 8:4 pi, so a relative hange in pe is a greaterabsolute hange in magnet urrents. The injetion urrent has suh a greatere�et as ~� is large at only the start of the yle.4.2.2 Radial O�setIn Ch. 5 we will adjust ~� (providing feedbak) by varying the radial positionof the beam. Here we provide a alulation of the e�et.Assuming that the magnet lattie is the same, hanging the beam'smomentum from the ideal momentum at any time during the yle hanges the104



beam horizontal position around the irumferene of the Booster aordingto dispersion (see xA.1). A (relatively) deelerated beam will trae a smallerirumferene, while an aelerated one will trae a larger irumferene. Thehanges in irumferene and speed an hange the revolution time, and thusthe slip rate.We start by alulating the variation of Eqn. (4.3) with momentum:d~�dp = �fMI�MI CMI7CB � 1CB ��B�p � �BC2B �CB�p � (4.18)We use then �nd a form of ��=�p in terms of :���p = �1 + � pm��2��3=2 � pm��2 1p= �3m22p3= 13m (4.19)
We then use momentum ompation in terms of the transition energy (seeEqns. (A.12) & (A.26)) to similarly �nd �CB=�p:�CB�p = Cp 12tr� �BC2B �CB�p = � 1CBB2trm (4.20)We then get an expression for the derivative of the slip rate:d~�dp = fMI�MI CMI7CB 1Bm � 12B � 12tr�= 56:6 kHz=(MeV=)B � 12B � 0:0337� (4.21)In the above equation only B varies with time during the Booster yle andCMI � 7CB.As expeted, the slip rate derivative equals zero when at transition;that is, the beam is isohronous: to �rst-order, all partiles have the same105



revolution frequeny independent of momentum. Additionally, d~�=dp hangessign as it goes through transition. This reets the fat that while the highermomentum beam has a higher veloity, when above transition the hange inirumferene more than ompensates and the revolution frequeny is lower.For onveniene, we usually like to think of the slip rate hanging withradial (horizontal) position within the mahine. Generally, the radial deriva-tive is loation spei�, being dependent on the dispersion:d~�dx(z) = pD(z) d~�dp= fMI�MI CMI7CB �BD(z) � 12B � 12tr�= 53:1MHzD(z) �B � 12B � 0:0337� (4.22)
For further onveniene, we average D(z) around the ring and de�neradial position as r = C=2�; then:d~�dr = �21 buketsmm �ms��B � 12B � 0:0337� (4.23)The value of d~�=dr during the Booster yle1 is plotted in Fig. 4.5. The relativeslip rate is given in units of bukets / mm / ms; meaning that with a value of1, a 1 mm shift in average radial position will ause the beam to slip at a rateof 1 RF buket per ms ompared to what it would have otherwise.4.3 Timing Measurement SystemA system was implemented in the past [70℄ to �rst measure slippage in theBooster and test forms of radial manipulation. This dissertation will build o�1Plotted is the negative of Eqn. (4.23) as the sign onvention is arbitrary. We will mostlybe interested in the values after transition, so they were hosen to be positive106



Figure 4.5: Calulations of d~�=dr during the Booster yle. Note that theurve rosses zero at transition.
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that system to �ne tune the ounting method and develop the manipulation(in Ch. 5) into a working system. In this setion, we desribe the hardwareplatform and algorithms for making useful longitudinal measurements.4.3.1 HardwareThe hardware platform was hosen early on to be the \Booster Generi DSPBoard". The DSP (Digital Signal Proessor) board is Fermilab designed andoperates inside a VXI rate. Eah board has 1 DSP and 4 FPGAs and on-board shared memories. An FPGA (�eld-programmable gate array) is a pro-grammable integrated iruit apable of performing logi on signals (see [71℄).The front panel has 4 digital inputs, 4 digital outputs, 3 analog inputs, 3analog outputs, 2 RF inputs, as well as two inputs for the proprietary Fer-milab signals of TCLK and MDAT. The bakplane allows a Motorola PPC603 proessor in the VXI rate to read and write to the shared memory. ThePPC operates using VXWorks, enabling network ommuniation to Boosterfront-end and UNIX systems, allowing integration into the Fermilab ACNETsystem and data storage.The on-boards DSP is a Analog Devies SHARC proessor, model num-ber ADSP-21062. It is a 40 MHZ DSP that an aess shared memory, aeptand transmit data to the FPGA, and allow hardware interrupt-driven ode.The DSP is programmed using assembler language and ompiled with a PC,the exeutable ode is loaded onto the DSP over the network. We use the DSPprimarily for memory aess and alulations.The DSP board ontains 4 Altera FPGAs, but only one will be usedfor the proessing desribed in this dissertation (the others provide for thewiring of the board and are essentially stati). The logi is de�ned by a pro-108



gram provided on-board via an EEPROM (eletrially erasable programmableread-only memory). The FPGA allows great exibility in design as its logifuntions an be reon�gured by reprogramming the EEPROM. Additionally,the FPGA an have multiple inputs into di�erent parts of itself and performlogi in parallel, allowing logi-type omputation muh more quikly than pos-sible with a DSP or miroproessor. We use the FPGAs for fast ounting ofthe RF loks, various internal timers, and for the reeption and transmissionof various external signals.The Altera FPGA is of the Flex10k type, has � 30,000 logi gates, andan operate in exess of 100 MHz. The FPGA is programmed in AHDL (Alterahardware desription language) on a PC where the EEPROM is burned. TheEEPROM must be installed physially and the system rebooted to reprogramthe FPGA. The FPGA is onneted to the front panel where it may send &reeive the digital signals; it is also onnet to the RF inputs whih inludeomparators and generate digital versions. The FPGA is onneted to theDSP in suh a way that it provides two separate hardware interrupts.4.3.2 Traking AlgorithmThe goal of this �rst algorithm is only to measure the longitudinal progress ofthe Booster beam, and variations thereof2. We will us the Main Injetor RFas a standard lok, as the MI RF is �xed by a digital soure during injetion.We measure the distane (in RF bukets) between an MI revolution markerand a Booster revolution marker. A hange in that di�erene hanges therelative loations of the noth and irulating beam in the MI. The di�erenesare stored as arrays and an be ompared between yles.2As a reminder: we are interested in variations of slippage of as small as 1 in 100,000.109
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Figure 4.6: Shemati of the signals fed into the ounting system. The BoosterRF is read diretly from the RF drivers. The Booster revolution marker(BREV) pulses one every 84 Booster RF pulses. The Main Injetor revo-lution marker (OAA) pulses one every 588 MI RF pulses. As shown in Fig.4.7, the OAA starts a ounter, whih inrements every Booster RF pulse andstops at the �rst subsequent BREV. The ounts are stored in an array.The outline of the ounting sheme is shown in Fig. 4.6, and the hard-ware logi layout in Fig. 4.7. The FPGA reeives 3 digital signals: a TTLversion of the Booster RF, a Booster revolution marker, and a Main Injetorrevolution marker. At this point, the preise timing of the revolution markersare unimportant, as long as they reur every 84 and 588 bukets; later, weshall deide upon onrete timing de�nitions for the revolution markers. Fornow, we onsider the Booster revolution marker to be an externally providedsignal that orresponds to the noth in the Booster: the BREV signal. Weonsider the MI revolution marker to be the signal sent by the MI LLRF thatspei�es the desired position of the Booster beam in the MI: the OAA signal.As shown in the �gures, the OAA is used to reset and start a ounter.The ounter then ounts Booster RF bukets until it reeives a BREV. TheOAAs are spaed at 11.13 �s, so there will be about 3000 ounts generatedduring the Booster yle. The ount is never more than 84 bukets as the110



BREVs are spaed by 84 bukets3.The ount is sent to the DSP along with an interrupt informing theDSP that data is available to be read. The DSP takes the value and stores itin shared memory in an array. The DSP also realls a value from another array(with the same index) that was generated on a previous Booster yle. TheDSP then �nds the di�erene between the two ounts { if the Booster yleswere idential then the di�erene should be zero. The di�erene is alwaysin the range of [-83,+83℄, but values separated by 84 are equivalent. Thus,the DSP performs a orretion step that veri�es the di�erene is similar tothe previous di�erene4; the resulting number is known as the turns-orretederror (TCE). The TCE is stored to memory and is also output via a DAC sothat the TCE an be plotted on an osillosope during a Booster yle.4.4 Timing MeasurementsThis setion desribes some of the �rst measurements made with an updatedounting system in 2003. These measurements were signi�ant as they setthe sale of slippage variations to be orreted: it had been known that theBooster beam slipped and that the noth position was inonsistent after aspei� time interval; however the magnitude of the e�et was unknown.Fig. 4.8 shows the 3000 values of the ount array for a single yle ofBooster beam. Plots for subsequent Booster yles are super�ially similar toFig. 4.8 as they are dominated by the Booster's slower frequeny: at injetionthe Booster's veloity is only � 5/7 that of the MI, so it falls behind two3Note that the range of possible values would hange during the yles if we ounted MIRF bukets, instead of the Booster RF bukets4While the ount values vary quikly, the di�erenes on subsequent turns annot varysubstantially without extreme hanges in the Booster.111
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Figure 4.7: Overview diagram of the ounting proess. The FPGA preparesounts of Booster RF yles with the MI OAA as a start and the BREV as astop. The ount is stored to a shared memory array by the DSP and omparedto a previously reorded value, stored in another array. The di�erene isalulated and orreted to be ontinuous with the previous values (un-mod84). The di�erene (TCE) is output via a DAC. The arrays start at thebeginning of the Booster yle and have � 3000 entries eah.Booster irumferenes every time a ount is taken (every MI revolution). Atthen end of the yle, as the Booster frequeny approahes that of the MI theurve levels o� and loks to the MI.Fig. 4.9 shows the results of taking the di�erene of eah pair of on-seutive ounts in a single yle (the data are nominalized to �t int the rangeof [0,83℄). We expet the Booster to slip between ounts a distane de�ned bythe urrent slip rate and the Main Injetor revolution period:S� � ~�(t) � �MI (4.24)The slip rate does not hange rapidly during the yle, so it is relatively on-stant over a ount period. The data in the �gure provide a measurement of theslip rate throughout the yle. The granularity prevents preise measurements112



Figure 4.8: Measured position of the Booster beam with respet to the MIbeam throughout one Booster yle. The Booster beam falls behind the MIbeam by about 1200 revolutions, ausing the wrapping. At the very end ofthe yle the Booster frequeny approahes the MI and they stop hanging.
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Figure 4.9: Measured di�erene (mod 84) between suessive position measure-ments. This number represents how many Booster bukets fewer the Boosterbeam traveled than the MI beam. All of these numbers are \negative", butbeause of the modulus they are all brought to the range of [0,83℄. The datapoints at < 5.5 ms slip by more than a Booster irumferene.
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over short times sales, but they onform to our expetations from Fig. 4.2and simple simulations of the ounting.Finally, the measurement we are interested in is the relative slippage,or TCE. As desribed above, the TCE is generated by �nding the di�erenebetween the measured position at a given time in the yle, and and that froma previous yle at the same time in that yle. The results are shown in Fig.4.10 for ten seprate Booster yles. The slippage starts at zero in eah ase,but then evolves quikly, until leveling o� after transition.Referring bak to our alulations in x4.2 and the resulting urves inFig. 4.4, we see onsistent behavior in the measured urves with our preditedones. The bulk of the slippage will always our at the start of the yle asthat is where the slip rate is its greatest and most sensitive.While the shapes of the urves look reasonable, we had no prima faieexpetation of what the magnitude of the variations should be; in fat, themeasured radial position for all of these yles follow the same trajetory(shown in Fig. 3.7). The maximum exursion of nearly 200 bukets orrespondsto a di�erene of more than two irumferenes5. These values of slippage aremuh larger than the � 1 RF buket auray required for suessful beamextration using the noth.4.5 Soures of DeviationHaving measured the variation, we now turn to the potential soures for it.Reall the general form for relative slippage Eqn. (4.10): any variation in the5The onept of relative slippage an be elusive in its preise meaning. Here, however,it means that one Booster yle went through 180 more RF yles in the same amount oftime as another yle. The faster beam traveled a further distane of 1000 m during theaeleration yle. 115



Figure 4.10: Initial measurements of slippage in the Booster (data from July15, 2003). The slippage is measured as growing to almost 200 bukets, meaningthat noth reated early in the yle would move from an expeted positionby as muh as 2 1/2 irumferenes. Some artifats from misounting in theprototype system ause the noisy appearane.
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Booster RF frequeny leads to a hange in the slip rate and total slippage. Wealso showed that any deviation in magnet urrent (beam momentum) or thebeam's radial (horizontal) position indues a hange in slippage.One soure of variation ould be the radial position. A hange of posi-tion on the orders of � 20 �m would be enough to ause a 1 buket shift by theend of the yle. Unfortunately, we lak the ability to measure position thataurately. Additionally, as disussed in x3.5, the Booster's orbit hanges sig-ni�antly around the ring during the aeleration yle. The most onsistentpart of the orbit is that in the region of RPOS detetor as the LLRF keepsthe radial position their to its preprogrammed values. However, the preisionof the BPM limits that ontrol6. We take the stability of the Booster orbit asan irreduible error in this ase.On the other hand, we an onsider some spei� variations in theBooster's momentum (i.e. magnet urrents), and partially orret them. Thebelow setions analyze the issues of timing, magnet urrent variation, andmagnet frequeny variation.4.5.1 TimingOne of the �rst issues to beome lear was that of timing. The evidene,shown in Fig. 4.11, was that we measured signi�ant slippage when there wasno beam. No BPM issues or magnet urrent issues ould ause this variation asthere was no feedbak. Instead, the LLRF generates default frequeny urvesfrom a digital soure whose variation should be less than 1 Hz.Further investigation showed that there were a number of issues thatould lead to timing errors at the 10 �s level and lead to slippage with the form6Furthermore, the Booster BPMs' response has a weak intensity dependene. Even asmall deviation, though, an lead to a several buket o�set.117



Figure 4.11: Measured slippage on Booster yles without beam. The defaultBooster RF urves an generate slippage beause of timing errors. Compareto Fig. 4.4. The total slippage range is onsistent with timing errors of � 10�s. The datapoints have been smoothed for larity via an exponential movingaverage.
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of Eqn. (4.12). First was the issue of what, preisely, started the Booster urvesand the measurement program; these issues ould produe timing errors of �10 �s. Seond was the issue of revolution markers, whih had no orrelationwith the start of the Booster yle, and ould produe timing errors of � 11�s. The errors and attempts to retify them are disussed further in thebelow setions. Here we note that with substantial rewiring of the triggers forthe Booster RF and slippage measurement, the trigger errors were mostly elim-inated, and through the addition of several extra ounters and book-keepingin the FPGA and DSP we eliminated the problem aused by the revolutionmarkers.The fruits of the e�orts are shown in Figs. 4.12 & 4.13. Fig. 4.12shows the measured slippage without beam one all the timing errors hadbeen orreted. The measured slippage was at the level of 1 RF buket, or20 ns { demonstrating that the timing relative to the RF and the revolutionmarkers had been orreted.Fig. 4.13 shows the measured slippage with beam and with all of thetiming orretions. In this ase, the beam frequeny is ontrolled by the LLRFas desribed elsewhere, so slippage an still our from other variations inradial position or magnet urrents. The slippage measured is less than thatin Fig. 4.10 by � 60%, but is still far too muh for nothed extration. Also,the shape of the slippage urves appears more ompliated than in Fig. 4.10;assumedly this is beause the dominating, simple timing urve variation hasbeen removed and we are left with other, more subtle, variations.119



Figure 4.12: Measured slippage on Booster yles without beam, but withorretion to the various timing errors. Compare to Fig. 4.11. The remainingvariation is on the order of 1 buket, suggesting that timing is now onsistentto the 20 ns level. The data points have been smoothed for larity with anexponential moving average.
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Figure 4.13: Measured slippage on Booster yles with beam, but with thetiming orretions { ompare to Fig. 4.10. The range of slippage has beenredued by 60%, but still amounts to� 1 irumferene due to other variations.
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Cyle Trigger
The issue of the yle trigger has several omponents that deal with how thebeam injetion is triggered, how the default RF urves are triggered, and howthe measurement system is triggered with relation to those two and the Boostermagnets.We started with the realization that all of these systems had been trig-gered with a TCLK Booster reset that ourred � 2 ms before injetion to theBooster. This was neessary for some systems,suh as RF drivers and pulsedmagnets, so that their power supplies ould be harged before beam arrived.However, the TCLK signal is not well timed with the Booster yle and isgenerated asynhronously suh that variations > 1 �s are possible.As will be disussed below, the wallsoket AC frequeny varies, aus-ing the Booster frequeny to vary. The TCLK system uses the two previousmagnet urrent minimums (measured by a BDot zero rossing) to extrapolateto the urrent Booster yle. However, that extrapolation ours over a leverarm of 66 ms { a reasonable variation of 1 mHz in frequeny would lead to 4�s variation is timing, whih ould result in a slippage of 60 RF bukets.Therefore, it was deided that the slippage measurement and RF sys-tems should be triggered on a more relevant signal. The Booster BDot zero-rossing was used with some suess, but we found that the measurementsystem and RF urves also required some time before beam injetion for ini-tialization. A system using a BDot level rossing was hosen to trigger theLLRF and measurement system � 80 �s before the magnet urrent minimum.122



Revolution Markers
The issue of revolution marker was disovered when going from a test system'sOAA to the real one from the MI. We had been using our own OAA, generatedby a � 588 module, and our own MI RF soure. These were triggered at thestart of the measurement program. However, simply by hanging to an MIOAA we saw a large amount of timing variation like in Fig. 4.11.The soure of this variation was the asynhronous relationship of theMI RF with the Booster magnet's resonant yle. As shown in Fig. 4.14, themeasurement yle was triggered on the magnet minimum, but would not startounting until the next OAA ame by { a variable period of up to 11 �s. Thistime o�set persists throughout the yle and is equivalent to mistiming theinitial triggering of the measurement yle.The solution, as also shown in Fig. 4.14, was to generate an internaltimer (dubbed the fOAA) that is synhronized with the start of the measure-ment program, and repeats at the same rate as the OAA (one every 588MI RF yles). However, the OAA still represented the intended position ofthe beam, so the interval between the fOAA and OAA was measured and isapplied at various times in the ogging program disussed in the next hapter.A similar internal marker was established in lieu of the Booster revolu-tion marker (BREV), but is not as signi�ant as the BREVs are more loselyspaed. Additionally, the BREV orientation with respet to the OAA is not�xed, so variation in its initiation only led to a slightly more noisy measure-ment, not a systematially slipping one.123
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Figure 4.16: Measured line frequeny variations from the nominal 60 Hz. TheBooster frequeny is loked at 1/4th that, so its variations are a quarter ofthose plotted.eah yle modulating the magnet urrent regulation. The pulse is a half-sinewave o�sets to the magnet urrent throughout the yle, inreasing the magneturrent at injetion7.This simple system redued the variation of the measured minimumurrent by more than a fator of two, improving the quality of the preditionused to reate the noth. The e�et of the ompensation on urrent variationis shown in �gure 4.15. The e�et on measured slippage was less lear: themagnitude of slippage was not redued substantially, but early swings in the7The maximummagnets urrents were found to vary by a similar amount to the minimumurrents. However, the relative hange was a fator of 10 smaller. Additionally, the slippageexpeted from suh a variation is less. As we ould only redue the injetion urrent variationby a fator of 2, and the extration urrent e�et was � 15� smaller, we ignored it.126



slippage were redued. A more onsistent shape of the slippage urve is usefulfor the orretion system of Ch. 5.4.5.3 Magnet FrequenyAnother potential variation to the Booster momentum urve is variation in theBooster magnet frequeny. The Booster's resonant frequeny does not hange,but the supplied AC wallsoket frequeny does hange, whih also hanges theatual frequeny of the Booster magnets8. The measured variation in thewallsoket frequeny over 600 s is shown in Fig. 4.16. The variation overperiods of multiple seonds is on the order of 20 mHz, but the fast variationin less than a seond is on the order of a few mHz, and is further suppressedby the Q of the Booster's resonant iruit whih is � 20.We had no unobtrusive way of foring the Booster's magnet osillationfrequeny, so errors from the variation are onsidered irreduible. Similarly,there are most likely other soures of variation that ould not be easily identi-�ed, some of whih will remain undisovered, and perhaps also be irreduible.

8Changing the frequeny of the input power a�ets the resonant gain of the system,whih ould hange the minimum and maximum magnet urrents. However, the GMPSsystem provides feedbak to orret this variation.127
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Chapter 5
Booster Synhronization withthe Main Injetor

5.1 IntrodutionIn the previous hapter, we established that the distane traveled by theBooster beam during the aeleration period an vary by as muh as � 200 RFbukets. After re�nements in timing and ontrol of the Booster, this variationould be made as small as � 70 bukets. However, we require a onsistenyof about � 1 buket for proper extration of the Booster beam. This hap-ter desribes a system to fore the Booster beam to the orret longitudinalposition for extration.In aelerators, it is ommon to use the RF system to radially manipu-late the beam to adjust its forward progress, and prepare the beam for transferto another ring (e.g., see [72, 73, 74℄). This proedure is known as \ogging",a designation that alls to mind orreting the orientation of two sets of gearsso that their ogs mesh. Typially, the beam is moved radially a distane of129



� 1 mm while at at top1 over a period of a few tens of ms. The FermilabBooster, however, does not have a at top, beause its magnets are part ofa resonant iruit and follow a sinusoidal urve. The virtual attop of theosine is only a few hundred �s long { insuÆient to move the beam even 1RF buket's length.The Booster requires a system that an orret up to 80 buket's worthof slippage before the time of phase lok to the Main Injetor. From the pro�lesof slippage in Fig. 4.13, we observe that the majority of slippage ours in the�rst 10 ms of the yle. A fast feedbak system ould try to �x the frequenyprogression of the Booster by altering the beam's radial position at those times.However, the beam size is omparatively large early in the yle; moving thebream would bring some portion of it to the limit of the dynami aperture,where it would be lost. Instead, we will allow the slippage to develop early inthe yle, and orret it later in the yle. Later in the aeleration yle thebeam has beome smaller due to adiabati damping (xA.2), and an be movedabout without exeeding the aperture. Additionally, we will delay reation ofthe noth by � 4 ms so that it an be plaed in antiipation of slippage, basedon a predition from measurements of the �rst few ms slippage.The ogging system desribed in this hapter was originally proposedand studied in the 1990s [70℄, and was further studied and implemented bythis author and others [75, 76℄. The system builds o� of the measurementssystem desribed in the previous hapter { we add input and output signalsto the various involved systems and develop additional logi to interpret themeasurements and ontrol the signals. Ultimately, the ogging system mustontrol the reation of the noth, the radial position during muh of the Booster1Flat top is when the aelerator reahes its maximum energy and the magnets stay ata onstant urrent { reating a \at top" in the momentum pro�le vs time.130



Initial Measurements

Notch Creation Radial Manipulation

Final SyncFigure 5.1: Steps of the synhronization proess. Slippage is measured forthe �rst 4 ms, after whih the noth is reated antiipating slippage. Onethe beam has shrunk in lateral size, radial manipulations orret the remain-ing slippage; the last 3 ms are reserved for phase lok. Signaling betweenaelerators sets the �nal synhronization at the very end of the yle.
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yle, and the timing of the Booster extration and MI injetion kikers; thevarious stages are outlined in Fig. 5.1.5.2 Preditive Noth PlaementIn this setion, we desribe how delaying the reation of the noth 4 ms intothe aeleration yle2 an, with measurement of slippage during those 5 ms,signi�antly redue the �nal slippage error. As shown previously, muh of theslippage ours in the early part of the yle; partiularly, muh of the yle-to-yle variation ours there as well. The similar shapes of the slippageurves (see Fig. 5.1) allow extrapolation of the �nal value of slippage fromearly values, with some preision. By measuring the slippage during the �rstfew ms of the yle we an extrapolate to the end of the yle, and plae thenoth antiipating that further slippage.Of ourse, if the noth were made at the end of the yle it ould beplaed in preisely the right loation. However, that would negate the ad-vantage of nothing (over unnothed extration) as the same amount of beamwould be lost at the same energy { leading to the same amount of radioa-tivation as extration without a noth 3. Instead, we balane the dereasedenergy lost from reating the noth earlier with the redued preditive power.Additionally, the urrent nothing system of a single kiker magnet annotkik the beam strongly enough to remove it after � 6 ms into the yle. Thetime of kik is hosen as late as possible suh that the kiker an fully removethe beam; this time is � 5 ms after beam is injeted, at whih time its kineti2In other irumstanes, the noth is made � 1 ms into the yle { after the beam hasbeen fully bunhed3Potentially, there ould still be some advantage to making suh a noth as the loss ouldbe loated away from the extration region. However, that gain is marginal as no loationof the Booster an a�ord suh radiation damage and ativation.132



energy has inreased to � 700 MeV. As was shown in Fig. 3.15, some beamremains in the extration noth beause of the limited noth kiker hargingvoltage.5.2.1 Proedure for Preditive Noth CreationThe logi for hoosing where the noth will go must be performed in real time,using the DSP. The time is limited as a slippage measurement ours every 11�s and must be proessed by the DSP before the next yle starts. With a few�s of alulation and a 40 MHz DSP, only � 200 instrutions an be exeutedas part of the DSP's alulations. To aommodate this, running sums arekept of the slippage measurements; also the extrapolation logi is a simple two(averaged) point extrapolation to the end of the yle, using a tunable salefator: P = G(s2 � s1) + s1 (5.1)Where P is the predited position at the end of the yle, G is the tunablesale fator, and s1 and s2 are the two running averages:s1 = 300Xi=210 sis2 = 390Xi=300 si (5.2)where si are the individual slippage measurements; the limits of the summationare revolution numbers whose values were tuned. The running sums at asaverages; at least 30 points are neessary to allow �ne predition to the end ofthe yle. The sale fator, G, is approximately 6 bukets / buket.One the predited slippage at the end of the yle is alulated, thenoth is made at the orresponding bukets in the opposite diretion of the133
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urrent Booster revolution marker. The implementation of the logi in thehardware is shown in Fig. 5.2. An initial, arbitrary Booster revolution marker(BREV) is established { as there is no noth, there is no distinguishable har-ateristi of the beam to referene it to. The ounts are reated and turnedinto relative slippage measurement as desribed in x4.3.2.The DSP aumulates some number of initial measurements that are notinluded in the measurement. These are disarded as they are from when theLLRF's radial feedbak is still weak and the beam's RF frequeny is being setmore by the preset program. Then, the DSP aumulates two sets of runningsums, whih are e�etively averages. Then the total antiipated slippage isalulated as desribed above. The alulation takes less than two �s, and thevalue of antiipated slippage is sent to the FPGA.The FPGA then must reate signals that trigger the nother to reatethe noth, and to internal and external ounters that maintain a BREV. TheFPGA waits for a BREV, and then adds a number of delays to eah signal(measured in RF ounts) and reates the pulses. Eah signal must wait thenumber of bukets of the predited slippage (making the noth later). Eahmust inlude an o�set due to the OAA { fOAA di�erene (see x4.5.1); thiso�set must be measured in MI RF bukets, but be applied as Booster RFbukets. Eah must also inlude an o�set for the desired slippage ount at theend of the yle; reall that we are striving for onsisteny, so this numbermust be onsistent with the previously measured yle used as a baseline. Thenoth reation signal must then have a tunable o�set applied that aountsfor signal propagation time.The nother kiker magnet then immediately makes the noth. Theinternal BREV marker is reset, and the FPGA must allow it time to reset inase of another reset. Additionally, the reset is provided the external BREV135



ounters that might be aware of the noth position, partiularly the BESmodule that will ontrol the timing of the extration kikers.
5.2.2 ResultsThe results of the preditive nothing are shown in Fig. 5.3. Generally, thepredition is aurate enough to redue the range of �nal slippages to � 10bukets at extration. Tuning of the average ranges and extrapolation salefator is rarely neessary one proper values have been found. Neessary forthis level of error redution is the GMPS feed-forward ompensation desribedin x4.5.2, and the learning desribed in x5.5. The injetion magnet urrentvariation aused slippage of a di�erent shape than typial, reduing the e�e-tiveness of the predition (i.e. it had a di�erent optimal sale fator). Thelearning redues long-term variations, like magnet frequeny variation, thatwould also have di�erent slippage shapes.We tested more ompliated preditive algorithms, suh as adding athird point and trying to analyze the shape of the slippage. However, thesegave only minimally superior results to a well-tuned two-point extrapolationlike Eqn. (5.1). Furthermore, they all required more proessing time in theDSP. When alulations are too lengthy they an ause the subsequent mea-surement to be missed; whih translates into a timing error for the remainderof the yle, arrying with it arti�ial slippage that will need orreting. Thetwo-point system was retained as adequate; the remainder of the slippage isorreted by the RF manipulations of x5.3.136



Figure 5.3: Example of ten preditively nothed yles. The initial slippageo�set is arbitrary as there is no noth at that point. The slippage develops andis measured for � 5 ms; the noth is then made inluding the urrent slippageand antiipated slippage. The spread in �nal value of slippage is redued fromthat shown in Fig. 5.1.
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5.2.3 Issues with Later NothingDelayed reation of the noth markedly redues the inonsisteny in the �nalposition of the noth and is an integral part of the ogging system; however,ertain ompromises must be made to ahieve these results. This setiondisusses the issues of inreased beam power lost, inreased requirements ofthe nothing system, and restritions plaed on proposed alternative systemsfor noth reation.Power LossAs mentioned above, one of the expeted e�ets of later nothing is the greateramount of beam energy lost. The amount of radiation damage and residualativation is roughly proportional to the beam energy lost { not the number ofpartiles. Thus, delaying the noth to 5 ms involves kiking out a beam with� 80% higher kineti energy. Fortunately, the nothing losses are depositedprimarily in the ollimator setions whih is designed to absorb signi�antbeam losses. However, the ollimator region is a rather radioative area of theBooster; further ativation (e.g. from higher intensity, higher rate beam) maynot be aeptable. Loss measurements in the ollimator region are dominatedby ollimation losses and the e�et of the noth is not diretly apparent.Nother PowerDelaying the noth reation to 5 ms after the start of the yle results ina sti�er beam that requires a greater magneti �eld to kik out. At 5 ms,the beam momentum has inreased 45 % and a orrespondingly larger kik isrequired to fully reate the noth.The kiker magnet that reates the noth is powered by the disharge138
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Figure 5.4: Extration loss per extrated proton as a funtion of nother harg-ing voltage. Losses are signi�antly higher when the harging voltage dropsbelow � 58 kV. The error bars reet yle-to-yle variations.of a high voltage pulse-forming network (PFN). For nothing at 400 MeV, aharging voltage of 43 kV was typially suÆient, suggesting that this imple-mentation of ogging requires as muh as 70 kV. The existing supply ouldnot operate reliably in exess of 57 kV.Fig. 3.15 showed the results of reating a noth 5 ms into the Boosteryle at a harging voltage of only 53 kV. The noth has an e�et four buketswide { with two bunhes only redued by � half, and the two entral bunhesbeing redued by � 95%. A higher harging voltage ahieves a more squareand deeper noth.Fig. 5.4 shows measurements of extration losses with ogging as afuntion of harging voltage with a power supply newly purhased to address139



the problems of the delayed noth. The new supply apable of a maximum of70 kV, but is urrently run at � 63 kV as its behavior is unstable at higherharging voltages. The Booster department is onsidering replaement of thenother magnet with an eletrostati kiking system that should be apable ofequal or greater kiks.Alternative Nothing MethodsThe Proton Soure Department had studied several shemes to reate thenoth previous to injetion of beam into the Booster { removing the nothingloss altogether [77, 78, 79℄. These shemes involve reating a noth near thebegininning of the Lina where the energy involved will be far less. However,to og yles the noth must be plaes antiipating further slippage, whih isimpossible that early in the yle.Prediitive noth plaement generally preludes Lina nothing for oggedyles. However, the Lina nothing ould still be applied on the �rst yleof a train, whih is not ogged and used as a baseline, as well as any otherunogged yles used in the Booster.5.3 Radial ManipulationsAfter the plaement of the noth we will orret any slippage using radialmanipulation of the beam through the Booster LLRF. As explored in x4.2.2,a hange in the radial position of the beam (RPOS) will involve a hange ofmomentum and a hange in irumferene. At any time in the yle, otherthan transition, these hanges will hange the revolution frequeny of the beamand indue slippage. We will intentionally use the Booster LLRF to hangethe momentum of the beam, hanging its radial position, and orreting any140



slippage as the Booster yle progresses.In this setion: we disuss the available horizontal aperture in whihthe beam an be moved; the implementation of the radial manipulation logiin the DSP of the measurement system; various manipulation algorithms withtheir results; and some of the issues enountered when implementing the radialmanipulations system for ogging.5.3.1 Available Horizontal ApertureChanging RPOS at the very beginning of the Booster yle is not possibleas the beam �lls the horizontal aperture of the Booster { any hange in thebeam's entroid would involve pushing some of the beam's tails out of theaperture where they would be lost. Instead of losing that beam, we will waituntil the beam has shrunk through adiabati damping. The �ne-tuning of thebeam's longitudinal progress will our after transition when the beam hasshrunk signi�antly and the nominal slippage has mostly developed.In antiipation of our post-transition ogging, we performed a seriesof manual manipulations on the beam to gauge the range of allowable radialhange. For these tests, we used a study yle with an already tuned RPOStrajetory that we treated as nominal. Fig. 5.5 shows the radial trajetoriesfollowed in two of the tests. We found that at low intensity (� 1012 protons)the beam ould be moved � 8 mm after transition without beam loss, or otherapparent negative e�et.The seond test shown in Fig. 5.5 involved plaing as muh beam intothe Booster as it would hold. Neessarily, there was substantial beam lossthroughout the yle; however, we only saw marginal beam loss at the mostextreme RPOS settings. A loser look with the Ionization Pro�le Monitor141



Figure 5.5: Exploration of horizontal aperture with manual radial manipula-tions. Eah shows the the beam intensity as a funtion of time, and the radialposition (RPOS) as it was programmed to go. The upper is a low-intensitytest with high eÆieny; the lower is a very high-intensity test with poor eÆ-ieny throughout. While the intrinsi loss dominates the lower plot, greaterloss was experiened at the greatest radial exursions.142



Figure 5.6: Measurements of the horizontal beam width during the Boosteryle. These two orrespond to the high-intensity yles of Fig. 5.5. The upperis for the nominal radial position throughout the yle, and the lower is for an8 mm manual radial o�set. While the radial o�set resulted in little additionalbeam loss, it did ontribute to growth of the beam width.143



(Fig. 5.6), however, showed that the beam width inreased at preisely thetime that the greater radial o�sets were applied.We eventually hose � 5 mm as being the maximum radial exursionwe ould withstand, though we would ultimately need less of an o�set.5.3.2 Proedure for Radial ManipulationsThe logi for the radial manipulations is performed entirely within the DSP,given the measurements desribed previously. The DSP e�ets radial motionby outputting a value to a DAC, whih is input to the LLRF as an o�set tothe programmed radial o�set.Fig. 5.7 shows the basi outline for the DSP logi. For eah measure-ment, the DSP reviews its output to the LLRF and modi�es it aordingly.There is a wide variety possible of radial manipulation algorithms, several ofwhih are disussed below, but their inputs and outputs are essentially thesame. The DSP will analyze the urrent error measurement in terms of pre-vious measurements, the time in the aeleration, the urrent RPOS o�set, orthe results of a predition akin to that used for the noth. The DSP will thenhoose to inrease, derease, or maintain the level of RPOS o�set, and outputthat value to the LLRF.The RPOS value is a 16-bit word, translated by the DAC into a � 10 Vsale. The LLRF interprets the voltage as a further o�set to the programmedROFF urve: the LLRF will attempt to maintain the radial position of thebeam as the programmed urve plus the modi�ed value from the oggingsystem. The LLRF system has intrinsi bandwidth, limiting the speed offeedbak to � 5 �s. However, the synhrotron frequeny of the beam is usuallyin the range of 1-10 kHz, so a fast o�set shift to the LLRF may result in144
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jerking the beam longitudinally, and inreasing its emittane. As suh, theradial manipulations of the ogging system are fed through a 10 kHz low-pass�lter before reahing the LLRF.5.3.3 AlgorithmsThe digital nature of the ogging systems allows great exibility in designingsynhronization algorithms, suh that the system an apply non-traditionalmethods of feedbak and feedforward manipulation. During the design andtesting phases of the ogging system, several di�erent algorithms were tested.Here, we desribe the three notable iterations: simple proportional feedbak;\at" feedbak where the amplitude of the feedbak o�set is kept large toderease the damping time; and the ultimate system whih employed portionsof at and proportional feedbak, as well as a pre-transition at feedforwardand a gain doubling.Proportional FeedbakThe initial manipulation method implemented in [70℄ was to initiate a radialo�set to the LLRF after transition that would move the beam slippage to-ward zero. The radial o�set was proportional to the size of the error and anadjustable gain. The DSP generated a new o�set with eah measurement,suh that the o�sets dereased as the slippage error dereased. Fig. 5.8 showsthe results of suh proportional feedbak with a gain setting of � 0.15 mm/ buket. The rate of slippage indued is proportional to the o�set and theogging power as de�ned in Eqn. (4.22). The dispersion at the BPM used forradial positions measurements is 1.7 m. Roughly aounting for the variationin d~�=dx, the damping rate results in an e-folding time of � 9 ms (halving146
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Figure 5.8: Shemati of the proportional feedbak algorithm, and measureddata from yles subjeted to it. The noth is performed at 4 ms; the radialfeedbak starts after transition, and the indued hange in RPOS is propor-tional to the slippage error. For the largest o�set at transition (shown) of 27bukets, the ogging o�set to RPOS is � 4 mm, resulting in a slippage of �2.4 bukets / ms, and an e-folding time of � 9 ms. The �nal slippage valuesare spread over a range of � 5 bukets.147



time of � 6 ms).In the �gure, the largest o�set is � 4 mm for the 27 buket error, andit reahes an ultimate error of 3-4 bukets at the end of the yle. Generally,the �nal range of errors was � 5 bukets. This error is too large for synhro-nization. A higher feedbak proportionality would results in radial o�sets at20 ms that would result in either beam loss or emittane growth.Flat FeedbakA method of \at" feedbak was devised where the DSP hose a radial o�set toorret an error, and then maintain that o�set until the slippage error had beenredued to a small value. One that small value had been reahed proportionalfeedbak would again be applied, but at a higher gain than possible before.Additionally, logi was implemented that would ramp the RPOS o�set overthe ourse of 0.5 ms, instead of hanging it immediately. We had found thatrapid hanges in the RPOS o�set ould ause beam loss or emittane growth.Fig. 5.9 shows the results of a at ogging algorithm. In this iteration,o�sets larger than 10 bukets at transition were given a 4 mm o�set; thosewith an error of 5-10 bukets reeived a 2 mm o�set; and those with smallererrors went into proportional o�set with a proportionality onstant twie thatof the algorithm used in Fig. 5.8. Those in at feedbak had their o�setsmaintained until the error fell to two bukets, at whih time they also enteredproportional feedbak.The �nal range of o�sets was � 1 buket. We believe the nonzerorange of �nal errors is aused by yle variation e�ets like the variabilityin the maximum magnet urrents (see x4.2.1). With an error of 1 buket,the proportional feedbak was 0.3 mm; the indued slippage from suh an148
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Figure 5.9: Shemati of the at feedbak algorithm and along with measureddata. The noth is performed at 5 ms; the radial feedbak starts after tran-sition. The feedbak magnitude is greater for greater errors, but stays largeuntil the error is small, at whih point proportional feedbak takes over, butwith a larger proportionality onstant. The largest RPOS bump here is 4 mm,and the values approah a �nal range of � 1 buket.149



o�set ould be entirely aneled by a 2 parts in 10,000 variation in the �nalmagnet urrent, suh that the slippage error would remain at 1 buket. Thesevariations were eventually redued by the GMPS ompensation (x4.5.2), andfurther dealt by implementation of a gain doubling in the ultimate algorithm,whereby errors of 1 buket were subjet to twie the proportional feedbakthey would otherwise reeive.While the at feedbak ould reliably redue slippage errors to a smallrange that ould be aommodated, it required regular exursions of � 4 mmin the radial feedbak (� 10% of the yles reeived the larger feedbak). Theseexursions ould be withstood by areful tuning of the Booster, but imposeda narrow tuning range on RPOS. We were also unertain of whether suh arange of movement ould be sustained at higher intensity and still not inreasebeam loss or result in emittane dilution.Final Cogging AlgorithmThe �nal radial manipulation algorithm is shown in Fig. 5.10, along with thedata from suh an algorithm. Fig. 5.11 shows the atual RPOS measurementstaken during the above manipulations. The ogging system is ontinuallytweaked by Booster operations, but the radial manipulation algorithm hasbeen mostly unhanged sine being implemented in normal operations. Datafrom suh operations are shown in Fig. 5.10. The substantial hange fromprevious algorithms is the implementation of small pre-transition bumps toorret slippage error.Pre-transition bumps had been previously avoided as the beam is stillslipping at that point, and is onsiderably larger in horizontal size. However,the ogging power is somewhat larger before transition (see Fig. 4.5). Using150
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Figure 5.10: Shemati of the full ogging algorithm along with measured data.The noth is performed at 5 ms; followed by pre-transition radial bumps,if neessary; after transition there are larger radial bumps, if neessary; orproportional feedbak for smaller errors. The largest ogging bump in RPOSshown is � 1.7 mm (it an be as large as � 3.4 mm for large errors, but rarelyis). The relative slippage is entirely orreted by 29 ms, however phase lokan pull the beam 1 or 2 bukets away in the �nal few ms.151



Figure 5.11: Measured radial positions on a series of ogged Booster y-les. The bands of pre-transition ogging are learly separated, and the post-transition ogging shows more variation. These data an be ompared to theunogged measurements of Fig. 3.7.
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a predition system similar to that for plaement of the noth (see x5.2),small onstant-amplitude pre-transition bumps were implemented to reduethe range of errors at transition, and thus redue the maximum exursionneessary.In the �nal system, there are also two levels of pre-transition ogging:for predited errors larger than 15 bukets they reeive a 2 mm bump for �7 ms, and for predited errors of 4-15 bukets they reeive a 1 mm bump.Predited errors smaller than 4 bukets reeive no pre-transition feedforwardbump. The larger bump is only required � 3% of the time { usually or-responding to unusual tuning onditions in the Booster. Examples of beamyles with the smaller or no pre-transition bump are visible at � 10 ms intothe yle in Fig. 5.10.Reduing the error at transition by the pre-transition bumps also re-dued the amount of post-transition feedbak neessary. The size of the twolevels of at o�set are 1.7 and 3.4 mm, and the larger o�set is used less than1% of the time.The slippage error is reliably redued to zero towards the end of theBooster yle. However, as shown in Fig. 5.10 and disussed below, the RFsynhronization of phase lok (x3.7.3 [69℄) oasionally shifts the slippage byup to two bukets. With the phase lok ompliation, about 2% of the ylesonlude with an error of 2 bukets, and another 6% have an error of 1 buket.5.3.4 Issues with Radial ManipulationWhile the ogging system is mostly suessful, and has been operating ade-quately sine the start of 2005, there are several issues that ould onfoundfurther improvement in the Booster. Here we disuss the usage of horizontal153



aperture and the e�ets of the phase lok system on ultimate ogging perfor-mane.Aperture UsageThe Booster ontinues to improve its performane, aelerating greater num-bers of protons with greater frequeny, and is antiipated to further improvein the next few years [80℄. Intensity inreases in the Booster imply a largerbeam, and a orrespondingly greater usage of horizontal aperture. Cogging atthese higher intensities may start to result in some beam loss.The ogging system urrently uses about � 2 mm previous to transition,and � 3.4 mm after transition4, though typial variation is only half that.Further redutions in the radial o�sets used are not trivial, but ould omefrom more preise ontrol of the Booster's magnet yle (e.g., through betterGMPS ompensation) or through some gross use of the new Booster orretionsystem [66℄.Phase LokAs shown in Fig. 5.10, the phase lok system for synhronous transfer oa-sionally undermines the synhronization performed by the ogging. The phaselok system (see x3.7.3) aligns the RF phase of the Booster and Main Injetor,and is neessary for the beam to be aptured at all by the RF in the MI.Cogging is neessarily disabled as the phase lok system engages.Phase lok is a legay system originally designed for synhronous trans-fer for the Booster to the Main Ring. It is omposed of analog eletronis4These position variations are measured at the RPOS detetor where dispersion is al-ulated as being 1.7 m. So these radial o�sets orrespond to �p=p of about � 0.1% and0.2%. 154



Figure 5.12: Example of the radial movement aused by phase lok. Shownare the harge and radial position traes of the last quarter of two subsequentBooster yles. The 1 ms, 2 mm bump at 33 ms is an example if the kind ofposition variation that an be aused by phase lok. This bump is suÆientto hange the slippage of the beam by � 1 buket.
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and has very available adjustments. The ation of the phase lok system isdemonstrated in Fig. 5.12. Several seond before extration the phase loksystem imposes a radial bump on the beam that mathed its frequeny andphase to that of the MI RF.In priniple, phase lok should never have to e�et a phase shift of morethan 180Æ. However, for no (as yet) understood reason, it oasionally movesthe beam by as muh as 2 entire bukets (� 720Æ). No adjustments to thephase lok operation have been able to redue the variation. Additionally, thelarge and rapid radial adjustments performed by phase lok an ontribute tobeam loss.The long-term plan for the Booster inludes a digital replaement ofthe phase lok system. Suh a system should be more robust, as well as betterunderstood. Potentially, ogging information ould also be provided to the newphase lok system so it would perform a �ne-tuned noth synhronization, aswell as RF phase synhronization.5.4 Final SynhronizationOne ogging has redued the beam's slippage, it must then be transferred tothe Main Injetor. The ogging program ontrols extration timing in ombi-nation with the Main Injetor, providing the Booster extration system andthe MI with information as to the position of the noth and the quality of theogging. Implementation of an \override" has allowed lean extration evenwith a �nal slippage error of 2 bukets.The default extration method for ogged yles is to extrat on theOAA marker, like the RF synhronous transfer desribed in x3.7.5. If theslippage error is redued to zero, then the noth should be synhronized with156
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the OAA and extration should our on the noth and to the orret buketin the Main Injetor. However, when the slippage error is nonzero then thenoth will miss the extration point, some beam will be lost, but the remainingbeam will still end up in the orret loation in the MI.
As it beame lear that the phase lok issue ould not be quikly re-solved, we implemented a system of overriding the OAA extration. The logiand signaling is illustrated in Fig. 5.13: when the noth is reated a signalonurrently resets the BREV so that it an be used to extrat the beam onthe noth. At the very end of the yle, the ogging system heks the slippageerror to see if it has varied from zero, but is still small. If the error is nonzero,a override signal is generated that fores the Booster to extrat on the BREVinstead of the OAA. The beam is thus always extrated on the noth, but itsposition in the MI an vary a small bit.
The override tolerane was originally set at� 1 buket, so that the beamin the MI would never be out of position by more than one buket. However,the NuMI yle eventually resulted in a bath spaing of 86 bukets, so thatthere was enough room to override extration on � 2 bukets, and over theentire range of slippage error aused by phase lok. The preise position ofeah bath an then vary by � 2 bukets in the MI, as illustrated in Fig. 5.14.In the unlikely ase that a -2 yle follows a +2 yle, a small amount of beamwill be lost in the MI; this oinidene has not been diretly observed, and isestimated to our on less than 1 in every 1000 transfers. Otherwise, the � 2buket variation in bath position does not a�et MI operation.158
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a baseline requires that the Main Injetor be at its injetion frequeny beforethe �rst bath5, and also that ogging system be able to adapt to an arbitrary�nal slippage6.Eah subsequent bath is ogged as desribed earlier in this hapter.Typially, seven bathes make up a ombined-yle to the MI: two for stakingand �ve for NuMI. However, this operation is often interlaed with dediatedNuMI yles with six Booster bathes. There is also a ombined yle for slow-extration that must have three bathes. The ogging systems is agnosti tothese di�erent types of yles as long as the �rst Booster bath is of the stakingor NuMI type.The remainder of this setion desribes the performane of the oggingsystem sine implementation. Partiularly, we disuss the redution of extra-tion losses, the indued radial motion of the beam, and the e�ets upon beamquality. In eah ase, we disuss the possible impliations of higher intensitybeam.5.5.1 Redution of Extration LossesThe ogging system, along with the override extration, redues extrationlosses by � 90% { near the maximum possible. As mentioned above, theogging system reliably redued the slippage error toward the end of the yle;however, phase lok an move the beam 1 or two bukets in the �nal fewms suh that only 90% of the bathes �nish with an error of 0. With the5At one time, it was disovered that the MI hanged its RF frequeny before beam wasinjeted, but while it was being aelerated in the Booster. As the subsequent Boosteryles did not have a hanging MI RF, it manifested itself as a slippage that was diÆultto remove.6The �rst bath is not onstrained in any way as to what its �nal slippage will be.Therefore, subsequent bathes will be ogged to the same arbitrary slippage, so there mustbe o�sets introdued to the noth reation and extration to ompensate.160



implementation of the override system, the extration is moved suh that it isoinident with the noth on more than 99% of bathes.The measured extration losses de�ne the �gure of merit for extra-tion. 98-99% show the redued loss harateristi of nothed extration. Theremaining 1-2% are either the vitims of unusual Booster operation (suh aswidely varying wallsoket voltage or frequeny) or the aumulation of fra-tional buket errors from the various timings.The preise values of loss vary with Booster tuning and intensity, butfrom a period of typial running: for beam of intensity 4.5�1012 protons,nothed extration resulted in a loss of 1.0 Rad/s, and unnothed resulted in aloss of 8.5 Rad/s. In this period, � 98% of the ogged yles showed reduedlosses, for a total redution of integrated extration losses of 86%, where aredution of 88% would result from perfet ogging.Extension to Higher Beam IntensityThe ability to og beam is based on the linear optis of the Booster and shouldnot be dependent on beam intensity. However, the proportional redution ofbeam losses will vary with intensity, as the unnothed losses do.As desribed in x3.7.2, the aperture of the extration septum magnetis very narrow ompared with that of the area for irulating beam in theBooster. As suh, any large amplitude beam that was reated during theaeleration yle may be ollimated o� in the septum magnet. The proessof large amplitude beam growth is not well desribed in the Booster, but it isknown to our nonlinearly with intensity.As an example of extration loss nonlinearity: in the example above,beam extrated (properly) on the noth results in a measured loss of 1.0 Rad/s,161



when its intensity of 4.5�1012. At a lower intensity of 3.5�1012 the loss mightonly be 0.3 Rad/s. In suh ases ogging has redued losses by up to 95%.The growth of this lost halo beam is probably related to instabilities andresonanes in the Booster. New damper systems are intended to redue someof these instabilities. Additionally, the losses are greater and more variable onbathes that not ogged, but are phase loked to the MI. Probably, the phaselok bump is happening quikly enough to generate some large amplitudebeam; eventual replaement of the phase lok system may ameliorate thise�et. The end result is that extration losses an be antiipated to beomeworse and more of an issue with higher Booster bath intensities. However,these inreased losses will be aused by large amplitude beam around the wholeof the Booster, and not just in the noth. As suh, redution of extrationlosses will beome more important, but the redution from ogging will beomerelatively smaller.5.5.2 Beam MotionThe implemented ogging system swings the beam before and after transition,reduing the tuning range available. The pre-transition radial o�sets ourbetween 10 and 16 ms in the yle, and are usually 1 mm in size (as measuredat RPOS), and oasionally 2 mm. After transition, typial bumps are 1.7mm, sometimes 3.4 mm; they start shortly after transition, and are mostlydamped out by the time of phase lok.The role of the pre-transition bump is redue that neessary after tran-sition. The algorithm ould be tuned to redue one type of motion, at theexpense of the other. 162



Operational experiene has suggested that the Booster runs slightlyless eÆiently with ogging than without. Partiularly, high-intensity Mini-BooNE yles (whih are not ogged) are often tuned to a somewhat di�erentdefault RPOS trajetory than the ogged yles. This indiates that the opti-mal RPOS trajetory is usually not in the enter of the safe range for RPOSvariation.At higher beam intensity, ogging should not require radial movementin greater magnitude or extent than at lower intensities. However, the beamwill be larger and a greater amount of the aperture used. As the Boosterahieves higher intensity, the balane of ogging periods and magnitudes mayhave to be examined for more optimal values.5.5.3 Beam QualityThe possible e�ets of ogging's radial manipulations on beam quality wasa onern from the outset. Rapid radial shifts in position have the apaityto dilute emittane spae longitudinally. Furthermore, beam may be diretedinto a part of the Booster's dynami aperture that is nonlinear, or non-optimalin some other way, potentially leading to transverse emittane growth. Forexamples of beam size growth see x5.3.1.Mindful of the above possibilities, ogging was optimized to redue theradial manipulations within the ultimate ogging system. Additionally, radialmanipulations were ramped over multiple synhrotron periods, where possible,and the radial o�set signal further passed through a 10 kHz low-pass �lterpreeding the LLRF.For the most part, no variation in beam quality has been notied withthe ogged beam. The slip-staking in the Main Injetor projet had diÆulty163



Beam Type Cogged? Intensity (1012) Beam Size (mm)Swithyard No 0.4 3.84 � 0.05Swithyard Yes 0.4 3.93 � 0.06MiniBooNE No 2.8 4.71 � 0.03Staking No 4.2 4.43 � 0.05Staking Yes 4.2 4.00 � 0.08Table 5.1: Extrated beam size for various types of beam, at di�erent inten-sities from the Booster. The Swithyard and staking yles are phase lokedwith the MI before extration. No beam size growth is evident with ogging.with the longitudinal emittanes of the extrated beam from the Booster, butthat was eventually traed to unbalaned RF during a bunh rotation proess.To be more onrete, we studied the extrated beam's size after leavingthe Booster. Table 5.1 shows data olleted from the �rst multiwire pro�ledetetor downstream of the Booster extration region. The multiwire wasused to measure the horizontal beam width of the beam. During the periodof time of the study, there were three types of beam being extrated: lowintensity bathes intended for the MI and ultimately the Swithyard; moderateintensity MiniBooNE bathes, and high intensity bathed intended for slip-staking. During this study the ogging ould be enabled and disabled onvarious yles. We were able to interlae di�erent types of yles over a periodof � 30 minutes, hopefully nullifying any slow variation in the tuning quality.The measured data give a null result for the impat of ogging on beamquality. In fat, ogged beam had a smaller beam size in the ase of high inten-sity bathes. Furthermore, the moderate intensity MiniBooNE beam showedthe largest beam size by far. While unexpeted, we believe this to be ausedby the Booster's tuning being optimized for high-intensity, suh that moderateintensity beam was less well aelerated. The onlusion from this study wasthat ogging has no onsistent negative e�ets on the beam and that proper164



Figure 5.15: Antiproton prodution rate sine the start of Fermilab's Run II.The implementation of slip-staking with ogging in Jan. 2005 ontributed tothe higher aumulation rate.tuning of the mahine is likely to have the most signi�ant e�et on any oper-ation.5.6 ConlusionThe ultimate ogging system was implemented in the end of 2004 and has oper-ated in support of the NuMI beam and slip-staking for antiproton prodution.Sine implementation, over 30 million Booster pulses have been ogged. Thesystem works lose to its ideal spei�ation in terms of reduing losses, whilerequiring a later noth and radial motion of the beam during the yle.Fig. 5.15 shows the improvement of antiproton prodution rate sinethe start of Run II. Many soures of improvement have ontributed to the165



inrease; these inlude the storage of antiprotons in the Reyler and deliveryof more protons per hour to the antiproton target. The inreased number ofprotons has arisen through the proess of slip-staking, requiring multi-bathMI operation with ogging. Slip-staking has allowed a maximum inrease of� 60% in the number of protons to the antiproton prodution target. In thelong term, it is hoped that the slip-staking proess an be improved to doublethe number of protons delivered to the antiproton prodution target { oggingwill be required for the duration of this run.The NuMI beam has been able to ramp up to a sustained rate of near200 kW of beam on target, as shown in Fig. 5.16. This beam power is thehighest for a high-energy neutrino beam7, besting the previous WANF beam atCERN whih ran at � 150 kW. Booster yles typially exeed 4�1012 protonsper bath. Cogging has been used to injet up to seven bathes into the theMain Injetor, as many as six for delivery to the NuMI line. Improvementsin the rate of antiproton ooling have allowed the Main Injetor ombinedyles to our more rapidly, and thus inrease the NuMI average beam power.Further inreases have ourred with the inlusion of dediated NuMI yles inthe spaing between ombined-yles, and during times when the antiprotonsoure is not staking.Fig. 5.17 shows the integrated number of protons delivered to NuMI.A total of 9�1019 have been olleted so far, leading to millions on neutrinoevents in the MINOS near detetor, and some number in the far. The �rstosillation results should be possible when the number of protons exeeds 1020,and improvements will be possible up to � 25� that number, to be deliveredover the next several years.In the very long term, alternatives to ogging beome more attrative.7The sub-GeV LAMPF beam at LANL ran at a higher power of � 700 kW166
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Figure 5.17: The integrated number of protons to NuMI sine the start if itsrun. Cogging has been operational from the very start as part of the multi-bath proedure.Some plans all for operating the Booster at 10-15 Hz, at the same or higherbath intensities. The inreased throughput of 2-3 times as many protons willexeed extration loss limits by simple extrapolation. Furthermore, the noth-ing loss starts to beome prohibitive, providing a preferene for the alternativenoth reation shemes. Either additional systems must be used to redue thenon-ogging extration losses; or a di�erent type of extration that does notrequire ogging is neessary. Two suh possibilities are the use of an inter-mediate storage ring or aelerator between the Booster and MI that ouldaommodate longitudinal slippage [81℄, or the development of an extrationkiker system that ould reah full deetion within 10 ns { the inter-bunhspaing. 168



Chapter 6
Neutrino Beam Monitoring

6.1 IntrodutionExperimental use of a neutrino beam requires knowledge of its uene, energy,and avor omposition. Full measurement of the neutrino spetrum requiresa neutrino detetor; however, due to the small interation rates of neutrinos,the MINOS near detetor requires hours or weeks to aumulate enough data[82, 83℄ to observe hanges in the beam. A less diret, but muh quiker wayto verify the beam quality is to observe the seondary and tertiary partilesprodued in assoiation with the neutrinos, whih an be deteted on everybeam pulse.The NuMI Beam Monitors are a series of detetor arrays loated atthe downstream end of the deay volume. The arrays onsist of a number ofionization hambers that at as harged-partile ounters. The BeamMonitorsmeasure the uene and spatial distribution of remnant hadrons in the beamand of the tertiary muons produed onomitantly with neutrinos in pionand kaon deays. Beause of the large uxes of these harged partiles, the169



Beam Monitors an obtain, in a single spill, a reasonably aurate measure ofthe neutrino beam intensity, diretion, and onsisteny. Furthermore, theseinstruments permit rapid diagnostis to be performed in the event of a failureof the upstream neutrino beam systems.This hapter reviews the design of Beam Monitor detetors built for theNuMI beam, and the measurements of whih they are apable. Comparisonsof the NuMI system are made to those installed in previous beamlines. Severalaspets of the hamber design are reviewed. The Beam Monitors must operatein extremely high partile uxes, so partiular attention was applied suh thattheir response behaves linearly.Ch. 7 reviews literature data on helium gas neessary to desribe ionhamber performane. Ch. 8 desribes the results of a theoretial model usedto extrapolate the expeted ion hamber performane with the intense uxesantiipated in NuMI. Ch. 9 explores the hambers' performane in the NuMIbeam. Ch. 10 provides several diagnosti measurements for whih the ham-bers have been used in NuMI beam operation. Ch. 11 ontains an analysisin whih the Beam Monitors were used to align the omponents in the targethall using the beam itself.6.2 Seondary Beam Monitoring in PreviousExperimentsThe �rst neutrino beam, used at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), didnot expliitly use beam monitors (e.g., see [1℄). That experiment based itsneutrino ux alulations on estimates of hadron prodution yields from thetargets. During the experiment they veri�ed that beam was being produed170



using indiret methods, suh as measuring the rate of loss of protons in airulating beam. They subsequently used emulsion detetors plaed in slotsin the steel shielding in front of the detetor to analyze the muon spetra, andthus provided a hek on the muon-neutrino uxes [84℄. The CERN neutrinobeam utilized a spetrometer downstream of its target station to measureseondary partiles prodution in situ [85℄. Thus, they veri�ed the propertiesof the fousing horns; however, the spetrometer diverted the seondary beamand ould not be used during neutrino running. A similar system, whihdoes not impat the beam and an run ontinuously, is used in the FermilabMiniBooNE beam [86℄; it is limited to measuring ertain wide-angle deays ofkaons. The \dihromati", narrow-band beams of Fermilab [2, 87℄ and theCERN SPS [88℄ used dipole and quadrupole magnets to selet a small mo-mentum band of seondary pions and kaons from the target. Although suhbeams greatly redue the overall neutrino yield per proton, they o�er a pre-ise ux measurement beause of the known �=K momentum seletion andbeause of the possibility of plaing instrumentation along both the seondary�=K and tertiary � beams [89, 90, 88, 91℄. Suh monitors were plaed in thebeam throughout the run and were essential for ross-setion measurements ofneutrinos on various target materials.The wide-band, horn-foused beams do not lend themselves well toontinuous seondary beam monitoring, so instead rely on measurements ofthe tertiary muon ux. The �rst suh ontinuous muon beam monitoringsystem was built at the CERN neutrino beam run in 1967 [92, 93℄. Thesystem onsisted of arrays of ionization hambers and sintillator paddles inthe muon �lter that measured pro�les of the muons at various depths withinthe �lter. At this beamline the �lter was an arrangement of steel walls that171



stopped the muons via ionization energy loss. Variously alled a muon shield,dump, or ranger, the �lter is designed to ause all muons to slow and deaybefore reahing the neutrino detetor1. The muon rates were used to verifythe horn fousing and steer the proton beam. The results were also used foralulations of neutrino ux to the experiment [93, 94℄.The reent osillation experiments depend more on knowledge of thespetral shape and avor omposition of the beam, and less on the abso-lute rate of the beam. In their West Area Neutrino Faility (WANF) beam,CERN added seondary-emission foils downstream of their target and ion-ization hambers at the upstream end of their deay pipe to ensure propertargeting of the proton beam [95℄. Likewise, the Institute of High EnergyPhysis-Serpokov (IHEP) used ionization hambers plaed in their muon shield[96, 97℄. BNL added \pion monitor" ionization hambers to its deay region[98℄. The K2K beam in Japan used temporary Cerenkov ounters and ur-rent transformers in the seondary beam [99℄, and also used several additionalmuon and neutrino detetors to better understand the tertiary beam om-position [100℄. The latest CERN beam, CNGS, will use arrays of ionizationhambers for its muon monitors [101℄.6.3 The NuMI Beam Monitoring SystemThe NuMI Beam Monitoring System onsists of a single Hadron Monitor anda set of three Muon Monitors(see Fig. 6.1) . The primary goals of the systemare to measure beam harateristis, on a pulse-to-pulse basis, that are usedas veri�ation for ux preditions at the MINOS far detetor, and to assist in1In MINOS, the �lter onsists of the unexavated rok through whih the muons musttravel. As disussed below, small \aloves" were exavated in portions of the rok; at whihplaes the NuMI Muon Monitors reside and measure the muon uenes.172



ommissioning and aligning the beamline omponents.MINOS relies on its Near Detetor for an absolute measurement of itsneutrino ux, signi�antly reduing the systemati errors involved with pre-diting the neutrino ux. The limitation on experimental preision then fallsto our ability to extrapolate near detetor measurements to the far detetor.Beamline simulation shows that various hanges in the beamline (suh as om-ponent positions, beam position, or magnet urrents) an a�et the ratio ofneutrinos between the two detetors. Suh hanges in the beamline may bedetetable in the Near Detetor; however it would take weeks to aumulatesuÆient statistis.The NuMI Beam Monitors provide spill-to-spill quality ontrol mea-surements. They provide e�etive quality ontrol as every muon-neutrino isaompanied by a muon. The monitors gain sensitivity to the energy spe-trum of the muon beam by sampling the distribution at several loations inthe shielding . The beam monitors' measurement ability is enhaned by on-�guring the NuMI beam for di�erent neutrino beam energies [38℄. Suh energyvariation studies are important, as measurement of the absolute ux of neu-trinos in the peak of the low-energy distribution is not possible with the muonmonitors { some of the orresponding muons range out in the upstream shield-ing. Past experiene from CERN shows that it is desirable to have fast (i.e.single spill) measurements from muon monitors to diagnose problems suh asmisalignments [102℄ or non-ideal horn optis [103℄.The Hadron Monitor, loated at the end of the deay pipe, monitorsthe integrity of the target and ba�e system. The ux at the Hadron Monitoris dominated by protons and hadrons from the target [83℄, so is relativelyinsensitive to the details of horn fousing. As suh, it is used to loate thetarget-ba�e system (see Ch. 11), and on a spill-to-spill basis to ensure that173
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Figure 6.1: Bird's-eye view of the downstream areas of the NuMI beamline. The beam enters the area throughthe deay pipe onsisting of remnant protons, seondary hadrons, deay muons, and neutrinos. The hadronbeam's spatial distribution is measured at the Hadron Monitor and then stopped in the Hadron Absorber. Thehigher-energy muons penetrate the absorber and some distane of rok; along the way their spatial distributionsare measured by the Muon Monitors. After 60 m of rok only the neutrino portion of the beam remains.
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Figure 6.2: Simulated pro�le of proton uene at the Hadron Monitor for thenominal beam ase, and for a ase where the last 10% of the target is missing(as in damaged).no failure of the target has ourred. Experiene from BNL ([104℄, Ch. 2) andour own experiene operating NuMI (see Ch. 10) have shown that having anin situ monitor of the target's integrity an be quite useful, espeially in lightof the higher proton beam power available at Fermilab.To appraise the Hadron Monitor's apability as a target monitor, var-ious target failure senarios were simulated. Fig. 6.2 shows the simulatedtransverse distribution of protons arriving at the Hadron Monitor during nor-mal running, and for a ase where the last 10% of the target is destroyed ordisplaed. The loss of target material redues the attenuation and satter-ing experiened by the proton beam, resulting a more intense and narrowerdistribution at the Hadron Monitor.The Hadron Absorber removes most of the protons and hadrons from175



Figure 6.3: Momentum distributions of parent partiles that produe partileinterations in the �rst two muon monitors and the neutrino detetors in thelow-energy beam. The uto� for muons penetrating to alove 1 is � 5 GeV,and 12 GeV to alove 2. The muons measured in alove 1 ome from parenthadrons whih ontribute strongly to the peak of the neutrino spetrum in theMINOS detetors, while alove 2 measures the high-energy tail.the beam. The absorber onsists of a water ooled aluminum ore, surroundedby steel, whih is surrounded by onrete. The beam muons must pass throughabout 2.5 m of Aluminum, 2.3 m of steel, and 0.9 m of onrete to reah the�rst Muon Monitoring station.The �rst Muon Monitoring station, loated behind the absorber, mea-sures the spatial distribution of the muon ux penetrating the absorber. Asshown in Fig. 6.3, the muons that survive to that point are those with 5 GeV orgreater momentum. Fig. 6.3 shows the momentum distribution of the parentpartiles that deay into the muons and neutrinos, weighted by the probabilityof either the muon to arrive at the monitoring station or the probability of theneutrino to interat in the MINOS near detetor. The peak parent momen-tum is slightly higher for the �rst alove than for the MINOS near detetor.Therefore, alove 1 measurements orrespond most losely to the neutrinos ofinterest. 176



Figure 6.4: Simulated horizontal pro�le of muons at alove 1 in the ase wherethe �rst fousing horn is displaed 3 mm to the right of its nominal loation.The three urves are for the low-energy (blue), pME (red), and pHE (magenta)beams. The enter of the muon distributions are onsequently displaed hor-izontally, allowing the use of the aloves in assuring the horn fousing. Also,the sensitivity to misalignments is generally greater for higher-energy beams.(from [38℄)Considering the distribution in Fig. 6.3, we might have wished to haveour �rst monitor sampling below the peak in the neutrino parent momen-tum distribution. In fat, previous beam monitors in other experiments havesampled down to muons of initial energy 1.2 GeV [84℄. Suh a measurement,however, is not possible in the NuMI beam. Previous beamlines used lowerenergy primary proton beams suh that the hadrons ranged out quikly. Amuon monitor plaed in the NuMI shielding, sensitive to lower energy muons,would be dominated by the remains of the hadroni shower, as has been shownpreviously in other experiments [105, 106℄.Muon alove 1 is loated� 8 m behind the absorber. Fig. 6.4 shows sim-ulated muon pro�les at the alove when the �rst fousing horn is misaligned.The alove an be used to measure the shifted muon pro�le in a single spill,and provide notie that suh a displaement ourred. Muon distributionssimilarly shift for disloations of the primary proton beam (see x10.2.2). The177



array is subjet to a neutron bakground emanating from the absorber; thesignal from whih is usually muh less than the muon signal [107℄.Muon alove 2 follows approximately 12 m of unexavated rok down-stream of alove 1. This rok further attenuates the muons suh that � 12 GeVof initial momentum is neessary to penetrate the rok. The distribution ofparent partile momenta for these muons is also shown on Fig. 6.3. The muonsmeasured here orrespond to the high-energy tail of the low-energy neutrinospetrum, or at about the peak of the medium-energy beam.Muon alove 3 follows another 18 m of unexavated rok. The uto�here for muon energy is about 24 GeV, so these muons orrespond to only thehighest-energy portion of the neutrino beam above the fousing peak, even forthe medium- and high-energy beams. The utility of aloves 2 and 3 is mostlylimited to situations where higher energy pions are foused down the deaypipe, whether intentionally by a hange of beam energy, or unintentionallythrough a missteering of the proton beam.6.4 Expeted Partile Rates & DistributionsTable 6.1 shows the alulated harged partile uene at eah detetor, alongwith preditions for the amount of harge olleted on a pixel and the amountof radiation eah monitor is exposed to. Of note is that the Hadron Monitoris exposed to two orders of magnitude more harged partile uene, andthree orders of magnitude more radiation2. The Hadron Monitor onstrutionneeded to be di�erent from the Muon Monitors to aommodate higher signals2The additional order of magnitude in radiation is due to the ontribution of neutrons.Di�erent Monte Carlo models gave very di�erent estimates of neutron uene, but it wasalways higher at the Hadron Monitor than at the Muon Monitors. Additionally, protonsand other hadrons ause more radiation damage than do muons.178



Fluene Charge Dose(/m2/1012ppp) (pC/pixel) (MRad/year)Hadron Monitor 6.8�107 25,000 2,000Muon Alove 1 6.5�105 720 14Muon Alove 2 8.5�104 95 1.2Muon Alove 3 2.5�104 28 0.5Table 6.1: Predited uene, olleted harge, and radiation dose at the beammonitors in the low-energy beam. The maximum uene is alulated for thelow-energy beam and evaluated at the enter of eah monitor. The hargeolleted per spill is alulated using the uene, an area of 58 m2, a gap of 1or 3 mm, ionization of 1.6 mm�1, and a beam intensity of 2.5�1013 protons.The dose is alulated for the enter of eah monitor; the Hadron Monitoralulation inludes an upper bound for the neutron ontribution, whih anause the estimate to vary by an order of magnitude. Monte Carlo alulationstaken from [82, 83℄, radiation estimates from [108℄.and withstand greater radiation damage. The Muon Monitors were designedto withstand a marginal amount of radiation and tuned to more preiselymeasure the smaller signals.Fig. 6.5 shows the alulated radial distribution of the seondary beamat the Hadron Monitor for three beam onditions. The �rst ondition is thenominal beam pro�le; the half-width-half-maximum of the distribution is �20 m, as expeted from multiple sattering in the NuMI target. The distri-bution attens by 50 m away from the enter. The signal at that point startsto be dominated by eletromagneti partiles from showers; furthermore, thee�et of horn fousing is almost immeasurable in the Hadron Monitors, sooverage outside of 50 m is of limited use.The third distribution shown in Fig. 6.5 is that of the proton beam atthe Hadron Monitor when the target is removed. Suh diret transport of theproton beam to the absorber ourred during the ommissioning period; atwhih time the Hadron Monitor veri�ed proton transport through the target179



Figure 6.5: Above: Monte Carlo simulated radial distributions of partile u-ene in the Hadron Monitor for three beam onditions: nominal low-energyrunning, low-energy-running without horn fousing, and the proton beamtransported to the monitor without an intervening target. Below: simu-lated radial distribution of uene omposition for nominal low-energy run-ning. (from [82℄) 180



Figure 6.6: Simulated radial distributions of the muon uene at eah of themuon aloves in the low-energy beam. (from [82℄)hall, and was used for the beam-based alignment of target hall omponents(Ch. 11). The diret proton beam is signi�antly narrower, suh that the beamhalf-width is only � 10 m. To measure this beam well we need pixel spaingsof less than 20 m and overage gaps of less than 5 m.Fig. 6.6 shows the radial distributions of muon uene in the Muonaloves for nominal low-energy running. The muon beam is very broad bythe time it reahes the Muon Monitors, its extent being set largely by thedeay pipe size and multiple sattering in the intervening material3. The greatbreadth of the beam allows the Muon Monitors to operate with signi�antlyless granulation than the Hadron Monitor.Table 6.2 shows simulation preditions of beam size and intensity at themonitoring stations for three di�erent beam on�gurations. The low-energyis the design beam whih will likely be used for the majority of neutrinoosillation studies. The pME and pHE beams are higher energy neutrino3The simulated details of these distributions will hange one the Hadron Absorber isfully desribed in the Monte Carlo simulation.181



LE pME pHEHadron uene (107/m2/1012ppp) 6.8 6.8 6.8Monitor rms (m) 20. 20. 20.Muon uene (105/m2/1012ppp) 6.5 10.0 9.0Alove 1 rms (m) 190 130 110Muon uene (105/m2/1012ppp) 0.9 5.0 7.2Alove 2 rms (m) 250 140 110Muon uene (105/m2/1012ppp) 0.35 0.5 2.3Alove 3 rms (m) 190 250 120Table 6.2: Predited maximum partile uene and beam size at the mon-itoring stations for di�erent types of beam. LE is the low-energy, nominaldesign, beam { now replaed by the LE10 beam. pME and pHE are thepartial-medium and -high energy beams desribed in [38℄.beams produed by moving the target bak to improve the fousing of high-energy mesons [38℄. The rates in the later aloves are predited to inreasewith higher-energy beam.6.4.1 Radiation LevelsTable 6.1 enumerates the signi�ant amounts of radiation the monitors will beexposed to. The radiation has the potential to damage materials and reateresidual ativation. Damage from radiation an manifest diretly, as in ausingthe dieletri in a able to fail, shorting the high voltage. Suh radiationan also damage the monitors indiretly by vaporizing organi materials thatan then be deposited on the eletrodes and reduing their eÆieny. Tomitigate the e�ets of radiation the monitors were designed with materialsthat ould survive the radiation, eshewing materials suh as Teon and otherradiation-vulnerable plastis for seals and dieletris, as well as potentiallyvolatile organi materials like G-10 iruit board within the gas vessels. Thedesign is made up of almost entirely four types of omponents: metal, erami,182



polyimide4, and PEEK plasti. Radiation tests of hamber omponents wereonduted at the University of Texas 1 MW �ssion reator; doses of up to 12GRad were shown to have no detrimental impat.The issue of residual ativation is important for the Hadron Monitor5.The Hadron Monitor is designed to be removable, and possibly replaed in theevent of failure. It is estimated that after 1 year of running the Monitor willbe radioativated to � 700 Rad/hr on ontat [109℄, whih is too high for anysubstantial human proximity. To minimize ativation, the Hadron monitorwas onstruted out of Aluminum, instead of steel, wherever possible. Theresulting radionulides from irradiation of aluminum generally have shorterhalf-lives than those of steel.. Additionally, the dose from an extended objetdepends strongly on its mass, so material was removed wherever possible tominimize the mass.6.5 Ionization ChambersThe Muon and Hadron Monitors are arrays of ionization hambers. Eahharged partile passing through the hamber ionizes a gas subjet to an ele-tri �eld; the ions and eletrons then drift to eletrodes and the urrent mea-sured is proportional to partile ux. Details of ionization hamber operationare disussed in Chs. 7 and 8. Here we disuss the partiular parameters ofthe ionization hambers and some of the reasons for those hoies.The hamber hosen for the NuMI Beam Monitors is of the parallel-plate type, where two planar eletrodes are oriented parallel to eah other and4Commonly known by the trade name Kapton.5The Muon Monitors will su�er almost no residual ativation as a result of the partileuene being markedly lower and that muons rarely interat in suh a way to produeradioisotopes. 183



an eletri bias applied aross the separation. This geometry is useful for itssimpliity, for the uniformity of the eletri �eld , and for the possibility ofsmall eletrode separation. The uniform eletri �eld ontrols the drift of theions and forestalls ionization ampli�ation (see x7.5). A small gap is desired assmaller ionization hambers generally have better olletion eÆieny at thevery high partile uenes antiipated.Cerami hambers were hosen in plae of the iruit-board G-10 ham-bers used elsewhere [110℄. The erami is more radiation tolerant; it is fur-thermore sti�er, allowing smaller eletrode separation. A hamber with a largetransverse eletrode size and small separation was hosen to maximize bothsignal strength and olletion eÆieny.The hambers in Fig. 6.7 have a substrate of 99.7% pure alumina e-rami ut to 4" squares. Silver-platinum eletrodes are deposited via pho-tolithography. The high-voltage plate has a solid eletrode aross its entirefae. The signal plate onsists of the 3"�3" signal eletrode and a 1 m guardring that surrounds the sensitive eletrode. The guard ring, sense eletrode,and bias eletrode make their eletrial onnetions in the orners.The plates are separated by preision erami washers of either 1 or3 mm width { for the Hadron or Muon Monitor, respetively. While thesewashers varied by only 0.0005" in thikness, the plates' atness varied by0.002" (Muon Monitors) or 0.0005" (Hadron Monitor).The ionization medium for these hambers was hosen to be pure heliumgas, ontinuously owed, at atmospheri pressure. Helium has low densityand low ionization per traversing partile, mitigating the e�et of spae-hargebuildup within the hamber. A pure, inert gas is desired for hamber longevity.The hoie of atmospheri pressure was for simpliity in the design of the gassystem. Lower gas densities might have been preferable in the Hadron Monitor184
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Figure 6.7: The erami plates that make up eah vessel. Both have silver-platinum eletrodes faing the the ionization volume. Plate a is the highvoltage plate with a single eletrode that onnets to the bias supply througha orner post. b is the signal plate that has two eletrodes: the sense padthat de�nes the ative volume and a grounded guard-ring eletrode around it.Both make eletrial onnetions in the orners.185
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signal harge are unshielded within the gas vessel. Without an interveningground, there are lines of eletri �eld from the HV wire to signal wire. Ionsand eletrons will drift along these lines and inrease the measured signal. Theadditional ionization will ome from areas that may have been irradiated to adi�erent extent than the hamber; also the drift will be over a larger distane,so will be less linear with intensity.In order to better understand the mehanisms for stray ionization andto optimally design eletrial onnetions to the ion hambers, we performedseveral benh tests with di�erent onditions [111℄. These tests were used todetermine on�gurations whih would not ollet harge from outside the a-tive volume. A series of ionization hambers were mounted inside a single gasvessel �lled with either helium or air. These hambers had eletrial onne-tions onsisting of either bare wire, insulated wire, or oaxial ables in whihan outer ground shield overed the able insulation. Similarly, several eletri-al feedthroughs were tested. � soures were mounted inside and outside theionization hambers, and the relative urrents from signal (inside) and stray(outside) ionization noted. It was found that all onnetions and feedthroughsrequired an insulator around the ontats, and further a grounded ondutoroutside the insulator.6.6 Hadron MonitorThe Hadron Monitor was designed as a 7�7 grid of 1 mm ionization hambersin a single gas vessel, oriented transversely to the beam axis. The hambersare spaed 4.5" enter-to-enter, for a total ative extent of 30" horizontallyand vertially. The vessel is an aluminum box with a over that is sealed tothe box with a solder-wire gasket. Eah high voltage and signal hannel has187



Figure 6.9: View of the Hadron Monitor interior. The 49 hamber arraymeasures about 1 m square.its own erami feedthrough6, ustom high-radiation able, and oaxial ablesbak to the equipment raks outside of the radiation area; this separationallows individual hannels to be disonneted in the ase of pixel failure. Thefollowing setions desribe the design, onstrution, and installation of theHadron Monitor6.6.1 ConstrutionThe Hadron Monitor interior is shown in Fig. 6.9. The vessel is entirely made ofaluminum and was as thin as possible to minimize radioativated mass. Theerami feedthroughs were �rst installed on the blank aluminum box whihhad the 98 holes in it. The erami feedthroughs are standard high-vauum10 kV feedthroughs with a entral stainless ondutor brazed to the erami6Eah hannel was provided its own feedthrough to avoid the hallenge of running ablewithin the gas volume while avoiding stray ionization and gas poisoning. See x6.6.2 fordetails on the abling. 188
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Figure 6.10: Pro�le of the Hadron Monitor feedthrough and hamber assem-bly. The feedthrough is a modi�ed vauum high-voltage feedthrough that isgasketed to the aluminum vessel. The hamber plates mount diretly on thefeedthroughs. A peek ap is attahed to the top of the feedthrough lead toavoid olleting stray ionization.
and an external stainless jaket for welding. Eah feedthrough was �tted witha male threaded �xture whih was used to ompress an a aluminum gasket atthe aluminum vessel wall (see Fig. 6.10). The erami plates are supportedat two orners by these feedthrough pins, and at their other two orners byaluminum stando�s.The over to the Hadron Monitor is an aluminum lid, sealed to thevessel with a lead-tin solder gasket. A bak over of aluminum sheet metalwas fastened over the feedthroughs and ables for protetion.189



6.6.2 CablingBeause the Hadron Monitor is buried inside the absorber shielding, whereradiation levels are quite high, partiular attention was given to its abling.Calulations show [108℄ that the radiation levels fall o� by a fator of � 3at 1 m radius, and another fator of 10 through the onrete shielding. Ourexpetation was that Kapton-insulated able would survive these radiationlevels. For an additional safety margin, a redundant able was designed forthe span behind the Hadron Monitor, where the radiation levels are highest:a oaxial Kapton able was stripped of its outer ground braid for its last �1 m and a erami tube slid over for extra insulation. The erami has analuminum sleeve around it, ating as the exterior ground; eah sleeve wassoldered to its assoiated braiding.Outside of the absorber shielding the oaxial Kapton able transitionsto standard RG-58 oaxial and SHV ables for the run to the eletronis.The transitions were soldered to iruit boards inside shielded stainless boxes.The boxes were potted with RTV7 silione rubber to prevent breakdown andspurious ionization. The RG-58 were run for about 100' through the absorberhall to the eletronis raks outside the radiation area. Inside the hall, theable trays were routed to avoid higher-radiation areas where feasible.6.6.3 Installation & AlignmentThe Hadron Monitor sits diretly in front of Hadron Absorber and is onlyaessible by a 6" � 40" slot in the side of the absorber. The Hadron Monitoris installed by sliding it on rails into position, and removed the same way{ if ever neessary. The alignment of the Hadron Monitor is de�ned by the7Room-Temperature Vulanizing 190



Figure 6.11: The bakside of the Hadron Monitor showing the hard-line ablesand the ouplings to the eletrial feedthroughs. The able is a entral Kaptoninsulated wire surrounded by erami ylinders sheathed in a solid aluminumtube. The ouplings are mahined PEEK ylinders with a polyethylene nutto allow aess to the eletrial onnetion. HV feedthroughs are groupedtogether to redue eletri �elds at the signal feedthroughs.
191



loation of the rail and the stop on that rail. Alignment of these omponentswas performed six months previous to installation [112℄.While the Beam Absorber was under onstrution a lower rail for sup-porting the Hadron Monitor, an upper rail for keeping it vertial, and a stopfor de�ning the horizontal position were installed. Survey markers in the ab-sorber hall were used for alignment and expeted to be aurate to a preisionof � 0.5".A length of stainless-steel wire rope was attahed to the Hadron Monitorto allow removal, if neessary. The wire rope, gas lines, and Kapton ableswere bundled together at the edge of the shielding. A 6" thik steel door wasthen losed over the installation slot, sealing o� the interior exept for a fewinh hole in the door that allowed the bundle of ables and pipes to penetrate.6.7 Muon MonitorThe Muon Monitors are omposed of three 9�9 arrays of 3 mm ionizationhambers. The arrays are eah made up of nine \tubes" in whih there is atray with nine hambers mounted. The hambers are spaed 10" enter-to-enter (horizontally and vertially) for a total array overage of 2�2 m2. Eahtube is an independent helium volume with eletrial feedthroughs and gasonnetions. For design details, see [113℄ and [114℄.6.7.1 ConstrutionThe layout of a Muon Monitor tray is shown in Fig. 6.12. The tray is anmahined aluminum U-hannel 90" in length, 5.5" in width, and 1.5" in height.Eah of the nine hambers is mounted on four stando�s that are eah fastened192
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to the tube. The two stando�s that arry the ground are solid aluminum withpins that are soldered to the ground orners of the signal plates. The other twostando�s are like oaxial ables, in that they arry the eletrial onnetionwithin a dieletri.The oaxial ables are routed on the tray toward one end, underneaththe other hambers. The ables are held in plae between eah tube by analuminum omb that is fastened to the tray. Mounted on eah omb is a holderfor a 1 �Ci Ameriium-241 soure. Eah soure is situated diretly adjaentto the gap of eah hamber, providing illumination of the ative volume by �-partiles. These soures produe a small ionization urrent that was intendedto be used for alibration. However, the harater of the ionization was sodi�erent than muons and the signal so small that they were unsuitable foralibration [115℄.All of the ables are terminated in an end-plate that was bolted to thetray, the exterior of whih is shown in Fig. 6.13. The high-voltage ables fedinto ustom feedthroughs (see Fig. 6.14). The signal ables were all solderedonto the pins of a 9-pin D-type erami vauum feedthrough. A PEEK ollar�t over the ables and pins to insulate them from the gas.The assembled tray and end-plate were inserted into a \tube", whihwas aluminum box-hannel 6" � 2" with 1/16" side-walls and 90" in lengthwith anges welded onto the ends. One side of the tray was �xed to the end-plate, and was thus �xed to the tube upon sealing. The opposite end wasfastened to the tube via an internal plate. The tubes were ushed and sealedwith dry nitrogen for transportation and storage until installation.194
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 conductorFigure 6.14: The high-voltage feedthrough used in the Muon Monitors. It isomposed of ompression �ttings and a PEEK ylinder as the dieletri. Oneompression �tting (not shown) is welded to the end-plate and makes a gas-tight seal with the PEEK. The oaxial Kapton wire is fed into the ylinder;the end is stripped and the enter ondutor is soldered to a pin welded tothe outer ompression-�tting ap. This ap provides the other gas seal on thePEEK. The external eletrial onnetions are made by nut ompression to aG-10 iruit board.
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Figure 6.15: One of the three Muon Monitor arrays. There are nine ionizationhambers in eah of nine tubes.
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6.7.2 Installation & Alignment
The muon tubes were mounted vertially on an aluminum support struture asshown in Fig. 6.15. Eah tube was fastened via srews at the top and bottomto the support struture. Above and below the tubes are two 1" stainless steelgas distribution manifolds onneted to eah hamber with 1/4" stainless-steeltubing.A potted nine-pin able was attahed to eah tube, bring the signals tojuntion boxes. There, the signals were individually oupled to the ondutorsof 50-pin twisted at able - two ables for eah alove. This able ran tothe eletronis, outside of the radiation area. The juntion boxes were eahpotted; alove 1 was potted with RTV, aloves 2 and 3 were potted with wax.The Muon Monitor positions and orientations were measured with re-spet to survey markers in the absorber hall and muon aloves. These surveymarkers had only been surveyed to an auray of � 6 mm with respet to thenetwork de�ned by the markers in the target hall.The most important part of alignment, aligning the muon tubes onstand, was aomplished by adjusting the monitors so that the lower end-plates were within 1 mm of eah other vertially. Also, the tubes were spaedhorizontally at 10" to a preision of � 2 mm.The support strutures were eah aligned to the survey marks in thehall. Using laser lines and levels, tape measures, right angles, and plumb bobsthe results of Table 6.3 were obtained.198



Alove 1 Alove 2 Alove 3x (mm) 0.8 0.0 0.0y (mm) 2.5 0.0 -1.3yaw (mrad) -7.0 2.4 0.0pith (mrad) 1.3 0.0 0.0roll (mrad) 0.0 0.0 0.0Table 6.3: Measured positions and orientation angles of the three Muon Mon-itor arrays with respet to the survey points. The unertainty in the positionsis � 3 mm, and in the angles is � 1 mrad. The orrespondene between surveypoints in the upstream and downstream portions of the beamline is � 6 mm.6.8 Gas Delivery SystemAs mentioned above, the beam monitors operate with a ontinuous ow ofhelium gas. A diagram of the gas delivery system is shown in Fig. 6.16.The helium soure is an 8-pak of ultra-high purity (UHP) helium ylin-ders. The ylinders are hanged regularly { typially one every three or fourweeks. The ylinders onnet to a stainless steel high-pressure manifold. Atwo-stage regulator ontrols the output pressure that is delivered from theylinder { set to � 60 psi.After the regulator, a 1/4" stainless line of about 1000' length travelsdown the MINOS vertial shaft (� 330') and up the absorber aess tunnel tothe equipment raks outside of the beam enlosure.The input pressure to the rak is measured via a transduer to a prei-sion of � 1 psi. The line then splits into four { one for eah beam monitoringstation. Eah line leads to a manual needle valve that ontrols the ow toeah station. The ow and pressure are measured on the low-pressure linesvia owmeters and transduers that readout into the data aquisition8. Eahline is �tted with a hek valve: the Hadron Monitor is limited to 1 psi and8The preision of these transduers is � 1 torr; of these owmeters: � 0.1 L/hr.199
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Figure 6.16: Diagram the Beam Monitoring gas system. It is broken into three parts: the ylinders above groundat the servie building, the distribution and instrumentation at the equipment raks just outside of the radiationarea, and �nal parts in the beam tunnel. The on�guration shown is as installed { some omponents in thebeamline were later removed. Detailed desriptions are in the text.
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the Muon Monitors to 3 psi.At eah of the Hadron and Monitors there is another set of isolationvalves, purge, and pressure transduer. The Hadron Monitor also has a reliefvalve whih raks at 1/3 psi. As antiipated, the transduers at the detetorsfailed due to radiation within one month of operation. Before this failure, thetransduers at the equipment rak were alibrated to the detetor transduers;these are used for long-term monitoring. There is also an RTD9 attahed toeah of the detetors for temperature orretions.To establish the operating ow of the monitors we measured the gaspurity of the exhaust from eah monitor as a funtion of owrate. An IllinoisInstruments Oxygen Analyzer was plaed in line with the exhaust of eah mon-itor. The oxygen analyzer has a signi�ant impedane, so eah test resulted ina larger overpressure than the owrate would otherwise indue. The owratewas adjusted and the analyzer allowed to ome to equilibrium at a value.The results of the ow tests are shown in Fig. 6.17. The Hadron Monitoroxygen level reahes a minimum at a ow of 40 l/hr. The minimum existsbeause the overpressure is induing a leak at the hek valve and perhapsother loations. The high impurity level is probably due to a known leak atone of the feedthroughs. An operating ow of 25 l/hr. was hosen for theHadron Monitor and 10 l/hr. for eah of the Muon Monitors.6.9 High-Voltage SystemThe high-voltage for the Beam Monitors is generated with 16 \Droege" high-voltage (HV) supplies. The supplies were modi�ed to output one-tenth of their9Resistive Temperature Devie. These are thought to be more radiation resistant thanthermoouples. 201



Figure 6.17: Measured Oxygen level at the outlet of the monitors as a funtionof ow rate. The upswing in the Hadron Monitor ow is thought to be ausedby the relief valve, or other leaks, opening up with the inreased pressureneessary to indue the ow.
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nominal bias to allow better preision [116℄. The HV supplies are loated in theequipment rak outside of the radiation area. Eah supply has a trip settingand is set to 0.1 mA.The HV supplies are ontrolled with standard Fermilab CAMAC quad-DAC voltage ontrollers. The settings for the supplies an be adjusted throughthe Fermilab ontrols network, ACNET; the measured voltages are similarlyreorded by the system.The layout of the muon HV system is shown in Fig. 6.18. Eah HVhannel supplies HV to 27 hambers. The HV hannel is split in the equipmentrak to three ables { one eah for a muon tube. The able is terminated atthe tube end-plate by soldering onto the �lter and fan-out iruit board oneah tube. Eah iruit board has a 1 k
 input resistor to redue ground loope�ets. After the input resistor the signals are fanned out to a 10 Hz low-pass�lter and then to the HV feedthroughs on the muon end-plate. The �lters aredesigned with large apaitane to minimize the voltage drop over the resistordue to urrent ow. The apaitors are in the muon radiation �eld, so theyhave erami dieletris. Should one hamber fail suh that it is shorted toground the remaining hambers will remain biased, exept that the short willat like a voltage divider.The layout of the Hadron Monitor HV system is shown in Fig. 6.19.The �ltering and fanout is entirely aomplished at the equipment rak. Alarge �lter box takes HV input from seven supplies and outputs to 49 RG-58ables. This allows individual hannels to be disonneted at the rak in aseof failure. Also, the apaitane of these �lters is even larger to aommodatethe greater urrent draw of the Hadron Monitor without signi�ant voltagedrop over the �lter resistors. 203
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Chapter 7
Priniples of IonizationChambers

The NuMI Seondary Beam Monitoring System onsists of Ionization Cham-bers (or Ion Chambers). The ion hambers are designed to measure the u-ene of harged partiles. The harged partiles ionize helium gas within thehambers; the liberated ions and eletrons are olleted on a set of eletrodes;measurements of the urrent are proportional to the uene.Maintaining the hambers' linear response to partile uenes is essen-tial in using them as diagnosti tools, but is hallenged by the intense uenesin the NuMI beamline. Suh high uenes lead to the buildup of \spae harge"of slow moving ions in the ion hamber, whih ause nontrivial signal olle-tion behavior at the highest intensities. We therefore developed a theoretialdesription of the harge ow in the ion hamber; the goal of this desriptionis to establish the e�etive limits of operation of the hambers for whih spaeharge does not signi�antly degrade their performane.In order to develop the theoretial desription, we found it neessary to207
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7.1 Ion Chamber IntrodutionA parallel-plate ionization hamber is illustrated in Fig. 7.1: an eletri ur-rent is indued by the ionization of helium gas on�ned between two eletrodesat di�erent eletri potentials. The ideal ion hamber will result in a urrentmeasurement that is equal to the amount of harge ionized by energy deposi-tion from an energeti partile. For high-energy partiles, the ionization perlength is nearly uniform for di�erent speies and energies of partiles, so sim-ply ounting the harge deposited gives a measure of the number of traversingpartiles. A ompliation is that di�erent partile speies may ionize di�erentamounts of harge per partile. x7.2.1 desribes the proess through whih thehigh-energy harged partiles produe harge in the hamber.The eletri �eld auses the ions and eletrons to drift to the eletrodes,as desribed in x7.3 and x7.4. Fig. 7.2 is a oneptual plot of the ion hamberresponse variation with applied eletri �eld. A low eletri �eld results inslower harge drift suh that some harge will not be olleted on the ele-trode due to harges reombining in the gas (x7.6), or eletron attahment onimpurities (x7.7). As disussed in Ch. 8, and exempli�ed by the dashed urvein Fig. 7.2, the proesses of reombination and attahment are exaerbatedat higher ionization rate, ausing larger eletri �elds to be required for fullharge olletion.At very high eletri �eld the drifting eletrons will aquire greater ve-loities, resulting in harge multipliation (x7.5), where eletrons gain enoughkineti energy from the eletri �eld to ionize neutral atoms (or impurities).This e�et is represented in Fig. 7.2 by the rise in olleted harge at high�elds. The response is muh more sensitive to variation in temperature andpressure, so is not desired for operation.209
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Figure 7.2: The response of an idealized ion hamber; the \gain" is plottedas a funtion of the applied eletri �eld, where gain is de�ned as the ratio ofharge olleted on the eletrodes to that ionized in the gas by the inidentpartiles. The ion hamber is intended to be operated on the \plateau", whereall of the ionized harge is olleted at the eletrodes, and variations in �eldhave no e�et. At low �eld, below the plateau, some portion of the ionizedharge is not olleted on the eletrodes due to harge reombination. Suhharge loss e�ets are dependent on the rate of ionization { the dashed lineshows a greater turn-on region assoiated with higher ionization rates allowingmore opportunity for reombination. At high �eld the ion hamber entersproportional mode in whih the eletrons gain enough energy from the eletri�eld to ionize more atoms.
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7.2 Ionization by Charged Partiles7.2.1 Desription of IonizationIt is neessary to know how muh ionization is indued per trak length tra-versed in the gas volume. These ionizations result in a pair of eletron andpositive ion, but are ommonly known as an \ion pair". The total number ofion pairs, st, reated per m of trak length is inferred (see Wilkinson [117℄ pp.8-11, and Knoll [118℄ p. 130) from the energy lost by the partile traversingthe medium (dE/dx) and the average energy neessary to reate an ion pair inthe medium(w): st = dEdx (�; �; N; T )�w(�; �; N; T ) (7.1)where T is the kineti energy, N is the number density of the medium, � refersto the speies of the inident partiles, and � desribes the omposition of themedium.7.2.2 Energy Loss by Charged PartilesThe values of dE/dx are desribed well by the Bethe-Bloh equation for parti-les of intermediate momenta. Taking the equation from [119℄ (p. 2):� �1�� dEdx = Kz2ZA 1�2 �12ln2me2�22TmaxI2 � �2 � Æ2� (7.2)For an explanation of all the variables and onstants see [119℄ (pp. 1-4). In thisase dE=dx has the units of MeV/m. The urves in Fig. 7.3 over the usefulrange of the Bethe-Bloh equation for several materials, of atomi number Z,and inident partiles of harge z. 211



Figure 7.3: dE/dx urves due to ionization for various singly harged partiles,taken from [119℄ (p. 4). This urve also applies for eletrons as far as ionizationlosses are onerned, but this data is not an aurate measure of dE/dx ifbremsstrahlung radiation is signi�ant. Energy loss for eletrons in helium isdominated by bremsstrahlung above 240 MeV, i.e. � � 480. The similarquantity for muons is E� � 2300 GeV, and higher for other partiles.
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Partile Energy w (eV) Referenep 3.6 MeV 45.2 � 0.9 [121℄, ited in [120℄ (p. 20)� 5 MeV 46.0 [122℄, ited in [120℄ (p. 23)� 5 MeV 42.7 [123℄, ited in [120℄ (p. 23)e� variable; � deay 42.3 [124℄, ited in [120℄ (p. 28)e� variable; � deay 40.3 [125℄, ited in [120℄ (p. 28)e� variable;  irradiation 42.3 [126℄, ited in [120℄ (p. 28)� 4.979 MeV 30.0 [127℄, ited in [117℄ (p. 20)� 5.3 MeV 31.0 [128℄, ited in [129℄ (p. 227)Table 7.1: Values of w as measured for several di�erent soures in helium. Weassume that harged mesons and muons will have values similar to that forprotons.7.2.3 Energy Required to Produe an Ion PairThe variable w (in Eqn. (7.1)) desribes the average energy neessary to reatean ion pair. It is muh higher than the ionization potential (24.6 eV for helium)as kineti energy and exitations make up a signi�ant portion of the energytransferred from the inident partile to the medium [120℄.The sensitivity of w on impurity level (known as the Jesse E�et [123℄)makes aurate measurement of this quantity diÆult. The riterion used bythe International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU)is to hoose the measurements from literature with the highest values ([120℄p. 23). Some of the ited values of w for helium are listed in Table 7.1. Thevalues vary from 30 to 46 eV, but modern measurements suggest a higherrange of 40 to 46 eV (probably due to trae impurities and higher pressures inolder measurements). The value most relevant for our measurements will be� 31 eV ([130℄, p. 42), beause of impurity levels within the hambers.213



7.3 Ion MobilityAn ionized helium atom will drift toward the athode under the inuene of theeletri �eld. Beause of ollisions with other atoms, the speed by whih an ionproeeds toward the athode will be muh less than its thermal (instantaneous)veloity.The relationship between the ion drift veloity and eletri �eld is:vI = �760 mmHgP �� T291 K��I �X (7.3)Here, v is the drift veloity of the ion, � is the mobility1, and X is the eletri�eld. Typial units for v, �, and X are m/s, m2/(volt�s), and volt/m.Early experiments and alulations of helium's mobility were extensive(see [117℄, p. 28), but initially led to onfusion (see [131℄, pp. 74-85) and manyvalues of mobility that are unsuitable for appliation to the ase of ionizationhambers operated at atmospheri pressure. Experiments had assumed thatthe drifting ion was He+; as was only shown by later investigations [132, 133℄moleular ions (suh as He+2 ) form at higher gas pressures via the ollisionalproess: He+ + 2He �! He+2 +He, and will drift with a di�erent mobilitythan the atomi ion (He+). Some mobility data of the two ions are shown inFig. 7.4 as a funtion of X/P.The NuMI ionization hambers will run at atmospheri pressure, so thehigher value of around 20 m2/(volt�s) an be used for the mobility.7.4 Eletron Drift VeloitySome of the data on eletron veloity are plotted in Fig. 7.5. For the lowest�elds the drift veloity is proportional to the �eld. Here the eletron's kineti1Denoted as K in some soures. 214



Figure 7.4: Loeb's summary of the data on He+ and He+2 mobilities in heliumgas [131℄, p. 102. The points are the measurements of Chanin [134℄, the dashesare the bounds on the measurements of Hornbek [135℄, the short line repre-sents Mithell's measurements [136℄, and the long line is Massey's alulation[137℄.
energy is still less than thermal energy and a mobility ould be de�ned as inEqn. (7.3). Above a few V/m the veloity urve starts to turn as the eletronenergy inreases, and kineti theory predits a form of (e.g. see [117℄ pp. 31-5):v = �� �XP � 12 (7.4)

At the higher energy region the relation beomes, one again, linear.The prudent approah for implementing the eletron drift veloity is to simply�t some funtion to the data, assuming a linear region below the lowest data.The funtion used in the simulations of Ch. 8 is shown as the line on Fig. 7.5.215



Figure 7.5: Colletion of various soures of eletron drift veloities in helium.Most of the data were taken from Dutton ([138℄, [139℄, [140℄, [141℄, and [142℄as in [143℄, pp. 586 - 587, 608 - 609). Dutton's data is quoted in terms of E/N,so a value of N = 2.69�1019 m�3 is used to onvert to X. Wilkinson's datahave been used to �ll in the gap [117℄; a value of P = 760 mm Hg was used ininterpreting his data. The line shows the veloity used in the simulations ofCh. 8.
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7.5 Gas MultipliationAs eletrons drift through a gas under the inuene of an eletri �eld theygain kineti energy. If the kineti energy is high enough the eletrons willionize atoms through inelasti ollisions. This proess of harge multipliationontinues until the harge is olleted on the eletrode. The amount of hargeolleted on the anode is related to the initial ionization by a proportionalityonstant Qolleted =M�Qionized (7.5)This onstant is related to the average number of eletron-ion pairs liberatedper length by a drifting eletron M = e�x (7.6)Where x is the distane traveled, and � is the number of ionizations per m ofpath, known as the �rst Townsend CoeÆient.The �rst Townsend oeÆient is usually de�ned e�etively for a givengas, but ideally it should only depend on X/P (orX/N). A popular parametriza-tion of � is that due to von Engel ([144℄ p. 138):�P = A exp � �BX=P � (7.7)This form is only an empirial approximation. Von Engel states that, forhelium gas, A = 3 ion pairs / (m � torr), and B = 25 V / (m � torr), and therelation for �=P above is valid over a range of 3 < X=P < 10 V / (m � torr).For the range of 20 < X=P < 150, these values are A = 3 and B = 34. Hisparametrizations are reprodued in Fig. 7.6.Impurities signi�antly a�et the First Townsend CoeÆient, parti-ularly in helium. Penning ionization ([143℄, p. 706) further ompliates the217



situation when X/P is high enough to exite a helium atom, but not ionizeit. While experimental measurements of � for helium have been brought intoagreement with theoretial preditions through the use of very high purity(p.p.b.) gas systems and low pressures [143℄, suh data and alulations arenot of great relevane for our hambers, whih operate at moderate (p.p.m.)impurity levels. Further, our hambers operate at atmospheri pressure, wheregas interations beome more ompliated. Therefore, we will use the modelof von Engel whih was �t to older experimental data, taken with less purehelium gas and higher pressures.Helium at atmospheri pressure an show signi�ant deviation (see[131℄, pp. 700-4) from the idealized preditions for � due to exited statesof helium whih an ause further ionization via: He� +He �! He+2 + e� andHem + Hem �! He+ + He + e�. Some alulations of total exitation in he-lium are reprodued in Fig. 7.6 as the open symbols. These data set an upperbound to the enhanement of the �rst Townsend CoeÆient due to metastableexitationsExperimental work suggests that the e�etive values of � in our ham-bers lie somewhere between von Engel's parametrization and the exitationdata. Our impurity levels are typially on the order of 1-100 p.p.m. and weuse helium at atmospheri pressure. However, the values vary widely withimpurity levels that are diÆult preisely ontrol and measure.7.6 ReombinationIn the NuMI ionization hambers there are high densities of eletrons and ionspresent that must be olleted on the eletrodes. Some of the harge ionizedwill not be olleted on the eletrode, however, due to reombination of ionas218



Figure 7.6: Data on ionization and exitation by eletrons in helium. The lineis von Engel's �t for multipliation ([144℄, p. 504) ited in Brown ([145℄, p.140). The �lled symbols are Dunlop's [146℄, Chanin's [147℄, and Davies's [148℄data on multipliation as ited in Dutton ([143℄, pp. 711, 722); these data areprobably orret for diret ionization. The open symbols are Corrigan's [149℄,Bortnik's [150℄, Hughes' [151℄, and Itoh's [152℄ alulations for total exitationin helium as ited in Dutton ([143℄, pp. 694-5, 704-5).
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and eletrons. A generalized form of two-body reombination an be writtenas dn�dt = dn+dt = �r2n�n+ (7.8)where we have used Dutton's onvention with r as the reombination oeÆ-ient. n� and n+ are the densities of the eletrons and ions. A typial unit forr2 is m3/(ions�s). There are two dominant ontributions for helium2:Dissoiative Reombination results when moleular ions in a gas apturean eletron and dissoiate into two neutral atoms: He+2 + e� �! 2He.The value of Biondi and Brown [153℄ has been ited in Brown ([145℄ p.195) and Loeb ([131℄ p. 560) as \probably exat". It is r2 = 1.7�10�8m3/(ions�s). We expet dissoiative reombination to be the dominantmehanism in our gas.Three Body Reombination an our in higher pressure gases where mul-tiple partiles an be in lose proximity for a reation: He+2 +e�+He �!3He or He++e�+He �! 2He. As the proess now depends on the num-ber density of the gas it will have a di�erent reation ratedn�dt = dn+dt = �r3n�n+N (7.9)Where now r3 is the three body reombination oeÆient with typialunits of m6/(ions�s) and N is the number density of neutral atoms. Atatmospheri pressure N = 2.688 � 1019 m�3. Massey gives a value forr = r3N = 3.8 � 10�9 At N.T.P. 3 ([154℄, pp. 634-5). Dutton desribessome saling with pressure ([143℄, pp. 733-4), suh that r3N = 7 � 10�9.2Radiative reombination: He+ + e� �! He+ h� is found to be small ([145℄ pp. 192-3).3 18Æ C and 760 Torr 220



Using the Dutton value for three-body reombination and the previous valuesfor dissoiative reombination we arrive at a total value for the e�etive re-ombination oeÆient of 2.4 � 10�8 m3/(ions�s). From the above numbersand statements in Dutton there is at least an unertainty of a fator of two inthis oeÆient.7.7 AttahmentTrae impurities of eletronegative gases an attah eletrons to themselves.The primary method of attahment is radiative eletron aptureX + e� �! X� + h� (7.10)The likelihood of attahment an be a strong funtion of eletron energy. Aommon (� p.p.m.) ontaminant in a ommerial gas ylinder that has a higheletron aÆnity is moleular Oxygen (O2). Fig. 7.7 shows the probability h ofattahment per atomi ollision as a funtion of eletron energy.To estimate the magnitude of attahment losses we follow the methodof Wilkinson ([117℄, pp. 39-42). If x is the partial pressure of the Oxygen inunits of p.p.m., the mean free path of an eletron is 6/x � 10�2 m. Theinstantaneous veloity of eletrons is 107p� m/s, where � is as de�ned as theratio of eletron kineti energy to the kineti energy of the gas (see Fig. 7.8).The e�etive rate of harge loss in the gas is:� = � 1N dNdl = 1:5� 105xhp�vd (7.11)where vd is the eletron drift veloity in m/s. The frational loss Æ aross thepath is: Æ = 1� exp(��l) � �l (�l� 1) (7.12)221



Figure 7.7: The probability of attahment (h) for eletrons olliding withO2 atoms as a funtion of the eletron energy. Compiled from the data ofBradbury [155℄, Healy [156℄, and Blohe [157℄ as ited in [117℄, p. 41.For a 5 mm hamber at 500 V, we set vd = 8� 105 m/s (see Fig. 7.5), � = 65(see Fig. 7.8), and h � 10�4. Requiring a maximum attahment of 1% over 5mm, we need x < 130 p.p.m. Oxygen.Another approah is to onsider a region in the ion hamber where theeletri �eld is near zero due to spae-harge e�ets. Here, the region willpersist for an amount of time and the drift veloity will be zero. Substituting:dNdt = vddNdl (7.13)So that using the same variables we an restate Eqn. (7.11)�t = � 1N dNdt = 1:5� 105xhp� (7.14)And, Eqn. (7.12) Æ = 1� exp(��tt) � �tt (�tt� 1) (7.15)222



Figure 7.8: � (the ratio of average eletron kineti energy to that of the gas)as a funtion of E/P for helium and neon. Taken from [156℄ as ited in [129℄,p. 16.We now onsider a dead zone that will persist some number of �s. Consideringthe unknown eletron temperature in a dead region, we onsider two ases of� = f1, 4g. This orresponds to eletron energies of � = f0.0235, .094g eV, forwhih h = f10�4, 10�3g, providing a spread of �t by a fator of 20. Requiringan attahment of at most 1% we need xt < f670, 33g p.p.m.��s. So, dependingon the eletron temperature, dead zones persisting for, say, 3 �s will requireO2 levels less than f220, 10g p.p.m. In the Muon Monitors, the impurity levelsare below these thresholds, but as disussed in x6.8 the Hadron Monitor O2223



level is around 70 p.p.m. so it may experiene attahment e�ets.7.8 SummaryThe present hapter reviewed relevant data for harge reation and ow inhelium gas. Suh data are neessary to understand, in detail, the performaneof our ion hambers.Partiularly important is to possess suh data at a variety of eletri�elds. The eletri �eld applied to the NuMI hambers is typially low andnominally uniform; however, the spae harge reated by slow moving ions alsoreates signi�ant eletri �elds. As will be shown in Ch. 8, the total eletri�eld within the NuMI hambers beomes distorted and spans several orders ofmagnitude { from near zero to several times the applied eletri �eld.
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Chapter 8
Pulse Formation in anIonization Chamber

The ionization hambers for the NuMI beam monitors will be exposed tointense partile uxes, 106 � 109/m2/�s. As is well known, ion hambersexposed to suh uxes an exhibit distintly nonlinear response due to thebuild-up of spae harge from slow moving ions. Suh nonlinear behavior, ifpresent in our hambers, severely degrades their utility as beam monitors.In order to understand the limitations to the ion hambers' useful rangeof appliation, the data from the previous hapter are utilized to developan aurate desription of the olleted harge from an ionization hamberresulting from a partile beam pulse. Two limiting ases our: in the �rst,the beam's duration is muh longer than the time for an ion to traverse thehamber. In the seond, the beam pulse may be approximated as instantaneouswith respet to the ion olletion time. App. C studies several limiting ases ofhamber performane whih may be desribed analytially. While not diretlyappliable to the ase of the NuMI beam, they onstitute important inputs225



and heks of the numerial simulations below.In the ase of the NuMI beam, neither approximation is valid. Thebeam pulse of 8.6 �s duration is omparable to the time for an ion to driftaross the hamber gap. This neessitates a numerial simulation of the ionhamber. The present hapter will present results of suh a numerial simula-tion obtained from a omputer ode desribed in App. D. The results of thesenumerial simulations are ompared to a beam test performed at the FermilabBooster RDF [158, 159℄. As will be shown, the simulations and RDF datademonstrate that the ion hamber has a range of e�etive linear operation upto 3�1010/m2/�s, approximately a fator of 10-20 greater than is requiredthe NuMI beam.8.1 Numerial SimulationFor the purposes of our alulations, we restrit ourselves to the ase of aparallel-plate ion hamber where the ionization is uniform aross the surfaeof the plates. This restrition is onvenient as it simpli�es the problem to1-dimension; it is also lose to reality as the ionization rate does not hangeover transverse length sales smaller than the gap size.Even with the simpli�ation of a 1-dimensional system the problemrequires the solution of a set of oupled partial di�erential equations:d�+dt = �� v+��+�x � �+�v+�x + ��� � re���+ +D�2�+�x2 (8.1a)d��dt = �� v�����x � ���v��x + ��� � re���+ +D�2���x2 (8.1b)�E�x = e�0 (�+ � ��) (8.1)Z d0 dxE = Vapp (8.1d)226



The dynamial variables here are the densities of ions, �+(x; t), and eletrons,��(x; t); the eletri �eld, E, is determined entirely by the ion densities inEqn. (8.1) and the boundary ondition in Eqn. (8.1d) where Vapp is the ap-plied bias voltage1 to the hamber of width d. The beam ionization, �(x; t),is an arbitrary input; generally, we onsider it to be uniform in spae andeither a square-wave pulse or onstant in time. The seond and third termsin Eqns. (8.1a) and (8.1b) arise from the ontinuity equation; the veloities,v+(E) (x7.3) and v�(E) (x7.4), provide oupling through their dependene2 onE. Multipliation (x7.5) is provided through the First Townsend CoeÆient,�(E), whih has a very nontrivial dependene on eletri �eld. Reombination(x7.6) is provided through an e�etive reombination oeÆient, (re), that isonstant, but the term introdues more oupling. Di�usion requires the oef-�ient of di�usion, D, and involves seond derivatives.There is learly no general solution for the above system. We on-struted a numerial simulation of ion hamber dynamis to investigate theresponse behavior of the ion hambers whih extends beyond the approxima-tions examined in the previous setion. Using the data on Helium reviewedin Ch. 7, we an fully simulate the equations in Eqn. (8.1)3. The simulationtreats the hamber as uniform in the dimensions transverse to the eletri �eld,as in the above alulations. The dimension parallel to the �eld is simulatedthrough �nite-element ells, eah ontaining a uniform density4 of eletron orion harge.1We generally assume that the eletrodes an exhange olleted harge to and fromsinks of harge to maintain the potential di�erene; we examine this assumption in xD.5.2 v+ is linearly related with E, while v� varies nonlinearly.3Di�usion is only simulated inidentally, as disussed in xD.4. Di�usion's e�et on ham-ber performane is negligible.4To allow exat implementation of average veloity and harge onservation, densitiesare used instead of quantities. 227



The �nite-element analysis undertaken utilized suÆiently small ellsizes and time inrements suh that no advaned methods were used for solving�eld equations or performing propagation. App. D desribes detailed stepsof the numerial simulation and exeution. The remainder of this hapterskethes the tehnique and results.The numerial simulation is used to visualize the ion hamber dynamisand to alulates the response over a range of possible physial parameters.In this setion we onentrate on the 1.56 �s beam pulses relevant for thebeam-test results of x8.2.8.1.1 Field and Charge Distribution EvolutionWe start by onsidering the harge and eletri �eld distributions within thehamber during and after the ionization period. For this exerise we onlyonsider harge transport and spae harge { multipliation and reombinationare not in e�et.Fig. 8.1 shows the harge and �eld distributions for a 1 mm hamberbiased at 200 V and ionized at a rate of 1010 ionizations / m3 / �s for 1.56�s. This rate is orresponds tp the start of spae harge beoming appreiablewithin the hamber, and orresponds to a uene of � 1010 harged partilesper square entimeter5. The eletron density quikly gains a mostly lineardistribution, as desribed in xC.1. The ion density is muh larger due to itslower drift veloity; it begins to form a linear distribution, but the ionizationends before it is fully formed. The net harge distribution (�+���) is approx-imately that of the ions. The spae harge is enough to ause some distortion5The ratio between ux and ionization rate depends on the average energy to reate anion pair, w, as disussed in x7.2.3. In the simulations the question of a preise value for wis avoided by onsidering only the ionization rate.228



Figure 8.1: Field and harge distributions for a 1 mm hamber ionized at a rateof 1010 ionizations / m3 / �s for 1.56 �s and biased at 200 V. The horizontalaxes on eah plot onsist of the loation in the hamber and the time after thebeam pulse begins: the pulse lasts for �rst 1.56 �s; the next 2.5 �s shows theharge leaving the hamber. Upper left: positive ion density in the hamberbuilds up during the pulse and then leaks out after. Upper right: eletrondensity in the hamber builds up and leaves the hamber immediately uponthe end of the pulse. Lower left: net harge density { the di�erene of ionand eletron densities { is almost equal to the ion density in this ase. Lowerright: the eletri �eld within the hamber, determined from the applied �eldof 2000 V/m and the spae harge, is slightly distorted from a uniform �eld.229



of the eletri �eld suh that the �eld at the anode reahes almost 150% of theapplied eletri �eld. The hamber is mostly lear of harge by 4 �s, i.e. 2.5�s after the end of the beam pulse. Suh is onsistent with the time expetedfor He+2 ions to drift 1 mm in a �eld of 2000 V/m.An ionization rate of 1011 ionizations / m3 / �s results in the e�etsshown in Fig. 8.2. The linear distribution exists only briey for the eletrons.Instead, the exess ion density beomes enough to fully sreen the eletri�eld and reate a dead region. The dead region is fully formed by 0.5 �s; theion density and eletri �eld distributions then approah that of Eqns. (C.13)and (C.14), and plotted in Fig. C.3. The ion density inreases linearly withinthe dead zone as ionization onitinues, buts stays �nite beause of the limitedionization period. The eletron density is almost idential to the ion densitywithin the dead region, and very small without. The net harge density is thatof the ions outside of the dead zone and zero inside. After ionization ends thehamber transitions to the situation of Eqn. (C.21), and illustrated in Fig. C.4;the dead zone ontrats as ions leak out of it. The eletron density remainsequal to the ion density within the dead zone; the net density is dominated bya ridge at the border of the dead zone where x�1=2 behavior of the ion densityauses a peak, before it is aneled by the eletron density. The jagged peaksin the plot are aused by aliasing the 10,000 ells in the simulation to 40 forthe visualization; the peak moves smoothly within the simulation. The plotsare trunated at 4 �s, but the dead zone persists for a few more �s afterward.One the dead zone is depleted the remaining harge leaves the hamber in �2.5 �s.An intensity of 3�1011 ionizations / m3 / �s brings us to Fig. 8.3. Thebehavior of the hamber is similar to that of Fig. 8.2, but the ion and eletronsdensities in the dead zone area eah three times higher, the dead zone takes230



Figure 8.2: Same distributions as in Fig. 8.1, exept for a hamber ionizedat the higher rate of 1011 ionizations / m3 / �s. The exess harge distortsthe eletri �eld substantially, suh that a region of no eletri �eld is formed.Eletron and ion densities inrease quikly within the dead zone from ioniza-tion. Charge leaks out of the dead zone after ionization ends. The ridge inthe net harge is aliased by the plotting.
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Figure 8.3: Same as Fig. 8.1, exept ionized at a rate of 3� 1011 ionizations /m3 / �s. The dead zone extent, harge build-up, maximum eletri �eld, andleakage time are all larger than in Fig. 8.2.
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up half of the hamber, and it will evidently last muh longer. The higherdensities sequestered in the dead zone for a greater amount of time are whatauses the reombination loss to sale quikly with ionization rate. Note alsothat the maximum eletri �eld now reahes four times the applied eletri�eld { whih will ontribute to gas multipliation.8.1.2 Spae Charge-Enhaned MultipliationFrom the preeding alulations and disussion we expet that multipliationwill be an issue for ion hamber response even when the applied eletri �eldwould not ause signi�ant multipliation. Fig. 8.4 shows a hamber with thesame on�guration as Fig. 8.3, exept that multipliation is enabled withinthe simulation.The multipliation results in an inrease of ion density near the anodeduring ionization. The eletron density is somewhat higher as well, but is stillnegligible ompared to the density in the the dead zone. For the purposesof spae-harge sreening, ionization through multipliation is equivalent tobeam ionization, exept for the loation of the produed harge. A higherionization rate auses further ompression of the ative region and a higherpeak eletri �eld. Note that multipliation ends as ionization ends { whileelevated peak eletri �elds persist, there are no eletrons in the ative regionto ause multipliation.8.1.3 Chamber Response: Linearity & PlateauThis setion employs the full simulation, inluding harge drift, multipliation,and reombination. The results are derived for a 1.56 �s beam spill, of rele-vane for the test beam data disussed later in this hapter. Fig. 8.5 shows233



Figure 8.4: Same as in Fig. 8.1, exept ionized at a rate of 3�1011 ionizations/ m3 / �s, and the e�ets of multipliation are inluded. The dynamis aresimilar to that of Fig. 8.3, exept for an inrease in ion density near the athodeduring ionization and the higher peak eletri �eld.
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Figure 8.5: Results of simulation for a 1 mm hamber at various bias voltages.The total harge olleted is plotted as a funtion of the ionization rate; astraight line is drawn where the total harge olleted would be equal to thationized within the hamber by the beam. Nominal parameters for multiplia-tion and reombination are used.
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the results of simulations at four di�erent bias voltages where the ionizationrate was varied up to 1012 ionizations / m3 / �s. We �nd that at the lowerintensities all the bias voltages result in roughly linear response, with neartotal olletion eÆieny. At high rates the 100 V bias shows deided loss dueto reombination. The behavior of the higher biases, however, is more ompli-ated. An inrease of olleted harge is aused by spae harge indued gasmultipliation. At higher intensities the long duration of sequestered harge inthe hamber results in some harge loss due to reombination whih evidentlyounterats the ampli�ation due to spae harge.The situation is shown more learly in Fig. 8.6 where the harge ol-leted is normalized by the harge ionized by the beam { resulting in a \gain".While the ampli�ation due to the applied �eld from 250 V bias should onlybe a few perent, the spae harge inreases this to 150% at 3.5�1011 ioniza-tions / m3 / �s. We an also ompare the reombination loss at 100 V to theanalytial predition plotted in Fig. C.5. We see that both depart from fullolletion eÆieny at about the same rate of 1011, but that the simulationloss does not drop o� as quikly; this result is beause the analyti alulationdoes not onsider harge that was never aptured in the dead zone.Fig. 8.7 shows the response as a funtion of bias voltage for severalintensities. The behavior at biases less than 100 V is similar to that alulatedfor Fig. C.5, but the loss is smaller in magnitude as disussed above. The lowestintensity urve at 1010 gives a good baseline for behavior { it has no loss downto 20 V and is only starting to experiene multipliation at 225 V. Inreasingintensity to 4�1010 or 1011 results is some loss below 100 V, but drastiallya�ets multipliation, inreasing it by a fator of 10 at 300 V. At the highestintensity simulation, 1012, both e�ets are enhaned, but reombination isstarting to dominate, suh that gain is dereasing with intensity above 250 V.236



Figure 8.6: Results of simulation for a 1 mm hamber at various bias voltages.The \gain" is plotted as a funtion of the ionization rate. Nominal parametersfor multipliation and reombination are used. At low intensity with no spae-harge e�ets the multipliation at 250 V is only a few perent, but is morethan a fator of two at high ionization rates.
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Figure 8.7: Results of simulation for a 1 mm hamber at various ionizationrates (in units of ionizations / m3 / �s). The \gain" is plotted as a funtionof the bias voltage. Nominal parameters for multipliation and reombinationare used. Note that inreased intensity inreases reombination (dereasessignal) at low biases, and inreases multipliation (and signal) at high biases.Several urves ross eah other at approximately the same voltage of 130 V {response would be mostly linear at this bias.
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Qualitatively, we notie a point near 130 V where all of the urves onverge.At this \rossing point" the response will be most linear with intensity.Simulations of 2 mm hambers were also arried out and are disussedin App. E.8.2 Comparison to Beam Test DataWe have performed beam tests of 1 mm and 2 mm gap ionization hambers inhelium and helium-hydrogen gases at the 8 GeV Fermilab Booster aelerator.The hambers were exposed to proton uenes of 2� 100� 1010 per 1.56 �sespill { to greater intensities and shorter pulse durations than expeted in theNuMI beam. Details of the beam test an be found in [158, 159℄.We took three intensity sans with helium and four with helium-hydrogenowing through the hambers in whih the beam intensity was varied from1:5� 1010 to 1� 1012 protons per spill. The hambers' bias voltages were setto 100, 150, 200, or 250 V. In Fig. 8.8 we plot the output signal for the 1 mmand 2 mm hambers versus the 8 GeV proton beam intensity (measured witha beam toroid). The beam spot size was about 5 m2.The data for the 1 mm hamber operated at 200 V were �t over therange of 0 � 4 � 1010 protons/m2/spill (see Fig. 8.9). The �ts indiate thehamber response is reasonably linear with respet to ionization rate.Reombination results in the urves of Figs. 8.9 and 8.10 falling belowa straight line �t. Gas ampli�ation is also present in these data, as evidenedpartiularly by the sans taken at 250 V. The interplay between ampli�ationgain and reombination loss aused by spae harge is perhaps best seen inFig. 8.10. The �gure shows the olleted harge divided by the beam intensityas a funtion of beam intensity. If neither ampli�ation nor reombination239



Figure 8.8: Sans of the 1 mm and 2 mm hambers versus beam intensity in Heand HeH2 gas. The beam intensity is that measured by the toroid, orretedfor the fration outside the ative area of the hamber.
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Figure 8.9: San of the 1 mm hamber operated at 200 V versus beam intensityin He gas, showing only the low intensity region. Also shown is a linear �tusing the data below 4� 1010=m2.
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Figure 8.10: Sans of the 1 mm and 2 mm hambers versus beam intensity inHe and HeH2 gas as in Fig. 8.8. Plotted is the harge olleted per proton (inpC/107 protons) as a funtion of beam intensity. The points are for appliedbias potential of 100 V (�lled irles), 150 V (open squares), 200 V (opentriangles), and 250 V (open diamonds).
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are present, all urves should be horizontal lines at the value of the primaryionization in the gas. Reombination losses result in a dip below this value asthe beam intensity inreases. Ampli�ation results in a rise in this quantity.As may be seen, the initial reombination losses are moderated at intensitiesof � 5 � 1010 protons/spill, and in the 1 mm hamber at � 200 V or the2 mm hamber at 250 V ampli�ation an atually overtake reombination.These observations on�rm the expetation of suh behavior from the previoussetion.The interplay of gas ampli�ation and harge reombination is a signi�-ant modi�ation to earlier theoretial investigations [144, 160℄, whih onsid-ered only reombination e�ets. Both reombination and ampli�ation ouras a result of the spae harge from the ions. The ionization hamber has ane�etive range of linear operation that is protrated by this interplay. How-ever, while the response of a unity gain ionization hamber follows a relativelysimple saling with temporal variations of gas density (pressure and temper-ature variations), the spae-harge dominated ion hamber will have a moreompliated dependene as the beam intensity inreases. The results of thishapter show that the ion hamber must be operated in the middle of thevoltage plateau in order to avoid spae harge e�ets at higher intensities.
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Chapter 9
Ionization ChamberPerformane in the NuMI Beam

In this hapter, we present data from the NuMI beam whih demonstratesthe in situ performane of the ionization hambers and their operation as theBeam Monitoring system. x9.1 atalogs uene distributions measured forvarious beam onditions. x9.2 examines the variane of signal response withbias voltage. Finally, x9.3 examines the signal linearity with intensity.
9.1 Measured Partile DistributionsThe Beam Monitoring system measures the two-dimensional partile ueneat eah station. While the beam is operating, pro�les are alulated anddisplayed in the ontrol room for eah beam pulse. Here, we rereate a fewdemonstrative distributions and pro�les for di�erent beam situations. Thedata in this setion are from the �rst few months of running when the HadronMonitor was biased at 190 V and the Muon Monitors at 300 V.245



9.1.1 Proton Beam Without TargetDuring ommissioning, and at a few later times, the proton beam was trans-ported through the target hall with the target removed. In this state theproton beam interats only with the air and vauum windows, suh that mostof it is deposited in the Hadron Absorber. The Hadron Monitor then mea-sures the proton beam diretly, and the Muon Monitors only a small numberof partiles produed by interations in the absorber. Target-out data are alsoused in App. B to study the pointing auray of the primary beam system.Fig. 9.1 shows the two-dimensional harge distributions measured at themonitoring stations for this beam on�guration1. With an expeted ionizationof 1.6 eletrons per proton in the Hadron Monitor, we expet 2.6�105 pC tobe deposited in the Hadron Monitor for eah 1012 protons. If all this hargewere deposited in the entral pixel we would measure an ionization densityof 4.4�104 pC/m2/1012ppp. The data orrespond roughly to this numberonsidering some harge is deposited on the adjaent pixels and in the gapsbetween pixels.The signal in alove 1 is substantially smaller than the Hadron Moni-tor. The signal is made up of neutrons reated in the absorber and of muonsfrom deays of the few pions reated in the upstream material. Neutrons donot diretly ionize the hamber gas, but are expeted to produe some signalthrough nulear ollisions in the hamber gas [107℄. The signals in alove 2and 3 are smaller due to the higher momentum threshold on muons neessaryto reah there.1Here the harge is presented as an areal density. The area of a pixel is 58 m2 and thebeam intensity was 0:37� 1012 protons. 246



Figure 9.1: Measured harge distributions at the monitoring stations with theproton beam, but no target, suh that the beam hits the absorber. The upper-left is the Hadron Monitor; aloves 1, 2 & 3 are the upper-right, lower-left,and lower-right. Aloves 2 and 3 show noise as their signal is barely largerthan bakground.
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9.1.2 Bare Target BeamA bare target beam is one where the proton beam is properly steered ontothe target, but the horn fousing is inative. In this ase, most of the protonsinterat in the target to produe pions, but the low-energy pions are not fo-used and stray into the shielding. The muon (and neutrino) beam has higheraverage energy than the foused low-energy beam, but muh lower rate.The harge distributions at the stations are shown in Fig. 9.2. The dis-tribution in the Hadron Monitor is signi�antly wider and lower in amplitude;aused by the substantial sattering and absorption in the target material.From Coulomb sattering alone, one expets that the proton beam aquires adivergene of: �̂ = 13:6mrad �GeV120GeV �p4 = 0:24mrad (9.1)resulting in 18 m RMS beam size at the Hadron Monitor. Nulear satteringe�ets provide an additional divergene. The entral peak in Fig. 9.2 is mostlythe remnant proton beam. The atter portion of the distribution is seondarypartiles emitted at wider angles as well as neutrons from the absorber.The distribution in alove 1 has a feature that redues the peak muonux in a vertial band. This feature was not predited by preursory MonteCarlo simulations. Our onjeture is that this feature is a result of inompletesimulation of the Hadron Absorber2 or a \shadow" ast by the target. Theshadow would possibly result from pions with smaller angles being fored tore-interat at a greater rate in the target.2Initial simulations of the muon ux were performed before the Hadron Absorber wasonstruted. Plans and drawings were used for the absorber geometry. During assembly,however, it is known that small (few inh) vertially oriented gaps exist on either side ofthe aluminum ore. A more detailed simulation geometry using as-built information is inpreparation. 248



Figure 9.2: Measured harge distributions at the monitoring stations with thebare target beam, suh that the proton beam hits the target, but there is nohorn fousing. The upper-left is the Hadron Monitor; aloves 1, 2 & 3 are theupper-right, lower-left, and lower-right.
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9.1.3 Target Positions with Horn FousingFig. 9.3 shows the hadron and muon distributions with the beam enteredon target with the horn fousing. The target in the partial Medium Energy(pME) position (see x1.4.2). The Hadron Monitor signal is substantially thesame as the bare target beam. The muon aloves show similar distributions;only the rates are higher and the distributions are somewhat wider.Fig. 9.4 shows the distributions when the proton beam is targeted be-tween the ba�e and target, to beam-right (the target and ba�e geometryare disussed in App. B). Some portion of the beam is inident on eah ofthese devies as the beam size is omparable to the distane between them(�beam � 1:0 mm; gap � 2:3 mm). These plots an also be ompared withFig. 9.1: the proton beam without a target. The Hadron Monitor distributionis narrow, but is still sattered and absorbed some by the material. There isalso enough material to reate a signi�ant number of pions that are fousedand deay to muons that reah the monitors.Fig. 9.5 shows the distributions when the proton beam is targeted onthe right (x > 0) side of the ba�e. In this ase the beam is 2.2 mm from theedge of the ba�e, so the Hadron Monitor signal has a very wide distributionfrom the bulk of the beam that impats the ba�e, but still has a small peakedportion from the 1% or so that evades the ba�e. Muon alove 1 shows a verypronouned shadow of the ba�e. In this ase the shadow has at least twoauses: high-energy pions more easily esape from the left side of the ba�e;also, the reation point of the pions is now o� enter in the horn fousing, sopions will be overfoused to the left. This overfousing is also evident in alove2, and to a lesser extent alove 3. 250



Figure 9.3: Measured harge distributions at the monitoring stations with thebeam entered on the target in the pME position and with horn fousing.The upper-left is the Hadron Monitor; aloves 1, 2 & 3 are the upper-right,lower-left, and lower-right.
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Figure 9.4: Measured harge distributions at the monitoring stations with theproton beam in between the ba�e and target in the pME position; this is withhorn fousing. The upper-left is the Hadron Monitor; aloves 1, 2 & 3 are theupper-right, lower-left, and lower-right.
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Figure 9.5: Measured harge distributions at the monitoring stations with theproton beam hit the ba�e in the pME position, 2.2 mm from edge (; this iswith horn fousing. The upper-left is the Hadron Monitor; aloves 1, 2 & 3are the upper-right, lower-left, and lower-right.
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9.1.4 High-Energy Target PositionFig. 9.7 shows the monitor distributions when the target is in the high energyposition, suh that the pHE beam is generated.9.1.5 Standard Beam Con�gurationFig. 9.7 shows the monitor distributions for what has beome that standardbeam on�guration for long-term running, namely the LE10 beam.9.1.6 Di�erent Energy BeamsThe NuMI beamline has been operated in four di�erent energy beams: thedesign Low Energy (LE), partial Medium Energy (pME), and partial HighEnergy (pHE) beams as well as the, now standard, LE10 (prodution of thesebeams is disussed in x1.4.2). Eah of these beams produes di�erent pro�lesin the Muon Monitors, while the Hadron Monitor distribution is largely thesame. Fig. 9.8 shows the horizontal and vertial muon pro�les for the fourbeams. The shapes of the distributions are largely the same, with only theamplitudes hanging signi�antly.9.2 Signal Response to Bias VoltageThe Beam Monitoring ionization hambers were designed suh that their per-formane would be linear at the intensities in the NuMI beam. Here, weevaluate the hambers' performane in situ and set the operating bias for thehambers. We onsider the entral pixel of the Hadron Monitor and the en-tral pixel of Muon Monitor alove 1. At the date of writing, the maximumionization measured in a plateau urve at the Hadron Monitor is 3.3�1010254



Figure 9.6: Measured harge distributions at the monitoring stations with thebeam in the partial High Energy (pHE) on�guration. The upper-left is theHadron Monitor; aloves 1, 2 & 3 are the upper-right, lower-left, and lower-right.
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Figure 9.7: Measured harge distributions at the monitoring stations with thebeam in the standard running on�guration (LE10). The upper-left is theHadron Monitor; aloves 1, 2 & 3 are the upper-right, lower-left, and lower-right.
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Figure 9.8: Pro�les of the measured harge distributions in the muon monitorsfor di�erent energy beams. The measured 2-D distributions are projeted andaveraged both horizontally and vertially. Solid lines are for alove 1, dashedfor alove 2, and dotted for alove 3.
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ionizations / m3 in a 8.0 �s spill, for a rate of 4.2�109 ionizations / m3 /�s; the maximum ionization rate observed in the Muon Monitors is 1.8�107ionizations / m3 / �s (taken in the medium-energy beam).Fig. 9.9 shows the plateau urves taken with the Hadron Monitor entralpixel. The bias neessary to reah full olletion eÆieny inreases withintensity (i.e. the plateau is depleted). The loss of plateau is greater thanwould expeted from the simulations shown in Ch. 8. The early depletionlikely result from an inorret value for the reombination oeÆient in thesimulation3, or the higher than antiipated oxygen level in the Hadron Monitor(� 80 p.p.m).There is only limited evidene of spae harge-enhaned multipliation.However, at the highest ionization rate shown we do not expet formation ofa dead zone, only marginal deformation of the eletri �eld (see xC.3). Theurve for the highest ionization rate does lie above the others in the 130-180 Vregion. At higher biases it atually lies belows the others, suggesting that thesubstantial reombination is limiting the gains from spae-harge.Extrapolating from the plateau depletion at this intensity we expetgood linearity to probably another fator of two inrease in intensity. Basedon this data we have operated the Hadron Monitor at 130 V (see Fig. 9.11).Fig. 9.10 shows the plateau urves for the Muon Monitor alove 1 entralpixel. It reahes omplete olletion eÆieny at � 15 V. Based on this meagerdepletion, we do not expet any problems until far beyond the highest muonintensity reahed in the NuMI beam. Based on this data, we have operatedthe muon monitors at 300 V.One note of onern, however, is the slight slope to the plateau urve.The signal rises � 7% between 20 and 300 V of bias. In the past, suh slopes3The reombination oeÆient, r, has an unertainty of at least a fator of two258



Figure 9.9: Plateau urves of the Hadron Monitor entral pixel for severaldi�erent proton beam intensities. The lower plot is zoomed in on the lowvoltage region. 259



Figure 9.10: Plateau urves of the entral pixel from Muon Alove 1 for severaldi�erent proton beam intensities. The lower plot is zoomed in on the lowvoltage region. The upper urve is from intensities met with the pME beam,the highest proton intensities ahieved are in the lower urve and were ahievedwith the LE10 beam. 260



have been a sign that some stray harge outside of the ative area is beingolleted on the eletrode [111℄. E�orts were made in onstrution to limitthis behavior, but apparently some persists. We expet that the exess signalwill sale mostly linearly with intensity, as the ionization throughout the vesselvolume is linear with muon rate. However, if the volume is large and has aweak eletri �eld spae-harge e�ets ould ause a nonlinearity. Furtherstudy with other hambers in the array and other beam intensities will beneeded to evaluate this issue.
9.3 Response LinearityPerforming a diret measurement of hamber linearity in situ in the NuMIbeam would require reduing the proton beam intensity from its maximalvalue, reduing the number of neutrinos sent to the experiment. In the futurea san may be permitted where intensity is redued temporarily. Furthermore,di�erent intensity proton beams have di�erent harateristis (e.g., size anddivergene) whih a�et the seondary and tertiary prodution nontrivially.In plae of a diret san, we use the data aumulated over severalmonths that happens to �ll in muh of the desired range of intensities. How-ever, the beam onditions are also evolving over this time so the ux at themonitoring station utuates. We an make some limits on beam parame-ters using the primary beam instrumentation suh as the SEMs, but somevariability in the signal response remains.The linearity urve for the Hadron Monitor entral pixel is shown inFig. 9.12. Notwithstanding the afore-mentioned hanges in beam ondition,the response an be said to be mostly linear for eah of the of the bias voltages.261



Figure 9.11: Measured harge distribution and pro�les in the Hadron Monitorwhen set at 130 V, the established operating point. The signal is� 10% smallerand the variability in the at regions at the edges is marginally smaller. Thesolid line is the horizontal pro�le, the dashed is the vertial.262



Figure 9.12: Hadron monitor entral pixel linearities with beam intensity. Thedata for the two operating biases is shown. These data have not been takenin dediated studies and are from months of running over whih variation inthe beam takes plae. 263



The 130V data has slightly lower response than the 190 V data, as expeted:Gain(190V) � 1:64 nC=1012 pppGain(130V) � 1:46 nC=1012 pppThe ratio of these two slopes is 1.12, onsistent with expetations form theplateau urves of Fig. 9.9. The short sale ripples are hanges in beam quality.The normalized data suggest a possible slope in the response, but it isomparable to the amount of signal variation. The situation should beomelearer with even higher intensity data, and possibly with a dediated beamstudy. The linearity for the entral pixel of Muon Alove 1 is shown in Fig. 9.13.The muon signal sustains the same temporal variability as the Hadron Monitorsignal, further suggesting that the variation is beause of beam onditions andnot hamber response. As above with the Hadron Monitor, we all the responsemostly linear.We have to question also whether in a dediated study the beam on-ditions an be kept the same between low- and high-intensity beams. Theresults of these linearity data suggest that the plateau urve will be the moreuseful tool for analyzing hamber performane.
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Figure 9.13: Muon Monitor alove 1 entral pixel linearity with intensity.These data have not been taken in dediated studies and are from months ofrunning over whih variation in the beam takes plae.265
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Chapter 10
Beam MonitoringMeasurements

As disussed in Ch. 6, the seondary and tertiary beam monitors have animportant roles in: (a) on�rmation of the neutrino ux preditions from thebeam Monte Carlo, and (b) monitoring the quality of the neutrino beam. Atthe time of this writing, the NuMI has only reently ommened operation,hene long term experiene with the monitors is laking. However, a number ofstudies were undertaken to demonstrate the monitors' sensitivity to the hornoptis, proton beam steering on the target, et. The studies desribed in thishapter on�rm the measurement apabilities of the monitors. Additionally,this hapter desribes how the monitors were used as a diagnosti tool duringthe failure and replaement of the NuMI target.267



10.1 Crossheks of Neutrino FluxAs disussed in Ch. 6, the loation of the target relative to the horns selets thepartile momentum foused by the horns. Likewise, the horns' urrent hangestheir e�etive foal length. By varying both of these parameters independently,an e�etive hek on the beam ux an be made. We onduted suh a testduring the early ommissioning of the beamline, although the study awaitsmore e�etive simulation tools for interpretation.Fig. 10.1 shows the results of sanning the horn urrent from 0 kA to200 kA. The total harge in eah detetor is measured as a funtion of thehorn urrent and target position. The Hadron Monitor shows only a marginaldependene on horn urrent and beam energy. The harge from the remnantproton beam and eletromagneti showers dominates the signal. The fat thatthere is no lear orrespondene with beam energy suggests that muh of thesignal at the Hadron Monitor is not from muons.Muon alove 1 shows strong dependene on horn urrent and beamenergy. The LE, LE10, and pME beams show onsistent gains with higherurrent, but the pHE beam shows a maximum at � 160 kA. Above this urrentthe pHE is overfousing low-energy pions to the extent that the muon ux atalove 1 is atually redued. The di�erene between the LE and LE10 urvesprovides some measurement of the e�et of the 10 m target displaementon muon rates, and hene the neutrino ux. Suh must be on�rmed with aMonte Carlo simulation.Alove 2 shows little e�et from horn fousing in the LE and LE10positions, but the pME and pHE beams show enhaned ux. Alove 3 is onlyresponsive in the pHE beam, in aordane with our expetations (x6.4).268



Figure 10.1: Horn urrent sans in the LE, LE10, pME (labeled as ME), andpHE (labeled as HE) beams. The beams di�er in target position, being 0,10, 100, and 250 m behind the nominal LE position. In eah of these targetpositions the horn urrent was varied. The Hadron Monitor shows a marginalinrease in ux from horn fousing. The aloves all show inreased ux withinreased horn urrent and beam energy - exept for alove 1 where the muonux atually dereases in the HE beam with the highest urrents.
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10.2 Crossheks of Proton Beam StabilityThe Muon Monitors are quite sensitive to hanges in the proton beam positionat the target. Thus, this system an be used as a redundant hek of the pro-ton beam steering, omplementing the extrapolation provided by the primarybeam instrumentation. We performed several sans early in the NuMI om-missioning proess whih an be used to alibrate any subsequent exursionsdeteted by the Muon Monitors. The results of this study have been on�rmedwith two aident spills during subsequent running, one in Marh and one inNovember.10.2.1 Study of Muon YieldResults from the muon aloves are shown in Fig. 10.2 for two sans of theproton beam aross the target while loated in the low-energy position (withand without horn fousing). The alove 1 signal omes from both the deayof pions and from partiles emanating from the Hadron Absorber. Its peaksin intensity, without horn fousing, orrespond to when the proton beam pen-etrates in the region between the ba�e and target and strikes the absorber.The opposite is true with horn fousing, in whih ase muons from fousedpions dominate the signal.Alove 2 is sensitive to higher energy muons, so the enter of the targetstands out promptly without the horns. The ba�e's greater lengths providesfor more reinterations of high-energy pions, so it produes fewer muons here.With horn fousing far more muons are produed o� the ba�e than the target;this is a result of the ba�e being � 2m upstream of the target. Alove 3, beingsensitive to only the highest-energy muons, sees very little signal. The ux ofhigher energy muons (aloves 2 & 3) drops notieably when the proton beam270



Figure 10.2: Muon Monitor results from horizontal target sans in the low-energy position. The target is entered at -.95 mm. These sans are di�erentfrom that in Fig. 11.8 whih was used for alignment; beam intensity is higherhere. The target and ba�e features produe di�erent peaks and valleys in thedi�erent aloves, depending on horn fousing. Note that the alove 2 ux withhorns is muh higher when the beam is targeted on the ba�e instead of thetarget. 271



strikes the enter of the target, instead of the edges; this is a result of pionsreinterating in the target: when near the edge, high-energy pions are morelikely to esape out the side of the target before interating again. Suh anbe a useful monitoring rosshek of the quality and position of the protonbeam. The Muon Monitors beome more sensitive to target-ba�e features withthe horn fousing and higher-energy beams.. Examples of this are shown inFigs. 10.3 (pME beam) and 10.4 (pHE beam). The horn-o� data is similarto that of the low-energy san. With the horns pulsing, the alove 1 signallearly shows the target in the enter and has small bumps orresponding tothe ba�e edges. Alove 2 shows the same situation, but with a greater signalfrom the ba�e pions. Alove 3 is a more extreme example of this with theba�e muons produing almost as muh signal as the target muons.For NuMI, the Muon Monitors play a seondary role in alignment (seeCh. 11). However, other experiments have used their Muon Monitors moreextensively to align the target hall omponents (see [102, 95℄). In that ase theproton beam and omponents were moved until the muon ux is maximized;suh a method annot be used for the NuMI alignment. As an be seen inFigs. 10.2, 10.3, and 10.4, entering the proton beam on the target often doesnot maximize muon ux. There is often a loal minimum in the ux at theenter where pions reinterations in the target deplete the number of medium-and high-energy pions. In fat, the long-term monitoring of the proton beamstability on the target an be aomplished by deteting a rise in muon yieldsdue to missteering of the beam. 272



Figure 10.3: Muon Monitor results from horizontal target sans with the targetin the medium-energy position; with and without horns pulsing. The target isentered at -.95 mm. 273



Figure 10.4: Muon Monitor results from horizontal target sans with the targetin the high-energy position; with and without horns pulsing. The details of thetarget and ba�e are more apparent than in Fig 10.2, partiularly in alove 3,with the horns and with the target in a higher energy position. Interestingly,the maximum muon uxes in alove 3 our . 1 mm into either the target orba�e edge. The target is entered at -.95 mm.274



10.2.2 Muon Monitor CentroidsThe entroid of the distributions measured at the Muon Monitors is apableof giving signi�ant amounts of information, though interpretation of detailswill bene�t from further Monte Carlo simulation of the beamline.Fig. 10.5 shows the horizontal entroid position of the muon distribu-tions measured during horizontal sans of the proton beam aross the target.The horn fousing ats like a lens for various energies of muons and an over-fous or underfous them1. The fousing results in something like an image ofthe proton beam to be projeted via muons at the aloves. The entroid posi-tions measured in the aloves thus are orrelated (positively or negatively) withthe beam position on target, the proportion being dependent on the fousing.As eah alove samples a di�erent portion of the muon energy spetrum, thealoves' entroid orrelation will vary di�erently.The orrelations in Fig. 10.5 suggest that for the LE beam the pions areunderfoused for all energies measurable in the Muon Monitor. The ME beamis underfoused in aloves 2 and 3, but alove 1 appears slightly overfoused.In the HE beam, the muons reahing aloves 1 and 2 were learly overfoused,while alove 3 is underfoused. From these distributions, it is lear that theMuon Monitors an detet future exursions of the proton beam o� targetenter.
1In some ases the muons are not foused at all, beause they pass through the nek ofthe horn. However, they still aquire an angle if steered away from the enter of the target.The angle results from more seondaries esaping the nearer side of the target.275



Figure 10.5: Muon Monitor entroids during target sans in the various beams. When the entroid position isorrelated with the proton beam loation there are two possible explanations: the proton beam is nearer edgeof the target and more partiles esape out that side, or underfousing results in an image of the proton beamthat sales with its position. Anti-orrelation suggests overfousing where the image is inverted. Everything isunderfoused in the LE beam; the pME beam is slightly overfoused in alove 1 muons, and underfoused inaloves 2 and 3; the pHE is learly overfoused in alove 1 and 2 muons, but still underfoused for alove 3.
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10.3 Target IntegrityOn Marh 23, 2005 water was found in the oil of the vauum pump keepingthe target anister evauated. Hadron Monitor data from a subsequent sanof the proton beam aross the target showed that there was an appreiableamount of water within the target vessel. Following attempts to remove thewater from the anister while still in the beamline, beam sans (aross thetarget) were performed periodially and the data from the Hadron Monitorused to evaluate the suess of suh attempts.Ultimately, the target was removed from the beamline. The target wasdrained of water and bak-pressured with helium with the intent being thatthe helium pressure would minimize any leak into the the target vessel. Uponreplaement, the target was sanned several times using the Hadron Monitorto verify that bak-pressure system operated as planned.This setion desribes some of the measurements made with the BeamMonitoring System to diagnose the extent of the target leak.10.3.1 Measurements with Compromised TargetThe target ooling water leak was disovered shortly after it began { thoughthe partiular event and time remain unknown. The �rst horizontal beamsan aross the target (shown in Fig. 10.6) on Marh 23 showed redution inthe proton beam transmission through the target-ba�e gap. The redution ofbeam reahing the Hadron Monitor was � 60%, indiating � 1.9 interationlengths of water �lling the target's snout. However, the signal measured whilethe beam was entered on the target was not signi�antly redued. We thusonluded that all of the water interseted by the beam in these sans mustbe in the downward sloping snout of the target (see Fig. 1.4).277



Figure 10.6: Hadron Monitor normalized intensity of horizontal target sansat several dates during the target inident. The Marh 9 data show a typialhorizontal san, presumably before any damage. The Marh 23 and 25 datashow redued signal in the Hadron Monitor from water in the target anister.The Marh 23 data shows redution in the gap between target and ba�e, butnot on the target itself { suggesting that there is some amount of water in thetarget snout, but not in the barrel upstream of the target. The Marh 25 datashows that the target anister must have been almost entirely full of water upto the beam enterline.
278



A later san on Marh 25 (Fig. 10.6 showed greater redution in trans-mission, as well as a 40% redution on the enter of the target. This newinformation implied that the water had �lled the target anister ompletelyup the entrane point of the beam2.The beam width at the Hadron Monitor also showed the expeted vari-ation with water in the target, as shown in Fig. 10.7. The water's e�et asa satterer is more apparent. In fat, it an be seen that the beam widthmeasured on the target enter was somewhat larger in the Marh 23 data.This sattering is aused by � 8 m of spae downstream of the last target�n where there is nominally no material. Suh is expeted, by adding 0.25radiation lengths of water to the 4 radiation lengths of arbon in the thetarget, whih would be expeted to sale the sattered proton beam size byp4:25=4 = 1:03.Vertial sans of the proton beam aross the target gave another mea-sure of the water level. Several are shown in Figs. 10.8 & 10.9. The depthof water the beam has to traverse inreases � 17 mm for eah mm of vertialdisplaement; however, the beam has its own width so the e�et is not assimple. The kink seen around the enter of the target was suggestive at onepoint, but is more likely some e�et of surfae tension around the horizontal�n or other internal features of the target anister.10.3.2 Target ReoveryUltimately, the target assembly was removed from the beamline and examineddiretly. The water inside the target anister was level with the start of thesnout, as expeted; however, no obvious leak was found. Testing suggested2There are about 30 m of distane inside the target anister upstream of the �rst targetsegment where there is nominally no material279



Figure 10.7: Hadron Monitor measured beam width from the same horizontaltarget sans as Fig. 10.6. The beam width measured at the Hadron Monitorinreases with the amount of water within the target anister.
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Figure 10.8: Hadron Monitor normalized intensity of vertial target sansduring the target inident period. The pre-inident sans shows a negativeslope aross the target fae due to the horizontal �n's position. The targetanister is angled at the same slope of the beamline: 58 mrad. As suh thedepth of water enountered by the proton beam is higher at lower positions atthe target { leading to the positive slope in measured signal aross the targetfae. The Marh 30 data are from when the target anister was ompletely fullwith water. The April sans are after an attempt drain water from the targetwithout removing it; after these attempts the water �lled the target snout upto some level, either where the snout opens into the larger barrel or the leakloation on the ooling pipe. 281



Figure 10.9: Hadron Monitor beam width measurements from the same verti-al sans as Fig. 10.8.
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that a helium bakpressure of 18 psi against the ooling water pressure shouldbe suÆient to keep small leak at bay.Horizontal sans were again used to verify target integrity after thereplaement. The Hadron Monitor measurements are shown in Figs. 10.10& 10.11. The transmission through the enter of the target went bak tothe levels measured before the target inident. The transmission through thetarget-ba�e gap inreased beause the primary beam optis had been hangedto deliver a more round beam spot to the target, with lesser divergene.10.3.3 Long-Term MonitoringThe water leak is prevented by an over-pressure of helium in the target anister.As the leak may enlarge and water re-enter the anister, we have establisheda regular program of target sans to monitor target integrity.Horizontal sans of the proton beam aross the target are performedon an at least monthly basis to get good measurements of the transmissionthrough the target-ba�e gap. Additional sans are performed after any ma-jor hange of operating mode, or when unusual events are observed with thehelium overpressure or ooling water systems. As of writing, no further leakshad been observed in the target.
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Figure 10.10: Hadron Monitor normalized intensity as measured during hori-zontal target sans before, during, and after the target inident. The somewhathigher signal after target replaement has been attributed to better target andproton beam angling, as well as the optis hange that ourred just beforethe target inident.
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Figure 10.11: Hadron Monitor beam width measurements as measured duringhorizontal target sans before, during, and after the target inident. Again,better proton beam penetration was ahieved after the target replaement byimproving the target angle and proton beam angle during sans, as well ashanging the proton beam spot through orreting the primary beam optis.
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Chapter 11
Beam Based Alignment ofTarget Hall Components

11.1 IntrodutionAs disussed in Ch. 6, the beam monitors assist in the ommissioning of thebeamline through alignment of the target hall omponents (target, ba�e, &horns). The neutrino beam, and partiularly the ratio of beam spetra at thethe near and far detetors, is sensitive to misalignments, as has been shown inprevious experiments [102℄. In this hapter we desribe the proess of beam-based alignment, where the proton beam itself is used to loate the positionsand angles of these omponents with the assistane of the downstream instru-mentation.The low-energy neutrino beam is partiularly sensitive to misalignmentsbeause there are so many higher energy hadrons that will be better fousedfor most any misalignment. An o�-enter beam on the target results in sti�erpions exiting the target; an o�-enter target results in greater fousing through287



Figure 11.1: Results of a Monte Carlo simulation showing the e�ets of trans-verse displaements of Horn 1 on the neutrino beam spetrum at the MINOSnear detetor. Plotted is the ratio of neutrino ux with the o�sets omparedto the nominal ux. Eah displaement redues the number of neutrinos inthe peak and inreases the ux just after the peak, raising the average energyof the beam. (Simulation ourtesy Z. Pavlovih.)
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the horns, as do o�-enter horns. The e�et of transverse o�sets of Horn1 on the near detetor neutrino spetrum are shown in Fig. 11.1; greaterdisplaements inreasingly redue the peak ux and inrease the ux justabove the peak, raising the average energy of the beam.The seondary beam monitors play an important role in alignment ofthe target hall omponents. The basi method of beam-based alignment is tomove the proton beam spot laterally along the target hall omponents, thee�et of whose features upon the beam is measured by the downstream instru-mentation. As mentioned in Ch. 1 and further desribed in App. B, instrumen-tation available in the primary proton beam line an aurately determine theposition of the proton beam as it traverses the target hall. The downstreaminstrumentation then measure: (a) the attenuation of the proton beam as itpasses through target and horn material; (b) partile showers reated whenthe proton beam is inident on the target or horns; and () the divergene ofthe proton beam as it passes through target or horn material. Fig. B.2 in App.B is a layout of the beamline devies relevant to this proedure.The partiular attration of beam-based alignment is that it providesdiret measurements of the omponents relative to the beam. This avoidsunertainties assoiated with using the intermediate step of an optial surveynetwork and redues targeting errors. BBA also avoids the error noted inCh. 10 of aligning the omponents based on maximal neutrino yield. To ourknowledge, this kind of beam-based alignment has been performed previouslyonly by Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), whih temporarily plaed aseries of glass plates before and after the target and horns to observe theloation of the radiation-blakening [161℄.289
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Figure 11.2: Beam's-eye view of the target-ba�e system. The beam �rst passesthe ba�e, then a single horizontal graphite target �n, and then the target itself(47 �ns). For the surveys in this setion the proton beam is sanned arossthe target in a vertial or horizontal diretion. The beam is attenuated andsattered by the material in its path, hanging its intensity and angular spreadas deteted by the Hadron Monitor.11.1.1 Target-Ba�e SystemA beam's eye view of the target-ba�e system [162℄ is shown in Fig. 11.2. Thetarget and ba�e are mounted on a module that allows manipulation of thetarget and ba�e in all three oordinates as well as pith and yaw. However,the target and ba�e are �xed with respet to eah other and move as a unit.The ba�e is a graphite rod with a 11 mm diameter lear aperture. Theba�e is 150 m long, orresponding to 3.1 nulear interation lengths and 6.3radiation lengths. When the beam is inident on the ba�e material (and notthe aperture) we expet only 4.5% of the proton beam to survive, and it tohave aquired a RMS angle of 0.30 mrad due to multiple sattering. Both290



e�ets an be measured using the Hadron Monitor.The target is positioned 68 m after the ba�e. The main part of thetarget onsists of forty-seven 2 m long graphite segments, spaed by 0.3 mm.The segments have a width of 6.4 mm and a height of 15 mm (all orientedvertially). The segments ontribute 2.0 nulear interation lengths and 4.0radiation lengths, suh that 13.5% of the proton beam will penetrate the targetand aquire a RMS angle of 0.24 mrad due to multiple sattering. The beaman be steered suh that its enter intersets neither the target nor ba�e. Thisallows determination of the horizontal target position.The vertial position of the target is not as ruial. To determine thevertial target position there is a 48th �n, oriented horizontally, 15 m upstreamof the main target. This �n, alled the \horizontal �n", is made of the samegraphite material as the main target. It is entered 2.26 mm above the vertialenter of the main target. The horizontal �n ontributes 0.08 radiation lengths,measurable at the Hadron Monitor as an inrease of the proton beam RMSsattering angle inreases by 0.002 mrad.11.1.2 Horns and CrosshairsTo allow beam-based alignment of the horns, a system of \rosshairs" wasdesigned [162, 163℄. Using these rosshairs and the Horn 1 nek, the loationsof the upstream and downstream ends of eah horn an be independentlymeasured, giving a measurement of both position and angle of the horn. Figs.11.3 and 11.4 show the rosshairs on the horns.The rosshairs are three aluminum bars attahed to the downstream faeof Horn 1, and both faes of Horn 2. Eah rosshair onsists of a main sparoriented vertially and providing a width of 1 mm in the horizontal diretion;291
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Figure 11.3: Beam's eye view of the Horn 1 nek and rosshairs. The protonbeam is sanned horizontally and vertially over the nek and rosshair features(the ellipse in the enter is the approximate 1 � beam spot for these studies).The partile spray from interations in the material produe signals in two lossmonitors, one just downstream of eah horn; the sattering of the beam alsoappears as larger beam size in the Hadron Monitor. There are three rosshairsthat are either above and to the left of the beam (Horn 1 downstream andHorn 2 upstream), or below and to the right (Horn 2 downstream). Eahrosshair onsists of a vertial spar over the entire opening of the horn anda small horizontal nub; they establish the horizontal and vertial positions,respetively, of that end of the horn. 292



there is an additional horizontal nub that is 1 mm in width and extends 3.5mm bak toward the enter of the beamline. In the beam's-eye view the Horn1 downstream and Horn 2 upstream rosshairs overlap.A pair of ionization hambers, one downstream of eah horn (one isshown in Fig. 11.4), detets the sattered partiles reated when the pro-ton beam is inident on the rosshairs. Additionally the Hadron Monitoran detet the inreased divergene of the proton beam after penetrating therosshairs.11.1.3 Proton Beam ExtrapolationExtrapolation to the target was done with a simple linear model:x(z) = xTGT + (xTGT � x121)� � z � zTGTzTGT � z121� (11.1)x121 and xTGT are the measured positions at the 121 and TGT instrumenta-tion stations (see Fig. B.2 & App. B); z121 and zTGT are the positions of theinstruments along the beamline; x(z) is the extrapolated position at the lon-gitudinal loation z. The extrapolated resolutions from pro�le monitor (PM)measurements are estimated to be � 32 �m for the ba�e, target, and Horn 1;and 54 �m at Horn 2. For the BPM measurements the estimates are 260 �mand 450 �m at the two loations (resolutions are somewhat better for targetsans where intensity is higher).The PMs are used for the beam-based alignment measurements be-ause of their better resolution at low intensity and fewer unertainties in thetranslation from measured positions to nominal positions as de�ned by optialsurvey1.1During normal beam operations, the BPMs are used to steer the proton beam. There-fore, the target and horn positions are also given at the end of this hapter in BPMoordinates. 293



Figure 11.4: Piture of Horn 2, as installed, from the downstream end. Therosshair is the vertial bar aross the horn aperture. The horizontal nub onthe rosshair is just visible at the enter of the horn aperture. The loss monitorion hamber is the ylinder extending from above on the left (beam right).
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11.2 Alignment of Target and Ba�eThe target and ba�e horizontal and vertial positions an be established bya single horizontal and a single vertial san of the target. The angles of thetarget and ba�e annot be well measured, but the ommon angle of the twoomponents an be onsidered degenerate with their di�erential o�sets.The sans used to determine the �nal position of the target were per-formed on April 25, and had a more-or-less nominal beam pro�le of 0.9 x 0.9mm2 sigmas. The sans from a prior installation of the target, Marh 3, arealso shown. During the Marh 3 sans the primary proton beam vertial sigmawas � 1.4 mm, and horizontal sigma was � 0.7 mm.11.2.1 Vertial Target-Ba�e MeasurementsThe vertial san of the ba�e is shown in Fig. 11.5. The harge olleted inthe Hadron Monitor is redued as it passes into the ba�e by absorption andsattering in the ba�e material. The signal is �t to a onstant multiplied bytwo error funtions of oppositely signed arguments and the o�sets allowed tovary. The upper san in Fig. 11.5 was performed on Marh 5, 2005 and hasthe vertial position of the ba�e as +1.18 mm. The lower san is from April25, 2005 { after the target replaement { and results in the vertial position ofthe ba�e being measured as +0.21 mm. This one mm vertial shift in ba�eposition was unexpeted, but is onsistent with other measurements and anbe aommodated.The vertial position of the target itself an be established by inferringthe presene of the horizontal �n of the target. The Hadron Monitor RMSbeam size and entral pixel intensity are sensitive to the presene of the single295



Figure 11.5: Two vertial sans of the target and ba�e. The former being per-formed on Marh 5, 2005, the seond performed on April 25, 2005. The datain eah plot are the total amounts of harge olleted on the Hadron Monitor,normalized by proton beam intensity, and plotted as a funtion of beam posi-tion at the target as extrapolated from pro�le monitor position measurements.The line is a �t to the data based on a simple model of proton absorption inthe target and ba�e. The �ts show a 1 mm vertial shift of the ba�e afterre-installation. 296



Figure 11.6: Information from the Hadron Monitor used to �nd the vertialtarget position. This plot orresponds to the upper san in Figure 11.5, inwhih the beam is sanned vertially along the horizontal enter of the target.Plotted is the vertial RMS of the measured distribution in the Hadron Moni-tor. The position of the horizontal �n is indiated by an inrease in RMS dueto sattering. The solid line is a �t to a simple model of absorption, with thedashed line showing the �t without the e�et of the horizontal �n.
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Figure 11.7: This plot orresponds to the lower san in Figure 11.5. Plotted isthe the harge olleted on the enter pixel of the Hadron Monitor, normalizedby proton beam intensity. The position of the horizontal �n is indiated bya derease in the harge on the enter pixel due to sattering and absorption.The blak line is a �t to the data onsidering the ba�e and the �n. This sanalso shows a vertial displaement as ompared to 11.6 that ourred after thetarget re-installation.
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�n, as the RMS responds diretly to sattering; the entral pixel responds toabsorption the same as total intensity, but is more sensitive to sattering. Figs.11.6 and 11.7 show these quantities as measured from the same vertial beamsans as before. In the Marh 5 san the RMS of the distribution makes thebest measurement of the �n position. The data are �t to a at bakgroundplus two error funtions2 for the ba�e and a gaussian for the �n, the valuefor the entroid of the gaussian is +1.75 mm. The response in RMS to thehorizontal �n is not expeted to be gaussian, but serves well enough as thebeam width is omparable to the �n width.For the April 25 san, the entral pixel turned out to be a better measureof the �n position, as shown in Fig. 11.7. The data are �t to a onstantbakground minus two error funtions for the ba�e, and a gaussian from the�n, the value for the entroid of the gaussian is +1.36 mm. Thus, the targetalso sees a vertial hange of position after re-installation, though only halfas muh as the ba�e sees. The ba�e position is measured as +0.07 mm(ompared to 0.21 mm above). This disrepany is likely from the quality ofthe �t and indiates a �tting unertainty of about � 0.1 mm.11.2.2 Horizontal Target-Ba�e MeasurementsAll the information used to �nd the horizontal positions of the target andba�e are shown in Fig. 11.8. During horizontal sans of the proton beam, theHadron Monitor intensity varies widely with the amount of material traversed.The high ontrast of ba�e-gap-target-gap-ba�e (Fig. 11.2) provides signi�ant2The inrease in RMS from the ba�e is not expeted to be exatly an error funtionas the RMS is related to angle spread whih will be related to the square root of materialtraversed and the Hadron Monitor RMS is poorly measured for very large widths, suh the230 mm is about the maximum value; however, the error funtions �t well enough for thesepurposes. 299



Figure 11.8: Data from a single horizontal san that establishes the horizontalpositions of the target and ba�e. Plotted is the total Hadron Monitor hargenormalized by proton intensity. The edges of the target are found by �ttingto the entral dip in harge; the edges of the ba�e are found by �tting to theouter dips in harge.
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modulation of the areal density, and thus in proton ux measured at theHadron Monitor. The data is �t to a onstant multiplied by two sums of twoerror funtions. The target and ba�e enters are �tted independently. The�tted ba�e enter is at -0.75 mm, the target enter at -0.95 mm. The 0.2 mmo�set between target and ba�e results in the unequal signal amplitude of thetwo peaks orresponding to the gaps.The �t to the ba�e width gives 10.7 mm, suggesting that the beamwas o�-enter by as muh as 1.3 mm vertially, or at an angle up to 200 �rad.The proton beam position was -0.5 mm vertially, whih with a 0.2 mm ba�eo�set, suggests the beam was o�-enter by only 0.7 mm, limiting the angle to140 �rad.The �tted redution of signal in the Hadron Monitor is about 88.5%for the target, or 2.2 e-foldings, and 97.5% for the ba�e, 3.7 e-foldings. Theratio between e-foldings is 1.7, ompared to the antiipated absorption ratio of150=96 = 1:56. The Hadron Monitor interepts a solid angle of (1:06 mrad)2,so sattering ontributes to the further signal redution in the ba�e.11.2.3 Other IndiationsThe Hadron Monitor is the preferred way to determine the target and ba�epositions, but there are a few other orroborating measurements: the MuonMonitors and the Budal Monitors. The muon uxes depend (in a nontrivialway) on how muh material the proton beam traverses { a�eting the muonux measured. Details of the muons response during target sans are give inx10.2. For the purposes of beam-based alignment we note that the target sansalso have identi�able features in the Muon Monitors that provide a ross-hekon the Hadron Monitor measurements.301



The Budal Monitors [28℄, another set of ionstrumentation, are intendedto give diret eletrial signals from the target that orrespond to the amountof beam passing through; results of this system were mixed. A Budal Monitoris made by eletrially isolating the target (or some part of the target) andmeasuring the harge ejeted from it by the passing proton beam. The NuMItarget has two Budal Monitors: one being the main span of the target itselfand the other being the horizontal �n. The horizontal position of the targetan be found by performing a horizontal san and reading out the main span ofthe target. This tehnique produes measurements onsistent with the targetsan, but with less ontrast. To �nd the vertial position, the intention was toperform a vertial san and read out the horizontal �n signal. Unfortunately,this signal was dominated by the spray o� of the ba�e and was not usable to�nd the vertial position of the target. This was likely in part due to the �n'sshort length as ompared to the target and ba�e, not allowing a proper signalto develop.11.3 Alignment of HornsThe horizontal and vertial angles and positions of the horns are determinedwith a set of sans performed with the target removed and the horns o�. Threesans (one vertial, and two horizontal) are used to to �nd the positions of theHorn 1 nek and the long spars and nubs of three rosshairs (see x11.1.2). Allof the sans for horn alignment were performed prior to target re-installationand have the anisotropi beamspot of 0.7 mm horizontal sigma and 1.4 mmvertial sigma. The beamspot has an impat as feature an appear sharper ornarrower.In these analyses the proton beam was always projeted to the position302



of the feature in question in the pro�le monitor oordinate system. However,as a single detetor may be used for multiple purposes a plae of extrapolationmuh be hosen for plotting. In the plots show here the beam is extrapolatedto: the Horn 1 downstream rosshair for the Horn 1 loss monitor; the Horn 2upstream rosshair for the Horn 2 loss monitor; and the Horn 2 downstreamrosshair for the Hadron Monitor RMS. The features on the plots visible indi�erent devies will not always line up due to the di�erent points of extrap-olation.11.3.1 Horizontal Horn MeasurementsA typial horizontal san is shown in Fig. 11.9. The data from the three dete-tors are plotted: \Horn 1 LM" is the loss monitor just downstream of Horn 1and is sensitive to partile spray from the Horn 1 nek and the downstreamrosshair on Horn 1. \Horn 2 LM" is the loss monitor just downstream ofHorn 2 and is sensitive to the Horn 1 nek and both rosshairs on Horn 2. Thesignal from the upstream Horn 2 rosshair is about eight times as strong asthat from the downstream rosshair, leading to diÆulty in di�erentiating thesignals3. \HadMon RMS" is the vertial RMS about the entroid of the beamat the Hadron Monitor and is sensitive to all material, so is only useful whererosshairs do not signi�antly overlap.3From the rosshair lengths, we alulate that the material presents 1.5% (4.6%) of anulear interation length and 7% (20%) of a radiation length for a 6 mm (18 mm) longrosshair. Beause of the 1 mm width, the entire beam will never be inident on therosshair material. So, there is an upper bound of 1.5% (4.6%) of the beam attenuatedin the rosshairs, whih is not measurable in the Hadron Monitor; however, most of thatattenuation will our through inelasti ollisions produing harge partiles at larger angleswhih an be measured by the loss monitors. The eletromagneti sattering indues anangular spread of as muh as 0.027 (0.048) mrad, whih orresponds to 20 (35) mm at theHadron Monitor. The inrease in angular spread will depend on the pre-existing divergenewithout the material. 303



Figure 11.9: Summary of measurements made to establish the horizontal posi-tions and angles of the horns. Shown are the signals in the two loss monitors,one downstream of eah horn, and the vertial RMS of the distribution in theHadron Monitor, about the entroid, during a horizontal san of the protonbeam aross the system.
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Figure 11.10: The data from Fig. 11.9 for the Horn 1 loss monitor alone.Superimposed on the data is the �t used to determine the enter of the hornnek from the outer peaks, and the rosshair position from the entral peak.
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The Horn 1 loss monitor data are shown alone on Fig. 11.10 along withthe �t used to determine the horizontal position of the horn nek and rosshair.The �t is a onstant bakground plus two error funtions for the horn nek,and a gaussian for the rosshair. The �t results in a position of -0.46 mm forthe horn nek and -3.36 mm for the downstream rosshair.The Horn 2 rosshair signals are more diÆult to separate. The signalindued by the upstream rosshair is eight times as strong, so even the smallamount of beam rossing the nub auses interferene. The problem an beseen in the three-humped struture of the Horn 2 LM signal in Fig. 11.11. Asimilar san is show as the open irles in Fig. 11.11, it is displaed a frationof a millimeter downward from the other san. This distribution is �t to alinear bakground (to approximate the nub) and a gaussian. The gaussiangives the upstream rosshair position as -3.35 mm.A seond horizontal san, with the beam displaed a further 4 mmdownward, is used to separate the downstream rosshair signal. This san(the �lled irles in Fig. 11.11) is well lear of the upstream nub, allowingthe downstream rosshair to be resolved and �t to a linear bakground and agaussian. The �t gives the downstream rosshair as +1.33 mm.11.3.2 Vertial Horn MeasurementsThe data from a single vertial san of the proton beam aross the horn systemare shown in Fig. 11.12. Here the beam sans vertially along the enterline ofthe horn nek { avoiding the rosshair spars as muh as possible. The signalpeaks represent the horizontal rosshair nubs; the peaks are wider and lessintense than in the horizontal sans beause of the smaller amount of materialin the nub and beause of the wider vertial beam size.306



Figure 11.11: Data from two separate horizontal sans of Horn 2 that establishthe positions of the two rosshairs. The two sans were done at di�erentvertial positions, as indiated. In the higher san the signal from the upstreamnub interferes with the signal from the downstream rosshair; the seond san,displaed downward, avoids this problem.
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Figure 11.12: Summary of measurements made to establish the vertial posi-tions and angles of the horns. The signals are the same as in Fig. 11.9. TheHorn 1 nek and rosshair nub positions are measured as in Fig. 11.10. TheHorn 2 upstream nub position is measured from the loss monitor signal, as inFig. 11.11. The Horn 2 downstream nub position must be measured by thehange in measured RMS at the Hadron Monitor.
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The Horn 1 downstream rosshair nub and nek positions are found bya �t the Horn 1 loss monitor data. The nek, as before, is learly visibly, butthe nub provides only a weak bump. Regardless, the data is well �t by twoerror funtions for the nek and a gaussian for the nub. The �t value for thenub position is +2.78 mm; other sans give positions of +2.02 and +2.04 mm,so an average is used. The �t value for the nek position is -0.64 mm.The Horn 2 upstream rosshair nub is found by a �t to the peak inthe Horn 2 loss monitor data. The �t is done to a linear bakground and agaussian over a range exluding most of the nek signal. Two sans were �tgiving positions of +1.48 and +1.57 mm.The Horn 2 downstream rosshair nub is not resolvable in the Horn2 loss monitor data. The expeted position is around -3 mm, and a slightbump is perhaps visible there in the loss monitor data, but is dominated bybakground. However, the Hadron Monitor data an be used here as there areno other features ompeting with the nub. A �t is performed to the HadronMonitor RMS with a linear bakground and a gaussian over a 6 mm rangeabout the peak in the RMS. The �tted value for the position of the nub is-4.74 mm.11.4 Final ResultsThe position measurements in the previous setions are used to �nd the posi-tions (and some angles) of the target hall omponents. Some of the measuredpositions are of features that are not expeted to be in the middle of the beam-zero (suh as the horizontal �n and rosshairs). The raw data for measuredpositions are shown in Table 11.1.In some ase �ts from multiple sans and di�erent measures were used309



Feature San Fit Value Orth Pos Fig #Ba�e Nek Horz -0.75 mm -0.5 mm 11.8Ba�e Nek Vert +0.21 -1.1 11.5Ba�e Nek Vert +0.07 -1.1 11.7Target Horz -0.95 -0.5 11.8Target Vert +1.36 -1.1 11.5Horn 1 Nek Horz -0.46 -0.3 11.10Horn 1 Nek Vert -0.64 -0.2 11.12Horn 1 DownstreamCrosshair Horz -3.36 -1.2 11.10Horn 1 DownstreamCrosshair Horz -3.32 -0.3Horn 1Downstream Nub Vert 2.78 -0.2 11.12Horn 1Downstream Nub Vert 2.02 -0.4Horn 1Downstream Nub Vert 2.04 -1.4Horn 2 UpstreamCrosshair Horz -3.35 -1.5 11.11Horn 2Upstream Nub Vert +1.48 -0.1Horn 2Upstream Nub Vert +1.57 -1.1Horn 2 DownstreamCrosshair Horz +1.33 -5.7 11.11Horn 2Downstream Nub Vert -4.74 +0.1 11.12Table 11.1: Summary of raw measurements used to establish the positions ofthe target and horn, and the positions and angles of the horns. The measure-ments are broken down by feature and type of san; in some ases multiplemeasurements of the same feature were used. The Pro�le Monitor (PM) o-ordinated system is used here. \Orth Pos" refers to the san position in theopposite oordinate; e.g. the horizontal san used to establish the position ofthe ba�e nek ourred at the y position of -0.5 mm. The �gure number isalso provided for �ts shown in the previous setions.310



Devie Diretion Coord O�set (mm) Angle (mrad)Ba�e Horz PM -0.75Ba�e Horz BPM -1.21Ba�e Vert PM +0.14Ba�e Vert BPM +1.12Target Horz PM -0.95Target Horz BPM -1.41Target Vert PM -0.90Target Vert BPM +0.13Horn 1 Horz PM -0.65 -0.18Horn 1 Horz BPM -1.24 -0.18Horn 1 Vert PM -0.33 +0.20Horn 1 Vert BPM +0.81 +0.26Horn 2 Horz PM -1.01 -0.11Horn 2 Horz BPM -1.82 -0.18Horn 2 Vert PM -1.61 -0.42Horn 2 Vert BPM +0.08 -0.43Table 11.2: Positions and angles of target hall omponents alulated from thepositions measured in Table 11.1. The positions in the pro�le monitor (PM)oordinate system are alulated diretly from the �tted values, the beam posi-tion monitor (BPM) oordinate system inludes the di�erene in extrapolatedposition measured in eah run. There is only one position measurement ineah diretion for the target and ba�e, so there is no angle information.to �nd a feature. For example, the ba�e vertial position was �t to both totalHadron Monitor intensity, and the intensity measured on the entral pixel. Inthe ase of the Horn 1 downstream nub, independent measurements di�eredsubstantially (� 0.7 mm). This sets a referene for the some of the systematiunertainty involved in the beam-based alignment proedure. Within a ertainoordinate system, we estimate an unertainty � 0.3 mm for the target, ba�eand Horn 1; and �0.5 mm for Horn 2.Using the knowledge of feature o�sets from omponent enters and aver-aging the numerous results we get the o�sets listed in Table 11.2. Additionally,for the horns where we have measurements separated by 2-3 m, we an alu-311



late the angles of the omponents with respet to the beamline nominal. Weestimate unertainties of � 0.2 mrad for the angles of the horns. The Horn2 vertial measurements (partiularly the angle) may be biased by the largeo�set measured in the Horn 2 downstream nub, whih ould not be seen inthe loss monitors { only in the Hadron Monitor RMS.All of the previous results were in the pro�le monitor (PM) oordinatesystem, but as the BPMs are used to steer the beam we translate them intoBPM oordinates. Here, the translation is done on a san-by-san basis. Whilethe resolution of the BPMs is poor at these intensities, an average o�set ismeasured for the entire run. A preferred method would be to use omparisonsthat are robust up to normal operating intensities, but suh omparisons arenot yet available.The PM and BPM oordinate systems are learly diverging in Table11.2 suh that there is a 1.7 mm di�erene in the vertial diretion at Horn 2.This is another unertainty in the measurements of the target hall omponents.Generally, it has been our bias that the o�sets from optial survey neessaryfor making PM measurements are better understood than those for BPM mea-surements. So, we feel that the PM measurements better orrespond to reality.However, the BPMs are used to steer the beam during typial running, so wemust understand the o�sets in their oordinate system, as we do in the nextsetion.11.5 Interpretation of ResultsThe position deviations arrived at in x11.4 range up to 2 mm; larger thanmight be desired. To quantify any e�et, we use simulation to �nd the beamhanges due to any o�set or angle. Additionally, in some ases remediative312



Devie Dir. O�set E�et Angle E�etBa�e Horz -1.2 mm 2.5% -0.1 mrad < 0.1%Ba�e Vert +1.1 2.2 -0.7 < 0.1Target Horz -1.4 2.5 -0.1 < 0.1Target Vert +0.1 < 0.1 -0.7 0.3Horn 1 Horz -1.2 1.1 -0.2 0.3Horn 1 Vert +0.8 1.4 +0.3 0.4Horn 2 Horz -1.8 1.2 -0.2 < 0.1Horn 2 Vert +0.1 < 0.1 -0.4 < 0.1Table 11.3: Tabulation of e�ets on the Far-to-Near ratio due to misalignmentsif the beam were steered at (x,y) = (0,0). The o�sets are those from 11.2for BPMs, exept for the target-ba�e angle where a representative angle ishosen as that that would give the di�erent o�sets measured, instead of anatual physial o�set between the enters of the two. There is an approximatebudget of 2% for e�ets on the ratio, so some of these o�sets are intolerable.See Table 11.4 for the aligned version.ation an be taken to orret o�sets. We expet that in the long term theMINOS experiment may aumulate enough data suh that statistial errorsin ux measurements will approah 2% (2500 events) in its most populatedenergy bin; as suh, we adopt a budget of < 2% for systemati errors in thefar-to-near extrapolation from alignment unertainties.A Monte Carlo parametrization was used to understand the e�et ofalignment toleranes ([162℄, x4.6). In partiular, the the e�et on the ratio ofuxes measured at the near and far detetors (far-to-near ratio) was onsid-ered. The far-to-near ratio will vary with the fousing as the average angleof the pions to the detetors will hange (di�erently for the two detetors);generally, as more higher-energy pions survive to deay to the detetors theyhave a lower ratio of far-to-near as they deay loser to the near detetor.The e�ets to the far-to-near ratio were �t and parametrized to theo�sets with a power law in [162℄. In Table 11.3 we use these parametrizationsto arrive at estimated utuations indued in the far-to-near ratio from the313



Devie Dir. O�set E�et Angle E�etBa�e Horz 0.0 mm < 0.1% -0.1 mrad < 0.1%Ba�e Vert +0.1 < 0.1 -0.7 < 0.1Target Horz -0.2 0.4 -0.1 < 0.1Target Vert -0.9 < 0.1 -0.7 0.3Horn 1 Horz -0.0 < 0.1 -0.2 0.3Horn 1 Vert -0.2 < 0.1 +0.3 0.4Horn 2 Horz -0.6 0.2 -0.2 < 0.1Horn 2 Vert -0.9 0.4 -0.4 < 0.1Table 11.4: Tabulation of e�ets on the Far-to-Near ratio due to misalignmentsif the beam were steered at (x,y) = (-1.2,+1.0) { as it is atually, unlike thease of Table 11.3. None of the unertainties due to o�sets or angles approahthe alignment budget of 2% e�et on the ratio.o�sets measured in this setion. The BPM system is used to steer the beam, sowe analyze the data in the BPM oordinate system and onsider the ase of thebeam being steered toward \0". While angles were not measured for the ba�eand target, we estimate an upper bound by onsidering the di�erene in ba�eand target o�sets to be due to a ommon angle in their mounting. There areseveral large e�ets in the ratio here, mostly resulting from horizontal o�sets,partiularly those of the target and ba�e whih exeed the 2% budget. Thisis not surprising as a 1.1 mm targeting error is large on a target of width 6.4mm. In reality, the beam is not steered at the 0 position. The target sanslearly show a horizontal o�set of the target and a vertial o�set of the ba�e.Using this knowledge, the beam has been steered at the x = -1.2 mm and y =+1.0 mm position. We realulated the o�sets from the beam loation andshow those in Table 11.4 along with the realulated e�ets of the far-to-nearratio. In this ase, all e�ets ontribute less than 0.5%, ensuring that thebudget is not approahed.Should a seond attempt at beam based alignment be made in the future314



several aspets of the present analysis ould be optimized:� Many of the sans were performed with improper optis in the primaryproton line. The new optis setting results in a rounder, smaller beamspot that an be better extrapolated throughout the target hall.� The orrespondene between BPMs and PMs is still not established ro-bustly at all intensities. Additionally, the extrapolation to the HadronMonitor is not fully understood (see xB.3).� Simulation of these sans in the detetors is not omplete. The on-trast is great enough that feature positions an be measured, but goodsimulation is desirable to understand the pro�le details in the detetors.Additionally, funtions derived from simulation with variable parametersshould be used for the �ttings, instead of the ad ho funtions used inthis hapter.Addressing the above onerns will yield more reliable results. Additionally,we an presribe several modi�ations to any future beam based alignmentproedure:� Sans should be operated using as many pro�le monitors as possible.These an be used to onstrain the primary beam optis.� Detailed knowledge of the primary beam optis should be used to al-ulate more ompliated magnet variations to move the beam parallellyaross the aperture. The existing bumps ause the beam to aquiresmall angles (i.e., are not entirely parallel) and indue some motion inthe opposite plane beause of quadrupole steering.315



� Operation of the PMs, BPMs, and toroids in a high preision mode isvery valuable. After the initial beam based alignment, the dynami rangeof these instruments was altered in suh a way that redues the preisionat low beam intensity. The high preision for low-intensity running mustbe reestablished, if not improved.� Multiple sans should be performed for eah omponent feature, but thesans should have di�erent positions or attitudes. For example: hori-zontal sans with a 0.1 mrad di�erene in proton targeting will allowbetter measurements of omponent angles, as well as provide limits onthe preision of proton beam extrapolation from the primary beam in-strumentation.� Alignment sans should be performed with a granularity of� 0.5 mm perstep, and multiple data points per step. Subsequent sans intended formonitoring target integrity have usually been inadequate for alignmentpurposes. Use of an automated sanning program that an run in parallelwith normal antiproton staking should be investigated.In the future, we hope beam-based alignment an be revisited in a moreomprehensive manner. For the present, beam-based alignment has been usedonly for hoosing the position at whih to target the proton beam. When themeasured o�sets are better understood, the omponents may be repositionedwith respet to eah other and angled to redue any possible e�et on theneutrino ux. Suh alignment may be required if the run of MINOS is extendedand the statistial unertainties beome smaller.
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Appendix A
Glossary of Aelerator PhysisTerms
The primary tool of the modern aelerator omplex is the synhrotron. Asynhrotron uses magnets to bend a beam of partiles in a repeating, somewhatirular path while also fousing the beam and using radiofrequeny (RF)aeleration. This appendix reviews magneti fousing and RF aeleration,and desribe their integration as the synhrotron.
A.1 Partile Beam OptisHigh-energy harged partile beams are direted with magnets. Dipole mag-neti �elds bends the beam, hanging its diretion. In a onstant, uniformdipole magneti �eld a harged partile will be bent transversely to the mag-neti �eld and the partile's motion aording to the Lorentz fore law. If thepartile's motion is entirely perpendiular to the magneti �eld it will be bentinto a irle. This behavior is alled gyration or ylotron motion; the radius317



of gyration is given by the equation:r = pqB = �3:34 m � TGeV=� pB (A.1)Where B is the magneti �eld, p is the partile momentum, and q is the partileharge { we will be onerned with singly-harged partiles and so will oftenneglet q. For example, in the ase of the Booster, p = 8.9 GeV/ and B �0.7 T, so the bending radius is 44 m. Any momentum a partile has parallel tothe magneti �eld will be unhanged; in this ase the partile follows a spiralpath along a magneti �eld line.Weak FousingA beam is made up of a large number of partiles that have some small varia-tion in position and diretion; maintaining the beam size requires fousing thebeam. Any partile momentum parallel to the magneti �eld will ontinue,so the beam would diverge inde�nitely in a uniform �eld. The beam motionparallel to the beam, however, does not diverge inde�nitely. If all the partileshave the same momentum they will have the same radii of gyration and y-lotron frequenies. For example, for partiles starting at the same point witha small angle between their motion of �, the maximum distane between themwill be 2r�. This is form of fousing intrinsi to radial motion in a dipole �eld;it is a omponent of \weak fousing" that was used in early aelerators.Weak fousing is aomplished by introduing a gradient in the mag-neti �eld to rediret the vertially diverging partiles toward the enter orbit.A pro�le of suh a magnet is shown in Fig. A.1 in the enter row { right; thepole faes of the magnet are sloped to produe gradients in the magneti �eld.If a positive partile beam is direted into the page it will be bent to the rightby the dominant dipole portion of the �eld. There will also be a horizontal318



B = B0ŷ B = B0x̂

B(x = y = 0) = B0ŷ B(x = y = 0) = B0ŷdBydx = dBxdy < 0 dBydx = dBxdy > 0

B(x = y = 0) = 0 B(x = y = 0) = 0dBydx = dBxdy < 0 dBydx = dBxdy > 0Figure A.1: Common types of magnets. The top row are dipole bendingmagnets; horizontal and vertial. The middle are ombined funtion magnetsthat bend horizontally and fous; the left being F, the right D. The bottomrow are quadrupole, pure fousing magnets; the left being F, the right beingD. 319



omponent of the magneti �eld direted to the right above the enterline,and to the left below the enter. This �eld gradient produes a return foretoward the entral orbit. With the magnet fae rotated around the enter ofgyration it produes a stable vertial osillation around the entral orbit. Notehowever that the impliit horizontal fousing fore is redued as there is alsoa horizontal gradient in the vertial �eld. Any strengthening of the vertialfousing redues the horizontal fousing { thus the nomenlature of \weak"fousing. The onstraints of weak fousing limited beam intensities until thedevelopment of strong fousing.Strong FousingThe ideal method of fousing would be to have a strong return fore towardthe entral orbit. This would require the gradients:dBydx < 0 dBxdy > 0 (A.2)The quadrupole magnet, as shown in Fig. A.1, an be used as a fous-ing lens. The magnet has four poles generated by urrents eletrial urrentsoutside of the beam path. The very enter of the magnet has zero �eld withgradients in eah diretion. These gradients, however, must satisfy Ampere'slaw, so one of them is in the opposite diretion required to fous. The magnetfouses in one plane and defouses in the other. Nevertheless, magnets fous-ing in the horizontal plane (F-type) an be used in ombination with thosefousing in the vertial plane (D-type) to produe a net fousing. The om-bined fousing from these magnets is stronger than the weak fousing above inthat it an ompress a given partile distribution to a smaller transverse size.This method of fousing is known as alternating-gradient or strong fousing.320
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Figure A.2: Demonstration of strong fousing. A beam initially o� the entralorbit horizontally and vertially travels through an F type quad and a D typequad. Horizontally, the beam is �rst foused then defoused; vertially, thebeam is defoused then foused. However, the angle of fousing is greater thanthe defousing in both ases.The dynamis of horizontal and vertial motion of the beam about a entralorbit are, to �rst order, unoupled and an be treated individually.The basi arrangement of magnets for strong fousing is illustrated inFig. A.2. The beam travels through one magnet of eah type { separated bysome distane. The beam is both foused and defoused in eah diretion; i.e.it is kiked toward the enter and away from the enter1. However, the kiksare of uneven magnitude { the kik toward the enter is always greater. Thisis aomplished by keeping the separation between the magnets less than thefoal length of the magnets. The beam that is �rst foused is nearer to theenter when it reeives the defousing kik so it is smaller; similarly, the beam1Magnets are shown here using the metaphor of thin lenses. The magnets do atually atmuh like ylindrial lenses, partiularly if the magnets are short. In rowded rings wherethe magnets take up muh of the spae the dynamis need to inlude the �nite length ofmagnets. However, the onept is muh the same as that desribed here.321



that is defoused �rst is further from the enter so its fousing kik is larger.A ontinuing pattern of these magnets is know as a FODO lattie {where F and D signify the magnets and O signi�es a non-fousing region. Otherforms of strong fousing latties exist, but are based on the same priniple asthe FODO lattie. These latties an be used in transfer lines where the O isusually a drift region and the fousing magnets are quadrupoles. They also anbe used in rings where either the fousing magnets are quadrupoles and the Osare dipoles, or the fousing magnets an be ombined funtion magnets thatboth bend and fous. At Fermilab, the Booster is an example of a ombinedfuntion mahine, and the Main Injetor is an example of a separated funtionmahine.Beam Emittane & EnvelopeAbove, we onsidered a few partiles o� the entral orbit as examples of howfousing works. A better tool for keeping trak of the partiles within a beamis emittane. Emittane is a measure of the six-dimensional phase spae o-upied by the beam partiles. Generally, the dynamis of horizontal, vertial,and longitudinal phase spae an be separated. Horizontal and vertial atsimilarly, but are mostly deoupled; longitudinal will be disussed in xA.2.Transverse emittane, �, is measured as the phase spae area oupiedby the beam2 The phase spae variables used are ommonly beam loationand divergene { x and dx=dz. Typially, the beam partiles will oupy someellipse in this spae. When traveling along a transfer line or properly mathedin a ring the moments of the beam at any point in the line are de�ned by the2The preise de�nition of emittane varies { usually hanging to aount for some frationof the beam. Here we will adopt the de�nition suh that �x in Eqn. (A.3) orresponds to68% of the beam. 322



Figure A.3: Lattie funtions for an extration line from the Booster. The� funtions and horizontal dispersion are plotted down the length of the line.The top shemati shows magnets along the line: bends span the line, F-quadsextend above, and D-quads below. Note that the beam blows up toward theend of the line in the absene of fousing.beam emittane and Courant-Snyder parameters3 that are properties of thelattie: �(z), �(z), and (z).Of the Courant-Snyder parameters � is the most often used as it de�nesthe beam size in the mahine:�x = hx2(z)i1=2 = (�(z)�x)1=2 (A.3)The parameter  similarly gives the beam divergene and � desribes the or-relation between between the position and angle. The horizontal and vertial� funtions of a Booster extration line are shown in Fig. A.3. Note howthe funtions are bent at eah quadrupole, and how a net fousing e�et is3Also known as Twiss parameters. 323



ahieved.The � funtion an also be used to desribe single-partile dynamisalong with another quantity: the phase advane,  .x(z) = (�(z)�0)1=2 sin( (z)�  0) (A.4)where �0 as a single partile emittane. The phase advane is another quantityof the lattie and goes as the inverse of the � funtion:d dz = 1�(z) (A.5)The phase advane is a measure of a partile's osillation within the envelopede�ned by the � funtion. This last relation an be understood by onsid-ering 1/� to be a measure of fousing { greater fousing results in smallerbeam (smaller �). Also, greater fousing inreases the rate at whih partilesosillate around the entral orbit. Just as there are di�erent � funtions forhorizontal and vertial motion, phase advanes at di�erent rates vertially andhorizontally.DispersionThe above disussion onsiders the role of transverse phase spae in determin-ing beam size. However, momentum deviation also plays a role in transversedynamis as eah magneti �eld ats as a spetrometer. Di�erent momentumbeams will have di�erent entral orbits throughout the mahine, primarilyfrom di�erent bending angles in dipole �elds; the o�-momentum beam then isfoused bak toward the entral orbit by the quadrupole �elds4.4Generally, o�-momentum beam will also reeive a di�erent amount of fousing. Inmahines as desribed so far, the fousing would be less with greater momentum. However,in atual mahines the variation of fousing with momentum is ontrolled with sextupole�elds. Regardless, this di�erene in fousing is a negligible, seond-order e�et for thepurposes of this thesis. 324



In a uniform dipole magneti �eld a di�erene in momentum, �p=p,results in a proportional hange in the radius of gyration, �r=r. However,the fousing of quadrupole �elds will try to fous bak the beam toward theenter. At eah point of the lattie, there will be a dispersion funtion, D(z),that desribes the position variation of the beam with momentum along thebeamline. The dispersion funtion is a property of the lattie { as well as thebeam parameters in the ase of transfer lines. For a single partile, or beamentroid: �x(z) = Dx(z)�pp (A.6)The spread in momentum of a beam will also ontribute to the beam widththrough dispersion in quadrature with the beam width from emittane:�x(z) = "�(z)�x + �Dx(z)Æpp �2#1=2 (A.7)The horizontal dispersion for the Booster extration line is also shown in Fig.A.3. Usually horizontal dispersion will be more signi�ant as that is the planewhere most of the bending is done. However, in some ases like the NuMIline where there is signi�ant vertial bending vertial dispersion must beonsidered as well (see Fig. 1.3).A.2 Partile AelerationCharged partiles are aelerated with eletri �elds. Eletrostati �elds anbe used for aeleration up to � 10 million volts, but beome impratialfor higher energies. All high-energy partile aelerators use high-frequenyalternating eletri �elds to aelerate partiles. As the frequenies are usuallyin the radio or mirowave range this is referred to as radiofrequeny or RFaeleration. 325
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λ = Figure A.4: Coneptual diagram of RF aeleration. A standing RF waveexists in a resonator through whih the beam passes. The eletri �eld ofthe RF wave is longitudinally oriented and varies sinusoidally with time. Bybunhing the beam and spaing it appropriately the beam an be in the avityonly with the positive eletri �eld, and will thus be aelerated.RF AelerationThe priniple behind RF aeleration is illustrated in Fig. A.4. RF energy issupplied to a resonator, or avity, where it is stored and passed on to the beam.Holes are ut in the avity to allow beam partiles to enter and exit. The RFwavelength and avity extent must be larger than the beam pipe so that theenergy is on�ned to the resonator. As a beam partile passes through theavity it aquires a kik orresponding to the potential:Va = � Z d=2�d=2 dxE0 sin(!t� �) = � Z d=2�d=2 dxE0 sin(kx� �)= E0 2k sin� sin�kd2 � = E0d sin� �sin(kd=2)kd=2 �= V0 sin� (A.8)
Where we have de�ned V0 as the produt of maximum �eld, aelerating gap,and the transit time fator. The transit time fator is a measure of how muhthe �eld hanges while the beam rosses the gap; it essentially dereases themaximum voltage. Note that the k in the transit time fator is the wavenumber for the beam and is thus related to the RF frequeny as k = 2�f=�.326



For beam of a given momentum the transit time is �xed and the amount ofaeleration is ontrolled by the amount of energy in the avity and the phase,�, between the partile and the RF.Further RF aeleration is ahieved by passing the beam through aseries of suh avities. This is aomplished by either a long string of avities(a linear aelerator) or by bending the beam around and passing them throughthe same avities more than one (e.g. the synhrotron { xA.3). To properlyaelerate the beam the avities must be spaed appropriately and have theappropriate RF phase and amplitude. In some ases feedbak systems mustbe used to ensure proper aeleration.RF BunhingAbove, we see how an individual partile an be aelerated by an RF avity,but we must aelerate a distribution of partiles. As the aelerating voltagevaries with time, sometimes the avity aelerates and sometimes the avitydeelerates. The key is to have beam only pass through the avity while itis aelerating { this is aomplished by delivering the beam in bunhes (asshown in Fig. A.4) instead of as a ontinuous beam.A DC beam an be bunhed by passing it through a single RF avityfollowed by a drift region. The avity will aelerate part of the beam, deel-erate part, and leave the mean momentum unhanged. The drift region allowsthe faster beam to ath up with the rest, and the slower beam to fall bak.One the beam is bunhed it an be aelerated together as desribed in thenext setion. A small portion of the beam is lost through this proess, but asit usually happens at low energy it is not a signi�ant onern.In a linear aelerator it is often onvenient to supply RF power of327
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Figure A.5: Shemati diagram of RF fousing. The bunh of partiles arrivesat the avity over some time. In a linear hannel, the head partiles get asmaller aeleration than the tail partiles. Given a subsequent drift the tailspartiles ath up with the head partiles.the same frequeny to di�erent parts of the mahine. As the beam speedsup, the distane between bunhes and thus resonators must inrease. This isusually done by modifying the phase veloity of the RF waves in an aeleratingstruture along its length. As will be disussed, synhrotrons keep the distanebetween bunhes �xed, so the frequeny of the RF must hange.Longitudinal FousingEven after being bunhed, the partile beam will have a �nite extent in time.Upon passing through a avity di�erent parts of the beam will reeive di�erentaelerations, as illustrated in Fig. A.5. One apparent solution might be tohoose a phasing of � � 90Æ suh that the beam lies on the top of the waveformand reeives as uniform a kik as possible. However, this is bound to fail exeptfor very narrow bunhes5 as the tail of the bunh will always get less kik andwill fall inexorably behind.The beam is aelerated o�-peak (as shown in Fig. A.5) in order to5Some eletron mahines whih do have very narrow bunhes do atually aelerate \onpeak", but in proton mahines the longitudinal emittane is always too great to do so.328



maintain a stable bunh throughout aeleration. This aeleration produdtype of strong fousing akin to that disussed above for transverse motion.By ombining o�-peak aeleration and drift periods the beam is loked intoa foused beam { slow beam lagging behind gets a greater kik making itath up with the rest of the beam until it overtakes the entroid and reeivesless of a kik afterward. This method an also an also be used to maintainlongitudinal fousing while the beam is not aelerating, or even deelerating;the phase between the beam and RF need only be adjusted so that the averageaeleration is zero.A.3 SynhrotronsThe synhrotron is the marriage of a strong-fousing ring and RF aeleration.As the beam is aelerated the magnet urrents are inreased to keep the beamon the same orbit; the RF frequeny is also adjusted to ompensate for thequiker beam. At Fermilab and elsewhere a hain of synhrotrons is used toelevate a partile beam to ever higher energies.Eah synhrotron starts by having beam of protons injeted to it, al-ready with a relativisti veloity. The beam is foused transversely and longi-tudinally from the start, i.e. the magnets and RF are energized. The magneturrents are then inreased, hanging the stable momentum of the entral or-bit; onurrently the RF phase is adjusted to start aelerating the beam suhthat its rate of aeleration mathes the rate of hange of momentum requiredto stay on the entral orbit. Often, a feedbak system is used to maintain thissynhroniity.This setion desribes some of the relevant features of synhrotrons forthis thesis. Of onern will be the basi beam dynamis within the mahine;329



the appliation and e�ets of the RF aeleration; and the interation of lon-gitudinal fousing with a strong fousing lattie and relativisti e�ets.Betatron Osillations and TunesWe have disussed strong-fousing above with referene to it being used inlinear hannels and rings { there are a few spei�s of operating in a ringthat deserve bearing out. First, we onsider the issue of Betatron osillations.Above, we ould use the � funtion to de�ne the size of a beam or the osillationof a partile about the enter of the beam while traveling down a line. In thease of a transfer line the � funtion is de�ned by the lattie and the propertiesof the beam (i.e. injeted distribution). If the next beam is injeted o�-enter,then it has di�erent � funtions down the line assoiated with its new entralorbit. The ase of magnet rings is di�erent as multiple revolutions requiresthat a beam follow a repeating orbit. This de�nes a single losed orbit forthe beam6 about whih the beam entroid will osillate. These osillations arealled betatron osillations and have spei� frequenies.Consider again the ase of a partile beam gyrating in a uniform dipolemagneti �eld. The frequeny of the gyration is known as the ylotron fre-queny7. This is also the frequeny that a partile will osillate around aentral orbit in the �eld. To an observer at a partiular loation, however, thepartile might not appear to be osillating as the partile will always returnto the same position at a point in revolution. This aliasing where the osilla-tion appears stationary is only an issue for the ases where the frequenies of6Di�erent momentum beams and beam partiles will have di�erent losed orbits. Theseorbits are disussed throughout the next several setions.7The early aelerators lent their name of ylotron to this motion.330



osillation and sampling are related by an integer. Also note, that the vertialmotion has no periodi behavior, so its frequeny is essentially zero.In the ase of a fousing ring { whether weak or strong { there will bothhorizontal and vertial osillations; also, they will generally be di�erent fromthe revolution frequeny. In the ase of weak fousing a return fore is pressedupon the vertial motion at the expense of a horizontal return fore. Therewill be frequenies for eah osillations, but they generally will be unequal, andboth will be less than the revolution frequeny. That is, it will take more thanone revolution to exeute a full osillation. These osillations were �rst mea-sured in betatron aelerators, and are thus alled betatron osillations. Thefrequenies of osillation an be expressed in terms of the revolution frequeny:!x = �x! !y = �y! (A.9)There �x and �y are alled the betatron tunes and are related to eah other ina weak mahine by: �2x + �2y = 1 (A.10)Strong fousing dramatially inreases the return fore, and thus hashigher osillations frequenies { generally greater than the revolution fre-queny. To evaluate the betatron frequenies we go bak to the onept ofphase advane as de�ned in Eqn. (A.5). The phase of the osillation advanesmore quikly with greater fousing. We an alulate the phase advane ofone revolution: 	i = IC dz d idz (z)= IC dz�i(z) (A.11)Where i an be x or y. The tune is thus related bak to the � funtion as�i = 	i=2�. 331



Measurement of the tune is ompliated by the aliasing mentionedabove. On suessive revolutions the partile or beam position at a partiularloation will be di�erent (unlike the ylotron). A olletion of suh measure-ments an be used to measure the tune via frequeny analysis. However, withstrong fousing the length of osillation will generally be less than the irum-ferene { several osillations will our over the ourse of a revolution. As suh,only the frational part of the tune is measured. This part is more importantanyhow as it desribed the frequeny of re-ourrene of position and angleat a loation. To prevent resonant onditions that an damage the beam, ra-tional numbers are avoided as tunes and as ratios between the horizontal andvertial tunes. In a synhrotron all of the bending and fousing magnets areramped simultaneously so that the fousing remains onstant during the yle;this keeps the tunes onstant and avoids rossing rational resonanes.Momentum CompationAnother e�et of the strong fousing lattie is to redue the beam spread dueto momentum spread, i.e. dispersion. If we onsider again the ylotron aseof a uniform dipole magneti �eld, we expet the radius of gyration to hangeproportionally to any hange in momentum aording to the magneti rigidity{ Eqn. (A.1). Again, this radius is only in the plane perpendiular to the mag-neti �eld { any momentum parallel to the magneti �eld will ause the beamto diverge inde�nitely. In the weak fousing ase the beam will be on�nedvertially, but again at the ost of an enlarged beam horizontally. Similarly,we expet a strong-fousing synhrotron to ompress the beam in both planes{ leading to the term \momentum ompation". We will de�ne momentumompation, � { not the Courant-Snyder parameter, for a ring to be the double332



ratio of irumferene (or radius of gyration) hange to momentum hange:� = �C=C�p=p (A.12)Apparently for a ylotron �=1, for weak fousing � > 1, and for strongfousing � < 1.Dispersion, as de�ned in Eqn. (A.6), will allow us to evaluate momen-tum ompation for a synhrotron. Dispersion is primarily horizontal in a ring,so the vertial portion an be negleted. To �rst order the irumferene anbe evaluated as: C = IC dz �1 + �x(z)�(z) � (A.13)Where �(z) is the loal bending radius of the dipoles. Substituting, the hangeof irumferene an be alulated as:�C = �pp IC dzDx(z)�(z)� �pp 2�hDxi (A.14)The approximation is the ase where the dispersion does not vary muh overthe ring. This is lose to true for round mahines like the Booster, but an befar from the truth for other, less round mahines8. We an then alulate themomentum ompation fator:� = 1C IC dzDx(z)�(z)� 2� hDxiC (A.15)Momentum ompation will be used in some of the disussion below as wellas in subsequent hapters to onsider the e�et of o�-momentum beam.8In fat, a ring an be designed to have zero or even negative hange in irumferene withmomentum hange. To do so requires more fousing, but an have signi�ant advantages interms of avoiding isohronous aeleration [164℄.333



Synhronous PhaseAs disussed above: the aeleration from an RF avity depends on boththe maximum aelerating voltage and the phase with respet to the beam,as de�ned in Eqn. (A.8). A synhrotron will have a number of RF avitiesaround it irumferene, N , suh that for eah revolution (turn) the beam willgain the energy: �E = NVa = NV0 sin(�) (A.16)Amounting to an average aeleration rate:dEdt = �E�= �NV0 sin(�)C (A.17)By adjusting V0 and � the aeleration an be set to a wide range of values {even for negative aeleration.The aeleration rate is set by the ramping of the magnets in the syn-hrotron. The magnets urrents are inreased in unison suh that the momen-tum of the losed orbit inreases. This involves both bending and fousingmagnets as we will usually want to keep the tunes (fousing) onstant. Therate and timing of the ramp are arbitrary as long as the RF an keep pae. TheRF voltage and phase are modulated to provide enough power to the beam tokeep it on its entral orbit. Generally, the RF voltage an only be adjustedslowly and is kept onstant over short periods of time. The RF phase an bevaried more quikly and is used to �ne tune the beam momentum.The synhronous phase, �s, is the phase that must be maintained be-tween the applied RF beam harge in order to keep the beam entered in themagnets while the urrents are inreased9. In fast-ramping synhrotrons the9Conventions vary, but usually 0Æ orresponds to zero aeleration.334



phase an be quite large, > 60Æ, and the synhronization will not be perfet,possibly to the point that the beam will fall outside of the available aperture.To ensure proper aeleration, all fast-ramping mahines inlude feedbak sys-tems that further modulate the RF phase to keep the beam on the desiredorbit. The system that applies the synhronous phase and feedbak is knownas Low-Level Radio Frequeny (LLRF).We should also note that synhrotrons must hange the RF frequeny,sometimes substantially, during the ramp of the mahine. In linear aeleratorsthe frequeny is kept onstant while the bunh spaing inreased with velo-ities. In synhrotrons, however, a �xed number of bunhes an be �t aroundthe irumferene of the ring. The bunh spaing must remain �xed, so thefrequeny must be hanged. As beam aelerated the frequeny is inreasedasymptotially toward the limit of a light-speed traveling partile:fRF ��!�!1 hC (A.18)Where h is the harmoni number: the number of RF bukets around theirumferene of the mahine.Synhrotron OsillationsWhile aelerating, a beam partile might have di�erent momentum or lon-gitudinal position from the enter of the beam. This partile an still beaelerated as long as it falls into an area of longitudinal phase spae knownas the RF buket; the partile will then osillate about the entral part of thebeam in a proess known as a synhrotron osillation, like in the longitudinalfousing illustrated in Fig. A.5. A partile at the enter of the buket is knownas the synhronous partile, as its phase with respet to the RF is always thesynhronous phase. 335



The extent of the RF buket is de�ned by the RF voltage availableand and the synhronous phase neessary to keep up with the beam. Lessersynhronous phase allows a greater range of longitudinal positions (or partilephases) to be aelerated. Greater RF voltage allows a greater range of partilemomentum to be aelerated. For a given magnet ramp, inreasing the RFvoltage redues the synhronous phase required, so the RF buket's phaseextent is larger as well.The synhrotron frequeny, !s, is the rate at whih partiles osillateabout the synhronous partile in phase spae. !s depends on a number offators inluding RF voltage, synhronous phase, and momentum ompation.The synhrotron frequeny is typially less than the revolution frequeny, inontrast to the betatron frequeny whih is typially greater.The betatron osillations desribed above are linear as long as the mag-neti �elds are pure dipole and quadrupole, however the synhrotron osilla-tions are neessarily nonlinear due to the sinusoidal nature of the aeleratingvoltage. In priniple, if the RF voltage were very large and the beam was verysmall in proportion to the RF wavelength, then the behavior of the partilesould be somewhat linear. The reality for proton mahines is that the beamsize is a signi�ant fration of the RF wavelength10. Any perturbations in theoriginal beam will osillate at di�erent rates about the synhronous partile{ eventually �lling a larger phase spae volume, inreasing the longitudinalemittane of the beam.
10In synhrotrons where the beam is aptured into RF bukets from a laminar beam, thebeam initially takes up the entire RF waveform. The Booster is a mahine of this type.336



Adiabati DampingAs the beam aelerates its transverse phase spae is ompressed due to aproess known as adiabati damping; as a result, the beam emittane is re-dued, leading to smaller beams size. This e�et arises as the RF aelerationis purely in the longitudinal diretion. As the total momentum of the partileis inreased the transverse momentum remains onstant, suh that the angulardivergene of the partiles is dereased. The beam emittane is thus inverselyrelated to the momentum of the beam:�i / 1� (A.19)The beam size will derease as well. At any partiular position around thering the beam size will sale inversely with the root of momentum11:�i / (�)�1=2 (A.20)In Fig. 3.9 we showed beam width measurements during the Booster yle,whih shrink as the beam energy grows.TransitionThe ombination of momentum ompation and relativisti e�ets produe ane�et known as transition. When in transition the beam is isohronous, in thatthe revolution time of a partile is independent of its momentum. Transitionhas several e�ets in a synhrotron, most signi�antly a�eting longitudinalfousing.Consider again the ase of the ylotron where a uniform dipole mag-neti �eld turns partiles in irular orbits. The momentum ompation, �,11Oasionally, the beam size will be dominated by momentum spread and dispersion, sothe saling will not stritly follow this rule.337



for this type of �eld is 1, in that any hange in momentum produes a pro-portional hange in irumferene. The revolution time for a non-relativistibeam will be independent of the momentum:�C = Cv = C0(1 + �p=p0)p0m (1 + �p=p0) = C0p0=m (A.21)d�Cdp = 0 (A.22)Where the default irumferene, C0, is determined by the default momen-tum, p0, and the magneti rigidity { Eqn. (A.1). Cylotron motion is thusisohronous at non-relativisti momenta as all partiles will gyrate at the samefrequeny in the magneti �eld. Relativisti e�ets will ause deviations as thebeam will not be able to go arbitrarily fast as the irumferene inreases.�R = Cp=m = �C (A.23)d�Rdp = �C ddp = �2p �C (A.24)In this ase of a ylotron, the beam is isohronous at low momentum, butthe rotation frequeny dereases as the partiles beome relativisti.For most synhrotrons the momentum ompation is signi�antly lessthan � = 1. In these ases the revolution time for a non-relativisti partiledereases with the momentum; the irumferene inreases less quikly thanthe momentum and veloity. As the beam aelerates and beomes relativisti,the speed of the partiles inreases more slowly than the momentum untileventually it takes higher energy partiles longer to make a revolution. Therate of hange in the revolution period:d�Sdp = �SC dCdp � �S� d�dp= �sp �� � 12� (A.25)338
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Figure A.6: RF aeleration before and after transition. Before transitionhigher momentum beam arrives earlier at a partiular loation, so the ael-erating voltage should be inreasing with time, as on the left. After transitionlower momentum beam arrives earlier, so the aelerating voltage should bedereasing, as on the right.For small , d�S=dp is negative as � << 1. There is a spei� beam energywhere the beam beomes isohronous12. The isohronous period is usuallyvery short in a synhrotron as the momentum is ramping; the event in timeis alled transition and ours at a boost de�ned solely by the momentumompation of the lattie: tr = (�)�1=2 (A.26)tr is known as the transition gamma, the orresponding energy being knownas the transition energy.Transition's most signi�ant e�et is reversing the diretion of longitu-dinal fousing. As disussed earlier, longitudinal fousing works by providinga return fore to the enter of the bath in the form of an energy kik. In linearaelerators and in synhrotrons below transition higher-momentum partileswill reah a avity �rst and should reeive a lesser aeleration, as shown inthe left plot of Fig. A.6. After transition, however, slower partiles revolvemore quikly and will reah the avity before the more energeti ones, thusthe slope of the kik must be reversed, suh that the synhronous phase lieson an entirely di�erent quadrant of the RF waveform, as shown in the left plot12The beam is only isohronous to �rst order. There is still revolution time deviationwith momentum, but it is seond-order. 339



of Fig. A.6. The angle between the applied RF and the beam must hange by�� 2�s. To make this hange the mahine's LLRF must be aware of the timeof transition and be able to rapidly shift the phase of the RF { the jump willalso be limited by the bandwidth of the RF driver and avity.A seondary, yet signi�ant, e�et of transition is the redution of lon-gitudinal fousing near transition. Longitudinal fousing has two omponents:the near-linear variation of aelerating voltage with phase, and the varia-tion of revolution time with partile momentum. Near transition the beamis isohronous and the fousing breaks down. The beam stays on the samepart of the RF waveform for suessive terms. Before the phase jump thepartiles at the head of the beam will reeive signi�antly less aelerationthan the tail of the beam. The phase jump must be timed preisely to undothis momentum strething on the opposite slope, before fousing takes overand leads to emittane dilution. During the above proess, the momentumspread of the beam beomes signi�antly larger and the bunh length smaller{ the beam thus beomes wider due to dispersion (see Fig. 3.9 for this e�et inthe Booster). For the above reasons, transition and the regime lose to it areavoided as muh as possible; for example: the momentum an be ramped morequikly through transition, the entral orbit an be moved to take advantageof momentum ompation hanges, or the lattie an be quikly hanged toa�et the momentum ompation.
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Appendix B
Proton Beam Positioning

The proton beam position at the target is alulated from position mea-surements at two upstream instrumentation stations. Eah station measuresthe horizontal and vertial position of the beam with apaitive beam posi-tion monitors (BPMs) and segmented foil seondary emission pro�le monitors(PMs). These two types of detetors give redundant measurements that eahhave their own advantages. Corretor dipoles upstream of the instrumentationpermit �ne-tuning of the beam's trajetory.The standard for the NuMI beamline is that the z-oordinate is mea-sured along the beam's path. For onveniene then, the y-oordinate is up andthe x-oordinate is to the right (when looking downstream). This results in aleft-handed oordinate system.
B.1 Proton Beam PreparationThe proton beam is transported from the Main Injetor to the target by theprimary beamline (see x1.2). A series of dipole orretor magnets �ne-tune341



Figure B.1: Typial proton beam pro�les as measured in the target SEMpro�le monitor. This display is from the online system where only rudimentarypedestal subtration has been performed; both horizontal and vertial pro�lesare shown. The o�ine alulations of entroid and width have another digitof preision.the position of the beam to better than 1 mm average along the beamline, and0.25 mm at the target.The nominal beam spot is supposed to be round and to have a waistin fousing at the target; the nominal RMS width is 1.0 mm, but varies withbeam intensity and onditions. A typial pro�le as measured by the targetpro�le monitor is shown in Fig. B.1. During the early ommissioning of thebeamline, one quadrupole magnet was operating with the inorret urrent,hanging the beam spot at the target. In this period the beam was measuredas being very narrow and onverging horizontally while approahing the target,and wider and diverging vertially. The horizontal beam size probably waistedhorizontally between the two horns. The result of this is that the beam had anaspet ratio of 2:1 during these sans, being narrower in the horizontal. The342



estimated typial beamspot at the target was 0.7 x 1.4 mm2.To san the beam laterally aross the target, a pair trim magnets arevaried upstream to move the beam parallelly aross the target; angle manip-ulations are also possible, but not as useful. The preise ratio to hange thedipole urrents were determined using the TRANSPORT ode [165℄, takinginto aount the intervening main dipole and quadrupole magnets. These ra-tios are not entirely robust: if the position of the beam in a quadrupole magnethanges it will aquire a di�erent bend from that magnet, sometimes induingan angle in the beam, sometimes ausing motion in the opposite diretion.B.2 Proton Beam Position Measurement andExtrapolationThe proton beam position is measured independently by BPMs and PMs atthe two instrumentation stations, shown in Fig. B.2, upstream of the targetpile. These two systems (BPMs and PMs) have di�erent absolute o�sets fromthe beam enter, de�ning two di�erent oordinate systems for the beam.The Pro�le Monitors (PMs) are segmented seondary-emission monitors(SEMs) [25℄. The PMs detet the passage of harged partiles by the expulsionof eletrons from Titanium foils through the proess of seondary emission.The foils are segmented and individually instrumented, allowing the beampro�le to be reorded. From that pro�le we extrat the beam entral positionand width in the form of a �tted gaussian sigma. The expeted preision ofthe PMs at these stations was < 25 �m [24℄, and measured in the beam tobe 18 �m [25℄. The PM foils were optially referened to exterior monumentsused to survey the PM in plae in the beamline.343
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Figure B.2: Shemati layout of the target hall omponents and instrumenta-tion used in this setion. The numbers give the position along the beamlineof the devie in meters. Two sets of BPMs and pro�le monitors give the pro-ton beam and angle used to extrapolate into the target hall. The target hallontains the target, ba�e, and horns with their rosshairs and loss monitors.The Hadron Monitor is loated far downstream, after the deay pipe.344



The Beam Position Monitors (BPMs) are eletrially isolated plates onthe walls of the beam pipe vauum hamber that apaitively ouple to theharge of the proton beam. Two plates, of spei�ally hosen geometry, are onopposite sides of the beam pipe; the beam will indue more image harge onone side than the other. Comparison of the signal on the two eletrodes givesbeam position information; the di�erene in signals divided by the sum givesthe position to �rst-order. The target BPMs are expeted to have resolutionsof 50 �m at high intensities, but at lower intensity the resolution is more like150 �m over a range of � 6 mm ([162℄, x4.1.3.3). The BPMs' eletrial entersare measured on the benh and referened to external monuments. There isan additional eletrial o�set that is dependent upon the abling details andmust be measured in situ. This o�set hanges the signal measured on eahplate by a onstant amount (like a pedestal); the e�et of this o�set is inverselyproportional to intensity, so is more important for some of the target alignmentsans of Ch. 11. The BPMs were optially surveyed in plae (like the PMs),and these various o�sets summed.The orrelation between the last two BPMs immediately upstream ofthe target is shown in Fig. B.3. The data shown are from a period of steadyrunning when the beam was not adjusted. The spread in positions is thenatural variation during running. The angle has a similar variation pulse-to-pulse; as these BPMs are separated by 12 m, the angle auses some spread inthe orrelation. The spread is shown in the residuals, but is onvolved withthe preision of the instruments. The relatively small residual demonstratesthat the angle does not hange appreiably pulse-to-pulse.The orrelation between the last BPM and PM is shown in Fig. B.4.Here, the two instruments are at nearly the same loation and the measure-ments are not be a�eted by the beam angle.345



Figure B.3: Satter plot and residuals of the measurements of horizontal po-sition at the two BPMs upstream of the target. This running is taken fromstable onditions, so the angle of the proton beams through the BPMs is onlyaused by variability in the beam. The residual width is thus a onvolutionof measurement preisions and the position di�erene aused by the variableangle. 346



Figure B.4: Satter plot and residuals of the measurements of horizontal po-sition at the BPM and PM just upstream of the target. This running is takenfrom stable onditions, so the di�erene between the measurements is ausedonly by their alibrations and preision. The entroid of the residual is theo�set of the alibrations, and the width is the onvolution of the devies'preisions. 347



B.3 Proton Beam Extrapolation to the HadronMonitorFor the alignment sans in x10 we use the BPMs and pro�le monitors toextrapolate proton beam position to loations within the target hall. A ross-hek of this proedure is to diretly transport the proton beam through thetarget hall and deay volume to the Hadron Monitor. A speial run wasperformed when the target was removed where the beam was angled suh thatthe position at the nek of Horn 1 remained onstant. The range of anglesavailable allowed the proton beam to be sanned horizontally aross most ofthe fae of the Hadron Monitor. The results of this san are shown in Fig.B.5. The BPMs were used in this analysis as the large transverse positions atthe instrumentation stations inluded positions where dead foils on the PMsinterfered with the position measurement. Overall, the results are the same forboth: the proton beam an be well extrapolated to the enter of the HadronMonitor, but there is an unresolved saling that results in poor orrespondeneat large angles. The o�set of 41 mm at the Hadron Monitor is not large interms of angle (� 50 �rad), and is also onsistent with the measured o�sets ofthe BPM oordinate system as ompared to the PMs { the interept is loserto zero in the PM oordinate system.The slope of 89-90% exists in both the BPM and PM extrapolations asompared to the measured Hadron Monitor position. This number has beenross-heked several ways: ounting strips in the SEMs to verify positionmeasurements; ounting ells in the Hadron Monitor to hek its positionalulation. The soure of this variation remains unknown.348



Figure B.5: Measured position at the Hadron Monitor vs the positions extrap-olated from the BPMs upstream of the target. The deviation of the slope fromunity is not understood. The interept is onsistent with our understandingof BPM and Hadron Monitor positions.
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Appendix C
Analytial Approahes to PulseFormation
As disussed in Ch. 8, the ow of harge in an ionization hamber is desribedby a set of oupled partial di�erential equations:d�+dt = �� v+��+�x � �+�v+�x + ��� � re���+ +D�2�+�x2 (C.1a)d��dt = �� v�����x � ���v��x + ��� � re���+ +D�2���x2 (C.1b)�E�x = e�0 (�+ � ��) (C.1)Z d0 dxE = Vapp (C.1d)While there is no general solution for the above system, the below setionsprovide solutions and alulations for ertain limiting ases. These ases areuseful in understanding the results of the numerial simulations presented inCh. 8, and provide a rosshek on the simulation details.351



C.1 First-Order Reombination LossesWe �rst onsider the ase where ionization in the hamber is insuÆient toa�et the applied eletri �eld, but the drift veloity is low enough to allowreombination. This is the limit of low applied �eld and steady-state, low-ratebeam ionization, reduing Eqn. (8.1) to:0 = d�+dt = �� v+��+�x (C.2a)0 = d��dt = �� v�����x (C.2b)�E�x = 0 (C.2)Z d0 dxE = Vapp (C.2d)Here �, v+, and v� are onstants. We apply the additional boundary ondi-tions that �+(x = 0) = 0 and ��(x = d) = 0 to �nd the solutions:E = Vapp=d (C.3a)�+ = ��Ex (C.3b)�� = �v�(E)(d� x) (C.3)These densities are plotted in Fig. C.1; learly the eletron densities are muhless than the ion densities.We an now de�ne a reombination density:R(x) = re��(x)�+(x)= re�2�Ev�(E)(d� x)x (C.4)R is the rate of harge loss per volume per time. We an then de�ne theolletion eÆieny as the ratio of harge olleted on the eletrodes to that352



Figure C.1: Calulated harge distributions using the method of xC.1. Thisis for a 1 mm hamber, biased at 100 V with steady-state ionization rate of1010 ionizations / m3 / �s. The upper line is for the ion density, the lower foreletrons.originally ionized by the beam:� � 1�d ��d� Z d0 dxR�= 1� re�d26�Ev�(E) (C.5)
The eÆieny is plotted as funtions of voltage and intensity in Fig. C.2 fora 1 mm hamber1. Note that at a typial applied voltage of 1000 V/m thereis no appreiable loss of eÆieny until an ionization rate of 1019 ionizations /m3 / �s; this is seven orders of magnitude greater than the maximum in theNuMI beam or beam tests.However, the validity of Eqn. (C.2) fails at these high ionization rates.1The value of e�etive reombination oeÆient re used is 2.4 � 10�8.353



Figure C.2: Calulated olletion eÆienies using the method of xC.1. Theseplots are for a 1 mm hamber. The upper plot is versus the applied eletri�eld; the urves are for di�erent (very high) ionization rates indiated bythe numbers in units of ionizations / m3 / �s. The lower plot is versusthe ionization rate, with the di�erent lines orresponding to di�erent appliedeletri �elds in units of V/m.
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This an be seen by onsidering the e�et of ion density on the eletri �eld:�E�x = e�+�0= e�d�Vapp�0x (C.6)Applying the boundary ondition Eqn. (8.1d), we get the eletri �eld solution:E = E0 + e��Vappd26�0 xE0 = Vappd � e�d36�Vapp�o (C.7)If E0 < 0 then at some point E < 0, whih is unphysial as it would ausein�nite aumulation of harge at some point 2. The ionization rate at whihE0 = 0 is: � = V 2appd4 6��0e (C.8)For a typial 1 mm hamber biased at 100 V this rate is 6.6 � 109 ionizations/ m3 / �s; far below the rates quoted above, and even below the ionizationrate in the Hadron Monitor. The Muon Monitors, however, see a lower rate,so this approximation is of some use there.C.2 Steady-State Solution with Spae ChargeAs the previous approximation is not valid for the intensities of the HadronMonitor, we expand the approah to inlude the spae harge of the ions. Thisapproah still does not inlude multipliation and onsiders the harge loss toreombination to be a orretion. Additionally, the eletron ontribution tospae harge is ignored as it is muh smaller than the ion ontribution3.2This situation orresponds to total spae-harge sreening of the anode3The smaller eletron density is aused by its muh faster veloity. In some gases thisfator an be more than a thousand; in Helium, however, the eletron veloity is only about�fty times greater than the ion veloity 355



We start by onsidering the simpli�ed form of Eqn. (8.1):d�+dt = �� v+��+�x � �+�v+�x (C.9a)d��dt = �� v�����x � ���v��x (C.9b)�E�x = e�0�+ (C.9)Z d0 dxE = Vapp (C.9d)As �� is deoupled, we ignore it for �nding the �eld solution. A generalsolution is found in [160℄, but we will onsider only the limit where the eletri�eld approahes zero at the anode; thereby establishing the range of usefulnessfor this solution. Using v+ = �E, we an �nd the solutions for ion density andeletri �eld: E = 2Vd xd (C.10a)�+ = 2Vd2 �0e (C.10b)The eletri �eld inreases linearly aross the hamber and the ion density isonstant as the spreading of harge due to the inreasing veloity is exatlyo�set by ionization. Note that the eletri �eld adjaent to the athode istwie the applied applied �eld (Vapp=d).The ionization rate to whih Eqn. (C.10) orresponds an be found bythe steady-state ux of ions into the athode �v+(x = 0):�rit = �4V 2d4 �0e (C.11)For the typial ase of a 1 mm hamber with 100 V bias the ritial intensityis 4.4 � 109 ionizations / m3 / �s. As expeted, this is even lower than thatin xC.1. As the Hadron Monitor ionization rates exeed this rate, we will haveto onsider more e�ets to model the detetor response.356



C.3 High-Intensity Spae Charge E�etsWhen the ritial intensity in Eqn. (C.11) is exeeded the eletri �eld in partof the hamber will fall to a very small value suh that there is almost no driftof ions or eletrons. This region is ommonly known as a \dead zone". Forsteady-state beam onditions, harge ionized in the dead zone is essentially lostas there is no method for it to esape before reombination (e.g., see [160℄).As the NuMI beam is pulsed, however, we will need to onsider the lifetime ofsuh a dead zone.With a dead zone present, the ionization hamber essentially ompressesto a smaller volume. Part of the volume adjaent to the anode will have noeletri �eld (i.e. be dead), the other part will have the linearly growing �eldas in xC.2. The length of the redued hamber is then:x0 = ��0e 4�V 2� �1=4 (C.12)If we assume that all harge ionized in the dead zone is lost4 then the eÆienyis simply � = x0=d. The �eld solution is:E = 8><>: 0 x < (d� x0)2Vx0 x� (d� x0)x0 (d� x0) < x9>=>; (C.13)And the ion density solution in the steady-state is:�+ = 8><>:1 x < (d� x0)2Vx20 �0e (d� x0) < x9>=>; (C.14)Additionally, we know that v� = v+ in the dead zone, while v� is still smalloutside the dead zone. The eletri �eld and ion density are plotted in Fig.4The harge lost in the area outside the dead zone is omparatively small as the ion andeletron densities are still omparable to that in xC.1357



C.3 for the typial hamber of 1 mm and 100 V at an ionization rate of 1010ionizations / m3 / �s. Note again that the maximum eletri �eld (at theathode loated at x = d) an be several times the applied eletri �eld as theative volume beomes more ompressed.C.3.1 Pulsed Beam StrutureThe steady-state eÆieny of � = x0=d, alulated in the dead zone approx-imation of above, falls to 82% with an ionization rate of 1010 ionizations /m3 / �s, whih is well within the NuMI range of intensities for the HadronMonitor. However, the NuMI beam (and test beams) are pulsed with 1.5 or9 �s beam spills. The time is short enough that we an reasonably expetsome harge to esape from the dead zone before reombining.After the beam pulse ends, harge leaks out of the dead zone as theharge in the ative area is no longer being replenished by the beam ionization.We approah this problem by �nding the quasistati solution to the post-ionization situation. We assume the existene of a dead zone of extent x1 =d� x0 from whih harge is leaking. In the ative area ontinuity requires:�+v+ = A = ��E (C.15)Where A is a onstant. We substitute for �+:�EE 0 �0e = A (C.16)and integrate to �nd: E2��0e = Ax +B (C.17)where B is a onstant of integration. Then we solve for E:E = � e��0 (Ax +B)�1=2 (C.18)358



Figure C.3: Steady state �eld and ion density distributions, alulated withthe approximation of xC.3 for a 1 mm hamber with 100 V of bias and anionization rate of 1010 ionizations  �s. The dead zone extends up tox=0.184 mm; inside the dead zone the ion density approahes in�nity.
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We require the boundary ondition of E(x1) = 0 at the edge of the dead zone,whih gives us B = �Ax1: E = � eA��0 (x� x1)�1=2 (C.19)We then apply the other boundary ondition Eqn. (8.1d) to �nd A:A = 94V 2(d� x1)�3��0e (C.20)Then we have the solution for the eletri �eld and (by di�erentiation) the iondensity: E = 32 Vx0 �x� x1x0 �1=2 (C.21a)�+ = 34 V �0x20e �x� x1x0 ��1=2 (C.21b)Then, the harge urrent out of the hamber is:J = 94��0V 2x30 (C.22)This urrent will be depleting the harge out of the dead zone. If weassume an initial, uniform, ion density in the dead zone we an �nd the rateat whih x0 hanges and alulate how long the dead zone persists after theend of ionization. We start by onsidering the growth of the ative region dueto leakage: dx0dt = J�0e = 94 ��0�0e V 2x30(t) (C.23)where x0 is now allowed to hange with time; we also use the aumulateddensity in the dead zone �0 = ��p, where �p is the duration of the beam pulse.Integrating to �nd a solution, we get:x0(t) = �9��0�0e V 2t + x40(0)�1=4x0(t) = x0(0) �1 + 94 t�p�1=4 (C.24)360



Figure C.4: Quasi-equilibrium post-ionization �eld and ion density distribu-tions for a 1 mm hamber with 100 V of bias and an ionization rate of 1010ionizations / m3 / �s, as desribed in Eqn. (C.21). The dead zone extendingup to x = 0.184 mm was established during the beam ionization, the rest ofthe density and �eld are established by ions leaking out of the dead zone.
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In these equations t is the time elapsed after the end of the pulse.Next, we de�ne the depletion time (�d) as the time required for x0 toequal d, suh that there is no longer total sreening. Solving for x0(t) = d:�d = � �0e9��0V 2��d4 � x40(0)� (C.25)Consider again the typial ase of 100 V over 1 mm at 1010 ion./ m3 / �s; ifwe assume that the dead zone forms very quikly5 and onsider a 1.5 �s beampulse: the dead zone extent (x1) would be 0.184 mm with a density of 1.5 �1010 e / m3 for a total areal harge density of 2.8 � 108 e / m2; the initialurrent6 out of the dead zone would be 4.6 � 108 e / m2 / �s , the urrentdereases as the dead zone is eroded, and the �nal time to erosion is 0.84 �s.C.3.2 Reombination in the Dead ZoneWe now onsider reombination in the dead zone. As has been disussed,reombination losses are very small in the ative regions of the detetor forthe intensities relevant to the NuMI beam. However, the eletron densities inthe dead zone are several orders of magnitude higher than in the ative regionof the detetor. We will onsider a model where all of the reombination lossours within the dead zone; we assume that the dead zone has reahed itsequilibrium extent immediately, so the amount of harge sequestered therewill be somewhat overstated { subsequently the reombination losses will bean upper bound on what really might be expeted.We again use the reombination density rate in the dead zone R = re�205Atually, the dead zone takes on the order of 1 �s to form as enough eletrons must moveaway from the athode to reate a net positive spae-harge that produes the sreening.6Note that there must be a omplementary urrent of eletrons to the anode, as well asesaping ions. To enable this there must be a small eletri �eld persisting in the dead zone{ in this ase it would be � 3 V/m. 362



and now de�ne the total areal loss:L � ZZ dt dxR= re�20 Z �d0 dt (d� x0(t))= re�20 "d�d � 1645x0(0)�p "�1 + 94 �d�p�5=4 � 1## (C.26)
The total olletion eÆieny is then � = 1� L=�d�p. This equation, thoughungainly, gives us an analytial model of harge loss in the hamber7. It hasa ompliated struture depending separately on the ionization rate and thelength of the ionization pulse. For our typial hamber of 100 V over 1 mm,ionized at 1010 ion. m3 �s for 1.5 �s the harge loss amounts to only 3.7 �104 ions / m2, for an eÆieny of 99.996%. The harge loss, however, salesapproximately as the third power of intensity; this is in aordane with ourexpetation that the loss in the dead zone is muh greater than in the ativeregions.Figs. C.5 and C.6 shows alulated olletion eÆienies for a 1 mmhamber at di�erent biases and ionization rates. Fig. C.5 is for a 1.5 �s beampulse, Fig. C.6 is for 9 �s beam pulse8. Comparing to the alulations of xC.1and Fig. C.2 we see that inluding the dead zone in our model redues the turn-on ionization rate of reombination e�ets by � seven orders of magnitude; thisrate is in the upper range of that expeted in the NuMI beam. The alulationof this setion overstates the e�et of reombination as it does not onsider thetime neessary to reate the dead zone and treats the loss to reombination tobe linear, so we need to onsider the e�ets to a greater extent. Furthermore,7 Note that we treat reombination as small and assume the density hanges are notsigni�ant enough to redue the loss rate to reombination. Thus, Eqn. (C.26) overstatesthe loss to reombination at higher loss rates.8Note that the total ionization in Fig. C.6 is six times that of Fig. C.5 for a givenionization rate. 363



Figure C.5: Calulated olletion eÆienies using the method of xC.3 for apulsed beam that indues reation of a dead zone and subsequent reombina-tion. These plots are for a 1 mm hamber with a 1.5 �s pulse. The upper plotis versus the applied eletri �eld; the urves are for di�erent ionization ratesindiated by the numbers in units of ionizations / m3 / �s. The lower plotis versus the ionization rate, with the di�erent lines orresponding to di�erentapplied eletri �elds in units of V/m.
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Figure C.6: Calulated olletion eÆienies using the method of xC.3. Theseplots are for a 1 mm hamber with a 9 �s pulse. The upper plot is versusthe applied eletri �eld; the urves are for di�erent ionization rates indiatedby the numbers in units of ionizations / m3 / �s. The lower plot is versusthe ionization rate, with the di�erent lines orresponding to di�erent appliedeletri �elds in units of V/m.
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as has been noted above, the eletri �eld at the athode beomes several timesas high as the applied eletri �eld doe to ompression of the ative volume byspae-harge sreening; the higher eletri �eld will ause gas multipliationwhih needs to be onsidered as well.
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Appendix D
Numerial Ion ChamberSimulation

As disussed in Ch. 8, the ow of harge in an ionization hamber is desribedby a set of oupled partial di�erential equations:d�+dt = �� v+��+�x � �+�v+�x + ��� � re���+ +D�2�+�x2 (D.1a)d��dt = �� v�����x � ���v��x + ��� � re���+ +D�2���x2 (D.1b)�E�x = e�0 (�+ � ��) (D.1)Z d0 dxE = Vapp (D.1d)App. C disussed analyti solutions to these equations under ertain limitingases. The situation provided by the NuMI beam where the beam-pulse du-ration and ion olletion times are omparable requires numerial solution ofthese equations.This appendix desribes a omputer ode whih performs a �nite-elementsimulation of harge propagation in an ionization hamber. The omputerode deposits harge in the hamber from the beam; drifts the harge to the367



eletrodes under the inuene of an eletri �eld; and subjets the harge toreombination, ampli�ation, and di�usion. The harge propagates through1 �m ells along the hamber gap, and the �eld on�gurations are realulatedfollowing 1 ns time inrements.The program was implemented in FORTRAN [166℄ using CERNLIB[167℄ routines and the program PAW [168℄ for visualization and analysis. Allinternal units are SI, exept that ells are onsidered to be 1 m2 in areaorthogonal to the eletri �eld.D.1 Program OutlineAn owhart of the program organization is shown in Fig. D.1. The steps areexplained below and in the following setions.Program InitiationThe input �les are read and the HBOOK1 output ntuples are setup along withthe log�le.There are two input �les: input.dat and repeater.dat. input.datgives default input parameters for simulation and physial parameters. Ifthere are to be multiple runs then the repeater.dat �le is used to speifyparameters to be hanged and how so.There are three output ntuples. The �rst, 100, is for the �nal runsummary, giving information used to alulate response. The next, 101, is a\snapshot" ntuple that provides information at a given time interval duringthe run; it ontains a series of numbers that desribe the state of the hamberat that time. The �nal ntuple, 102, is a more detailed snapshot ntuple that1Part of the CERNLIB pakage. 368
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Figure D.1: High-level owhart of the ionization hamber simulation.
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has arrays of the ion and eletron densities throughout the hamber, as well asthe eletri �eld at eah point in the hamber. The three give, in turn 0-, 1-,and 2- dimensional data about the run. The more detailed snapshots are usedonly for single runs and allow visualization of the hamber dynamis; whereasthe summary ntuple is generated on every run.The log�le provides basi information about eah run for runtime infor-mation and debugging. It tells the method of exit for eah run { suess, (typeof) spark, or time. Also given are a few of the input parameters for that run:bias voltage, ionization intensity, and hamber gap. As a hek, the \time" ofthe simulation is also given in simulated miroseonds.Run InitiationWhen the program is run in repeated mode it will simulate some large num-ber of hambers with di�erent on�gurations of the input parameters; RunInitiation initializes the variables used and run-spei� tables for eah set ofinput parameters used. The eletron drift veloity and Townsend oeÆientare nonlinear funtions of the eletri �eld (see x7.4 & x7.5). The funtionsare not very ompliated, but an onsume a disproportionate amount of om-puting resoures. In a typial run, eah of these variables is alulated � 1billion times. To optimize running, a hash lookup table is generated for eah ofthese two variables at the start of eah run2. Typially, 10,000 alulations ofeah value would be stored in a lookup table; when the variable is determinedduring the run it is found by linear interpolation between the two adjaentpoints on the lookup table.2The tables are generated at the start of the run, instead of the start of the program,beause the physial parameters might di�er between runs370



IonizeIonization is performed over a preset time period. In eah step of this periodthe eletron and ion density of eah ell are inreased uniformly. The totalionization is kept as a running sum throughout the exeution.Calulate FieldsThe eletri �eld at eah point is a superposition of the �eld from the harge onthe eletrodes and the spae-harge in the hamber. Importantly, the hargeon the eletrodes is a�eted by the spae-harge, in the form of image harges.By using knowledge of the 1-dimensional nature of the problem and assumingthat the potential between the two eletrodes is �xed, we reated an O(n)algorithm to alulate the eletri �eld at eah ell, the indued harge onthe eletrodes, and the image urrent. These are illustrated in detail in xD.2.Additionally, a possible exit ondition here is if more that 0.5% of the ellshave an eletri �eld more than 100� that of the applied �eld; the run isterminated, registered as a spark in the log�le, and, does not earn an entry inthe summary ntuple.Calulate SpeedsThe drift veloities of the ions and eletrons are then alulated for eah ell.The speeds are alulated before propagation as the eletron drift veloities areneessary for the multipliation alulation. The ion veloities are alulatedthrough a simple multipliation by the mobility. The eletron veloities aredetermined by using the lookup table as desribed above.371



MultiplyThe �rst Townsend oeÆient is determined from a lookup table as desribedabove. As the the time and distane steps are so small the oeÆient is appliedlinearly, instead of exponentially:��(x; t + Æt) = ��(x; t) + ��(x; t)�(E)vi(E)Æt (D.2)There is a running sum of the Townsend oeÆient aross the hamber. If theoeÆient satis�es the ondition:Z d0 dx�(E) > 20 (D.3)then it is said to have satis�ed the Raether ondition [169℄, whih is anotherriterion for breakdown within the hamber. The run is then ended, listed asa spark in the log�le, and not entered into the summary ntuple.PropagatePropagation of harge is ahieved by essentially piking the harge up out ofa ell and depositing it a ertain number of ells downstream { this ends upbeing two ells as the alulated number of ells is never exatly integral. Theproess is desribed in more detail in xD.4, and results in a sort of di�usionthat is managed to be about that of natural di�usion.ReombineReombination was implemented in several ways. The most useful type isperformed aording to the proess desribed in x7.5, exept it is linearizeddue to the small steps:��(x; t+ Æt) = ��(x; t)� re�+(x; t)��(x; t)Æt (D.4)372



The above method is superior to steady-state studies where all theharge within the dead region was onsidered to have been lost [160℄. Insuh a method, one de�nes a minimum eletri �eld, below whih the ion andeletron densities were lowered by the same amount suh that one of themequaled zero (to onserve harge). We found this method to not only over-state loss, but to also introdue instability into the simulation at the interfaebetween the dead zone and ative region.Snapshot? & Output SnapshotIf a partiular number of time steps have ourred sine the last snapshot,the program outputs variables about the state of the system to ntuple 101and dumps the eletri �eld and ion and eletron densities to ntuple 102. Thedistributions are grouped into super-ells over whih the ells are averaged withequal weight. The parameters for output frequeny and detail are spei�ed bythe input.Finished?A number of ompletion riteria are heked to determine if the program mustontinue running. The riteria involve some alulation, so are only heked atthe same frequeny as the Snapshot Output (usually 100 or 1000 time steps).The run is de�ned as oming to a proper onlusion if ionization has ended andthe amount of harge remaining in the hamber is several orders of magnitudesmaller than the amount olleted. The run is delared a spark if the hargeolleted is more than 100� as muh as that ionized. The run is aneled if ithas lasted 100� longer than it would nominally take the harge to ross thehamber after ionization. 373



InrementDuring ionization the time is inremented by the de�ned time step and theyle repeated. However, we have found that the simulation is more stableafter the end of ionization and an withstand larger time steps. Thus, thereare parameters that allow a larger time step after ionization, and one thatsales the time step as the exeution ontinues.Output SummaryWhen a run �nishes an output summary is written to ntuple 100 as long asthe run was not delared a spark or to have gone to long. The exeptions areto avoid the nans that usually aompany any extreme behavior.Repeat?If multiple runs with di�erent parameters were requested by the input therepeat funtion sans through the spae spei�ed in the input. The parametersto be modi�ed an be hanges linearly or exponentially and inlude physialparameters as well as simulation parameters like ell size.Close & EndAt the end of the program there is only simple housekeeping to properly losethe log�le and ntuples.D.2 Spae Charge ComputationAs has been seen earlier, the eletri �eld an be signi�antly modi�ed bythe presene of net spae harge within the hamber. The eletri �eld is the374
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Figure D.2: Ciruit diagram of the hamber from the point of view of imageharge. The spae harge within the hamber an ause the potential betweenthe eletrodes to vary. Charge is transferred from the ground and high voltageto ompensate.
solution of Eqns. (8.1) and (8.1d); however, instead of solving this at eahtime step, we use a less omputation-intensive approah.The eletri �eld has three omponents: the applied eletri �eld, thespae-harge �eld from the harges in the hamber, and the image-harge �eldaused by the spae harge. The image harge an be thought of as beingthe image of the harges in the eletrodes. More usefully for our appliationwe onsider the image harge to be a result of the �eld of the spae harge{ the spae harge reates a potential di�erene between the two eletrodesthat di�ers from Eqn. (8.1d); this di�erene is ompensated by harge owingbetween the harge reservoirs and the eletrodes balaning the potential (seeFig. D.2).We start by �nding the eletri �eld of the spae-harge by itself; theions and eletrons in the hamber are onsidered to be in�nite at sheets ofharge. We de�ne the quantities Q#(x) and Q"(x) as all of the harge below375
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of the eletri �eld to that point:Vs(x) = Z x0 dx0Es(x0) (D.7)The voltage from integrating the eletri �eld gives the potential di�ereneat the two eletrodes due to the spae harge. As the nominal potential ismaintained by exterior soures, there must be ompensating harge presenton the two eletrodes to o�set the spae-harge potential. The image hargepresent on the eletrodes is then:�s = ��0Vsd (D.8)Generally Vs will be negative, so the image-harge on the hamber will bepositive (i.e. in the same diretion as the ow of harge).
D.3 Image CurrentAny hange in the image harge on the hamber results in an image urrentthat is measurable as a urrent in the line to ground. Thus, the measured signalis not only the ionization urrent through the eletrode, but also the imageurrent from harge moving through the hamber. Here, we briey onsiderthe image urrent from harge motion. Usually, the eletronis we use measurethe total harge over a time window muh longer than the ionization period,so the question is moot.Consider an isolated harged partile between two grounded, ondutingplanes3. The partile indues harge on eah of the planes to maintain the3To aommodate the applied eletri �eld in an ion hamber we simply use superposition.377



potential { this harge depends on the partile position:q1 = �q�d� xd �q2 = �q �xd� (D.9)Where q is the harge of the partile and the eletrodes are (q1) at x = 0 and(q2) at x = d. As the partile moves it will reate a urrent:Iimg = dq1dt = �dq2dt = q vd (D.10)Where v is the veloity of the partile and Iimg is de�ned as being in the samediretion as the partile's urrent.When the harge is at the eletrode (x � d) the indued harge is�q. Thus, as the harge is olleted on the eletrode, the olletion urrentis exatly aneled by the oppositely direted urrent. The total harge owaused by a partile reated at position a will then be:Q = Z da dx qd = q(d� a)d (D.11)For an eletron-ion pair where the ion travels toward x = d and the eletrontoward x = 0: Q = e(d� a)d + (�e)(0� a)d = e (D.12)As expeted, transport of an ion pair through the hamber produes an inte-grated urrent equal to the eletron harge. The urrent has a fast omponentdue to the eletron drift, and a slow omponent due to the ion. The magni-tude of the urrents depends on the drift veloities, and the integrated urrentsdepend on the ionization loation within the hamber.Next, onsider the ase of reombination as shown in Fig. D.4. Theurrent from a single ionization is trunated by the reombination. Consider378



+ −−e He+He+ −eFigure D.4: Illustration of harge ow in the ase of reombination.the ionization on the left: the eletron reahes the anode, but the ion is re-ombined shortly after ionization { the ontribution to the urrent is less thanone harge. However, the reombination requires an eletron from anotherionization that is similarly trunated. The sum of these two urrents gives oneharge { from two ionizations.Within the simulation image harge is alulated as desribed aboveat eah time step. Image harge is alulated simply as the hange in imageharge at eah step. For simulating the urrent we onsider the sum of theux into the eletrode and the image urrent as what will be measured.D.4 Charge TransportGenerally, the harge urrent density varies with not only the harge densityand veloity, but also the gradients of those quantities (see Eqn. (8.1)). Toavoid alulating these gradients and to stritly onserve harge we move ellsof harge individually aording to the veloity at eah loation { naturallyallowing strething and ompression of the harge distribution. In detail, thisis aomplished by alulation of the spatial step neessary in units of ellwidths, and splitting that into integral and frational parts:�� = v� Ætwell= n� + f� (D.13)379
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Impliit Di�usionThe splitting of harge from ells results in that harge spreading out overtime { making a kind of di�usion. For the ions, the step is typially less thana ell's width. In this ase the harge from a single ell will develop a Poissondistribution with the average distane orresponding to the veloityx = vt = vN Æt = Nwell (D.15)380



Where N is the number of steps taken. The spread of the harge an then beequated to the form for a di�usion oeÆient:�x =qNw2ell= pvtwell= p2Dt (D.16)
to get an e�etive (or impliit) di�usion oeÆient:D = vwell2 (D.17)For typial simulation parameters of a 1 mm gap, 100 V bias, and a ell widthof 1 �m this gives D = 1 m2/s for ions, whih is roughly twie that naturallyexpeted. This value, however, varies with the loal eletri �eld reahing amaximum when one-half ell width is traversed eah time step. The maximumdi�usion oeÆient is then: Dmax = w2ell4 Æt (D.18)To limit the maximum di�usion for eletrons we must manage the time stepsuh that the maximum di�usion does not beome too large. For typial runparameters of 1 �m ell width and 100 ps time step4 the maximum di�usionrate that eletrons might experiene is 25 m2/s, somewhat smaller than the160 m2/s expeted naturally for eletrons.4The simulation was found to be unstable at higher intensity with time steps of 1 nsor larger. This is thought to be beause some eletrons would jump too large of distaneswhen the eletri �eld had a steep gradient. This ould reverse the eletri �eld resultingin \hiups" whereby harge was ejeted quikly from the dead zone. To avoid this, allsimulations were performed with time inrements of 200 ps or less for higher intensity orpreision runs. 381



D.5 Others IssuesThe simulation desribed above is limited by the quality of physial data avail-able and the level of detail simulated. Here we disuss a few areas of detailthat were investigated, but never fully simulated: a Seond Townsend CoeÆ-ient that inreases the signal, High Voltage sag that redues the signal, andthe problem of eletron aeleration whih also redues signal in this ase.Seond Townsend CoeÆientThe Seond Townsend CoeÆient an desribe a number of phenomena thatause eletrons to be emitted from the athode in an ion hamber. In our ase,we might have some eletrons emitted as Helium ions impat the athode.When the Helium ion is neutralized there is 22.5 or 24.6 eV of exess energygenerated. Sometimes, a portion of this energy will be arried away by aneletron ejeted from the athode. In our ase, we expet this proess tobe suppressed as we have He+2 ions that will dissoiate upon neutralization{ providing two bodies to arry away the energy. While no diretly relevantmeasurements exist for our system, we ould expet as many as 0.15 eletronsper ion impat. The eletrons emitted would also have a potentially greatere�et as they must traverse the entire ative region, inluding the peak �eldregion.A mehanism for Seond Townsend e�ets was implemented in the sim-ulation and some simulations arried out. The results gave greater signal thatthe previous simulations, but there was not any signi�ant di�erene. To avoidadding another arbitrary degree of freedom to the problem, we onsider theTownsend e�et to have only a multipliative a�et on w and perhaps shiftthe multipliation parametrization to lower voltages. As we know neither to382
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 (21 Hz); on the signal side there wasonly a 10k
 resistane and the apaitane from the oaxial ables for 3.8 nF(26 kHz). In the beam test as muh as 100 nC was deposited in a single beamspill; reduing the potential of the HV side of only 2 V, but on the signalside by 26 V { with deay onstants longer than the spill length. Thus, it ispossible that the applied voltage was e�etively redued by 30 V.Some steps were taken to simulate this e�et, but were abandoned. In-stead, are was taken with the design of the �nal system to avoid sag. Theinput RC �lter was designed to have a larger apaitane and smaller resis-tane, additionally, the input resistor was removed from the readout eletronis383



allowing an almost diret onnetion to ground.Eletron AelerationIn the simulation above we used the First Townsend CoeÆient as a diretoeÆient to multipliation. However, multipliation requires that eletronshave enough energy to ionize the gas. Generally, measurements are performedwhen the eletron energy distribution has reahed its quasi-equilibrium value.To generate the 24.6 eV neessary for ionization the eletron must travel,at minimum, through 24.6 V of potential drop. Usually this is just a smallorretion; however, in this simulation a large portion of the multipliationours near the athode where the eletrons are still gaining energy. Thee�et of this is probably a orretion suh that we should have an e�etivelysmaller Townsend oeÆient. As our knowledge of this oeÆient is so poorthe e�et is negligible.
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Appendix E
Simulation Results for 2 mmIonization Chambers

We onsider the simulation of 2 mm hambers like those used in the Boosterbeam test. The simulation is the same as desribed in Ch. 8 and App. D. Theeventual beam monitoring system uses no 2 mm hambers, but simulationis still worthwhile as it provides omparison to the experimental beam testresultsField and Charge Distribution EvolutionA 2 mm hamber simulation is shown in Fig. E.1 with 1011 ion. / m3 / �s, for1.5 �s, biased at at 200 V. The dead zone extends to over half of the hamber.The half of the 2 mm hamber near the athode has almost the same hargedistributions and �eld as the 1 mm hamber in Fig. 8.2, while the other halfhas no eletri �eld and high harge densities. If the hamber were insteadbiased at 400 V, to maintain an applied �eld of 2000 V/m, the potentialdi�erene would be ompressed to a region � 1 mm in size, and onsequently385



Figure E.1: Same as in Fig. 8.1, exept for a 2 mm hamber ionized at a rateof 1011 ionizations / m3 / biased at 200 V. The behavior of the half of thehamber near the athode is almost idential to the 1 mm hamber in Fig.8.2. The dead region persists muh longer in the half of the hamber near theanode, resulting in greater reombination.
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the �eld distributions would be almost equivalent to a 1 mm hamber biasedat 400 V. With multipliation onsidered, suh a hamber would spark.Chamber Response: Linearity & PlateauFig. E.2 show the linearity of simulated response for 2 mm hambers. Thereombination is evidently muh greater an e�et than with the 1 mm hamber;however, multipliation is learly ourring at 200 & 250 V (1000 & 1250V/m) whereas they might not be expeted to reah that range from the1 mm results. However, as shown in x8.1.1 and Fig. E.1, when suÆientlyompressed the size of the ative region is independent of the full size of thehamber. Thus, the ative region in a 2 mm hamber at 250 V is the same asthat as the 1 mm hamber at 250 V and leads to just as muh reombination.Some di�erene in the response remains as the extra 1 mm ontributes to twieas muh total ionization for normalization and greater reombination losses.The plateau for the 2 mm hamber also shows some of this variation inFig. E.4. The reombination losses are muh worse at low �eld and multipli-ation is aused above 150 V, whereas the low intensity pulses show almost nomultipliation up to 300 V. The rossing point here has been shifted to � 190V, an inrease of 46% for a 100% inrease in hamber gap. Also, the highestintensity pulse of 1012 does not meet the rossing point, indiating that thereombination is dominating the multipliation { its gain is always less thanthat of the 2�1011 pulse. Further inreases in ionization rate only move theurve to the right.
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Figure E.2: Results of simulation for a 2 mm hamber at various bias volt-ages. The total harge olleted is plotted as a funtion of the ionizationrate; a straight line is drawn where the total harge olleted would be equalto that ionized within the hamber by the beam. Nominal parameters formultipliation and reombination are used.
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Figure E.3: Results of simulation for a 2 mm hamber at various bias voltages.The \gain" is plotted as a funtion of the ionization rate. Nominal parametersfor multipliation and reombination are used. While 250 V of bias resultsin the same nominal eletri �eld as 125 V on a 1 mm hamber the responsebehavior does not sale in the same way.
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Figure E.4: Results of simulation for a 2 mm hamber at various ionizationrates (in units of ionizations / m3 / �s). The \gain" is plotted as a funtionof the bias voltage. Nominal parameters for multipliation and reombinationare used. Note that inreased intensity inreases reombination (dereasessignal) at low biases, and inreases multipliation (and signal) at high intensity.Several urves ross eah other at approximately the same voltage of 190 V{ the highest intensity urve su�ers too muh reombination to approah therossing point.
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Appendix F
Monitor Distributions &Projetions

In this appendix we provide the 1-dimensional pro�les of the 2-dimensionaldistributions in Ch. 9. The data are averaged along the seven or nine hambersin a olumn or row. We also supply dupliates of the distributions, but plottedin the \lego" form that allows loser examination of adjaent bin heights.
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Figure F.1: Measured harge pro�les at the monitoring stations with the pro-ton beam, but no target, suh that the beam hits the absorber. The solid lineis the horizontal pro�le, the dashed is the vertial. Aloves 2 and 3 show noiseas their signal is barely larger than bakground. This data orresponds to thatof Fig. 9.1.
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Figure F.2: Measured harge distributions at the monitoring stations with theproton beam, but no target, suh that the beam hits the absorber. The upper-left is the Hadron Monitor; aloves 1, 2 & 3 are the upper-right, lower-left,and lower-right. Aloves 2 and 3 show noise as their signal is barely largerthan bakground. This data orresponds to that of Fig. 9.1.
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Figure F.3: Measured harge pro�les at the monitoring stations with the baretarget beam, suh that the proton beam hits the target, but there is no hornfousing. The solid line is the horizontal pro�le, the dashed is the vertial.This data orresponds to that of Fig. 9.2.
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Figure F.4: Measured harge distributions at the monitoring stations with thebare target beam, suh that the proton beam hits the target, but there is nohorn fousing. The upper-left is the Hadron Monitor; aloves 1, 2 & 3 are theupper-right, lower-left, and lower-right. This data orresponds to that of Fig.9.2.
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Figure F.5: Measured harge pro�les at the monitoring stations with the beamentered on the target in the pME position and with horn fousing. The solidline is the horizontal pro�le, the dashed is the vertial. This data orrespondsto that of Fig. 9.3.
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Figure F.6: Measured harge distributions at the monitoring stations withthe beam entered on the target in the pME position and with horn fousing.The upper-left is the Hadron Monitor; aloves 1, 2 & 3 are the upper-right,lower-left, and lower-right. This data orresponds to that of Fig. 9.3.
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Figure F.7: Measured harge pro�les at the monitoring stations with the pro-ton beam in between the ba�e and target in the pME position; this is withhorn fousing. The solid line is the horizontal pro�le, the dashed is the vertial.This data orresponds to that of Fig. 9.4.
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Figure F.8: Measured harge distributions at the monitoring stations with theproton beam in between the ba�e and target in the pME position; this is withhorn fousing. The upper-left is the Hadron Monitor; aloves 1, 2 & 3 are theupper-right, lower-left, and lower-right. This data orresponds to that of Fig.9.4.
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Figure F.9: Measured harge pro�les at the monitoring stations with the pro-ton beam hit the ba�e in the pME position, 2.2 mm from edge; this is withhorn fousing. The solid line is the horizontal pro�le, the dashed is the vertial.This data orresponds to that of Fig. 9.5.
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Figure F.10: Measured harge distributions at the monitoring stations withthe proton beam hit the ba�e in the pME position, 2.2 mm from edge; thisis with horn fousing. The upper-left is the Hadron Monitor; aloves 1, 2 & 3are the upper-right, lower-left, and lower-right. This data orresponds to thatof Fig. 9.5.
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Figure F.11: Measured harge pro�les at the monitoring stations with thebeam in the partial High Energy (pHE) on�guration. The upper-left is theHadron Monitor; aloves 1, 2 & 3 are the upper-right, lower-left, and lower-right. This data orresponds to that of Fig. 9.6.
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Figure F.12: Measured harge distributions at the monitoring stations withthe beam in the partial High Energy (pHE) on�guration. The upper-leftis the Hadron Monitor; aloves 1, 2 & 3 are the upper-right, lower-left, andlower-right. This data orresponds to that of Fig. 9.6.
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Figure F.13: Measured harge pro�les at the monitoring stations with thebeam in the standard running on�guration (LE10). The solid line is thehorizontal pro�le, the dashed is the vertial. This data orresponds to that ofFig. 9.7.
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Figure F.14: Measured harge distributions at the monitoring stations withthe beam in the standard running on�guration (LE10). The upper-left is theHadron Monitor; aloves 1, 2 & 3 are the upper-right, lower-left, and lower-right. This data orresponds to that of Fig. 9.7.
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